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The SEASAT Economic Assessment was performed for
 
the Special Programs Division, Office of Applications, National
 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, under contract NASW-2558.
 
The work described in this report began in February 1974 and
 
was completed in August 1975.
 
The economic studies were performed by a team con­
sisting of Battelle Memorial Institute; the Canada Centre for
 
Remote Sensing; ECON, Inc.; the Jet Propulsion Laboratory;
 
and Ocean Data Systems, Inc. ECON, Inc. was responsible for
 
the planning and management of the economic studies and for
 
the development of the models used in the generalization of
 
the results.
 
This volume presents case studies and their gen­
eralization concerning the economic benefits of improved
 
ocean condition and weather forecasts to marine transportation.
 
The Marine Transportation case studies and generali­
zation were performed by ECON, Inc. Dr. William Steele of ECON,
 
Inc. was the principal investigator for the Marine Transportation
 
Study and the author of this report. A complimentary study of
 
Marine Transportation benefits to Canada was performed by the
 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing and is incorporated in this
 
report. The Canadian study was performed by Mr. D. Clough,
 
Dr. J. C. Henein and Dr. A. McQuillan.
 
The SEASAT Users Working Group (now Ocean Dynamics
 
Subcommittee) chaired by Dr. John Apel of the National Ocean­
ographic and Atmospheric Administration, served as a valuable
 
source of information as a forum for the review of these
 
studies. Mr. S.W. McCandless', the SEASAT Program Manager,
 
coordinated the activities of the many organizations that
 
participated in these studies into the effective team that
 
obtained the results described in this report.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE
 
MARINE TRANSPORTATION CASE STUDY
 
The studies conducted of the potential use of SEASAT
 
ocean condition data and resulting forecasts by dry cargo ships
 
and tankers reached the following conclusions. The SEASAT ocean
 
condition data and resulting forecasts could be usefully employed
 
to 	route ships around storms, thereby resulting in reduced
 
adverse weather damage, time loss and the related operating costs,
 
and occasional catastrophic losses. These benefits are incre­
mental benefits beyond those which present and future conventional
 
ship routing procedures can supply. The values of these benefits
 
are as follows:
 
* 	 Reduction in delay-time on all U.S. trade routes
 
yields annual undiscounted benefits of approxi­
mately $20,660,000 for dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Reduction in delay time on all U.S. trade routes
 
yields cumulative discounted benefits, 1985-2000,
 
of approximately $86,620,000 for dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Reduction in hull damage on all U-S. trade routes
 
yields annual, undiscounted benefits of approxi­
mately $6,400,000 for dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Reduction in hull damage on all U.S. trade routes
 
yields cumulative discounted benefits, 1985-2000,
 
of approximately $26,840,000 for dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Reduction in delay time on Canadian trade routes
 
yields annual undiscounted benefits of $6,440,000
 
to $9,220,000 for dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Reduction in delay time on Canadian trade routes
 
yields cumulative discounted benefits, 1985-2000,
 
of $25,200,000 to $43,800,000 for dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Reduction in marine insurance costs for dry cargo
 
ships on Canadian trade routes yields annual
 
undiscounted benefits of $5,000,000 to $34,900,000
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* 	 Reduction in marine insurance costs for dry cargo
 
ships on Canadian trade routes yields cumulative
 
discounted benefits of $24,500,000 to $163,600,000
 
a 	 Reduction in delay time on all major world routes
 
yields annual undiscounted benefits of $3,430,000
 
to $16,680,000 for the world tanker fleet
 
* 	 Reduction in.delay time on all major world routes
 
yields cumulative discounted benefits of
 
$19,400,000 to $94,250,000 for the world tanker
 
fleet
 
* 	 Reduction in catastrophic losses on all major
 
world routes yields annual undiscounted benefits
 
of $5,830,000 to $19,420,000 for the world tanker
 
fleet
 
* 	 Reduction in catastrophic losses on all major
 
world routes yields cumulative discounted benefits,
 
1985-2000, of $32,930,000 to $109,800,000 for the
 
world tanker fleet
 
* 	 Overall annual undiscounted benefits are $47,760,000
 
to $107,280,000
 
* 	 Overall cumulative discounted benefits, 1985-2000,
 
are $215,490,000 to $524,910,000.
 
These overall results are presented in tabular form
 
on 	page 14'3. All figures are in 1975 U.S. dollars. The annual
 
figures presented above are for the first fully operational
 
year for SEASAT, 1985. The discount rate used is 10% in all
 
cases.
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE ASSESSMENT
 
This report, consisting of ten volumes, repre­
sents the 
results of the SEASAT Economic Assessment, as
 
completed through August 31, 1975. 
 The individual volumes
 
in this report are:
 
Volume I - Summary and Conclusions 
Volume II - The SEASAT System Description and 
Performance 
Volume III - Offshore Oil and Natural Gas Industry -
Case Study and Generalization
 
Volume IV - Ocean Mining Case Study
- and Generali­
zation 
Volume V - Coastal Zones Case Study and Generali­
zation 
Volume VI - Arctic Operations - Case Study and 
Generalization 
Volume VII - Marine Transportation 
- Case Study and 
Generalization 
Volume VIII - Ocean Fishing 
- Case Study and Generali­
zation 
Volume IX - Ports and Harbors - Case Study and Gen­
eralization 
Volume X - A Program for the Evaluation of Opera­
tional SEASAT System Costs. 
Each volume is self-contained and fully documents
 
the results in the study area corresponding to the title.
 
Table 1.1 describes the content of 
each volume zo aid readers
 
in the selection of material that is 
of specific interest.
 
The SEASAT Economic Assessment began during Fis­
cal Year 1975. The objectives of the preliminary economic
 
assessment, conducted during Fiscal Year 1975, 
were to identi­
fy 
the uses and users of the data that could be produced by
 
an operational SEASAT 
system and to provide preliminary esti­
mates of the benefits produced by the applications of this
 
Table 1.1: Content and Orgaan maLlin of the lV'na) Repoet 
Volume NO. Ti tle Con'tent 
I Summary and Conclusions A summary of benefits and costs, and a statement of the 
major findings of the assessment. 
TI The SEASAT System 
Description and Per-
formance 
A discussion of user requirements, and the system concepts 
to satisfy these requirements are presented along with a 
preliminary analysis or the costs of those systema. A 
description of the plan for the SEASAT data utility studies 
and a discussion of tile prelimilnary results of the simula­
tion experiments conducted with the objective of quantifying 
the effects of S2ASAT data on numerical forecasting. 
II Offshore 0i aid The results of case studies which inveSLigate the effects of 
Natural Gas Industry-
Case Study and Goner-
aizatilol 
forecast accuracy oi, offshore operations in the North Sea, 
the Celtic Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico are reported. A 
methodology for generalizing the results to other geographic
regions of offshore oil and natural gas exploratlon and de­
owvelopment is described along with an esttLate of the world­
wide benefits. 
IV Ocean Mining - case 
Study and General-
lzation 
Tihe results of a Study of the weather sensitive features of 
the near shore and deep water ocean milning industriles are described. Problems with thle evaluation of economic benefits 
for the deep water ocean mining industry are attributed to 
Z the relatevoindustry. immaturiLy and highly proprietary nature of the 
Tab]e 1.1: Con Lent and Orqaization 
(conLinued) 
of the Pinal Report 
Volume No. Title ConLent 
V Coastal Zones - Case 
Study and General-
izatlon 
Tito study anld generalization deal with the economic losses 
su tamled in tile U.S. coastal zones for the purpose of 
quantitatively establishing economic benefits as a conse­
quence of improving the predictive galaty of destructive 
phenomena In U.S. coastal rones. Improved prediction of 
hurricane landfall and improved experimental knowledge of 
hurricane seeding are discussed. 
VI Arctic O[parat ions - Case 
Study and Generalizaloe 
rho hypethotical development and transportation of ArcLic 
Il and other rosog.rces by ice breaking super tanker to 
tile continental East Coast ar-e discussed. SCASAT data will
contribute to a more effectve transportation operation 
through the Arctic ice by reducing transportation costs as 
a conseque e of reduced transit tiLme per voyage. 
VII Marine Transportation-
Case Study ald General-
ization 
A discussion of the case studies of the potential use of 
SCAShT ocean condition data in the improved routing of dry 
cargo ships and taLnkrs. Resulta. forcast.s could be 
useful in rooting ships around storms, thereby reducing
adverse wealter damage, Lime loss, related operations costs, 
and occasional catastrophic losses. 
VIII Ocean 
Study 
at.ion 
Flishing - Case 
and GeneraLiz-
The potential application of Sr.ASAT data with regard to 
oceat, fisheries is discussed in this case study. Tracking 
fish populations, indirect assistance in forecasting expected 
populations and assistance to fishing fleets in avoiding 
costs incurred due to adverse weather through improved ocean 
conditions forecasts were investigated. 
Ix Forts 
Study 
and 
and 
llarbors - Cass 
General iza lOl 
The case study and generalIzation quantify benefits madepossible through improved weather forecasting resulting 
from the integration of SEASAT data into local weather 
forecasts. The major source of uvoidable economic losses 
from inadequante weasthe forecaistng data was shown to be 
delendent on local precipitation forecasting. 
x A Program for tle Evalu-
ation of Operational 
SLASAT System Costs 
A discussion of Lhe SATI. 2 Progialt which was developed to 
assist in the evaluation of the CoSTS of operational SIASAT 
system alternatLves- SATI. 2 onabls tie asses elice"t of tile
effects of operational requiremenLts, reliability, and time­
phased costs of alternatLive approaches. 
4
 
data.* The preliminary economic assessment identified large
 
potential benefits from the use of SEASAT-produced data in the
 
areas of Arctic operations, marine transportation, and offshore
 
oil and natural gas exploration and development.
 
During Fiscal Year 1976, the effort was directed to­
ward the confirmation of the benefit estimates in the three
 
previously identified major areas of use of SEASAT data, as
 
well as the estimation of benefits in additional application
 
areas. The confirmation of the benefit estimates in the three
 
major areas of application was accomplished by increasing both
 
the extent of user involvement and the depth of each of the
 
studies. Upon completion of this process of estimation, we have
 
concluded that substantial, firm benefits from the use of ooer­
ational SEASAT data can be obtained in areas that are extensions
 
of current operations such as marine transportation and offshore
 
oil and natural gas exploration and development. Very large
 
potential benefits from the use of SEASAT data are possible in
 
an area of operations that is now in the planning or conceptual
 
stage, namely the transportation of oil, natural gas, and other
 
resources by surface ship in the Arctic regions. In this case,
 
the benefits are dependent upon the rate of development of the
 
resources that are believed to be in the Arctic regions, and
 
also dependent upon the choice of surface transportation over
 
pipelines as the means of moving these resources to the lower
 
SEASAT Economic Assessment, ECON, Inc., October 1974.
 
5 
latitudes. Our studies have also identified that large
 
potential benefits may be possible from the use of SEASAT
 
data in support of ocean fishing operations. However, in
 
this case, the size of the sustainable yield of the ocean
 
remains an unanswered question; thus, a conservative viewr
 
point concerning the size of the benefit should be adopted
 
until the process of biological replenishment is more
 
completely understood.
 
With the completion of this second year of the
 
SEASAT Economic Assessment, we conclude that the cumulative
 
gross benefits that may be obtained through the use of data
 
from an operational SEASAT'-system, to provide improved ocean
 
condition and weather forecasts is in the range of 5859
 
million to $2',709 million ($1975 at a 10 percent discount
 
rate) from civilian activities. These are gross benefits
 
that are attributable exclusively to the use of SEASAT data
 
products and do not include potential benefits from other
 
possible sources of weather and ocean forecasting that may
 
occur in the same period of time. The economic benefits
 
to U.S. military activities from an operational SEASAT sys­
tem are not included in these estimates. A separate study
 
of U.S. Navy applications has been conducted under the
 
sponsorship of the Navy Environmental Remote Sensing Coor­
dinating and Advisory Committee. The purpose of this Navy
 
study was to determine the stringency of satellite oceano­
graphic measurements necessary to achieve improvements in
 
6 
military mission effectiveness in areas where benefits are
 
known to exist.* It is currently planned that the Navy
 
will use SEASAT-A data to quantify benefits in military
 
applications areas. A one-time military benefit of approx­
imately $30 million will be obtained by SEASAT-A, by pro­
viding a measurement capability in support of the Depart­
ment of Defense Mapping, Charting and Geodesy Program.
 
Preliminary estimates have been made of the costs
 
of an operational SEASAT program that would be capable of
 
producing the data needed to obtain these benefits. The
 
hypothetical operational program used to model the costs of
 
an operational SEASAT system includes SEASAT-A, followed by
 
a number of developmental and operational demonstration
 
flights, with full operational capability commencing in
 
1985. The cost of the operational SEASAT system through
 
2000 is estimated to be about $753 million ($1975, 0 per­
cent discount rate) which is the equivalent of $272 million
 
($1975) at a 10 percent discount rate. It should be noted
 
that this cost does not include the costs of the program's
 
unique ground data handling equipment needed to process,
 
disseminate or utilize the information produced from SEASAT
 
data. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate the net cumulative
 
SEASAT exclusive benefit stream (benefits less costs) as a
 
, 
"Specifications of Stringency of Satellite Oceano­
graphic Measurements for Improvement of Navy Mission
 
Effectiveness." (Draft Report.) Navy Remote Sensing
 
Coordinating and Advisory Committee, May 1975.
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This volume describes the results of the case
 
studies and generalization of the economic benefits of im­
proved forecasts of weather and ocean 
conditions to the
 
marine transportation industry.
 
2.1 
10
 
2. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
 
Case Study Approach and Overview
 
The study estimates the impact of an operational SEASAT
 
system on ocean.marine transportation. the areas examined are
 
operating costs, casualty costs, and insurance. In order to
 
measure this impact, several broad questions had to be answered.
 
These questions were:
 
* 	 What is the total amount of global trade expected
 
in the period 1975-2000?
 
* 	 What is the total number of ships of each type
 
which will be operating on the major U.S. trade
 
routes in the period 1975-2000?
 
* 	 What is the probability that a vessel of a given
 
type operating on a given trade route will suffer
 
a weather-related casualty?
 
o 	 What is the expected cost of such a weather­
related casualty?
 
* 	 What is the impact on time delays and operating
 
costs of attempts to avoid weather-related
 
casualties by such procedures as ship routing?
 
* 	 What are the weather-related impacts on marine
 
insurance for non-oceangoing shipping?
 
* 	 What is the impact of SEASAT on marine casualty
 
costs and weather-related operating costs?
 
* 	 Where are the incidences of costs and benefits
 
realized (to whom will benefits accrue)?
 
These questions were raised in this case study for
 
three systems which could provide information on ocean
 
conditions and weather over the oceans for use by marine
 
transportation interests:
 
ii
 
* 	 The present system - assumes the present system 
will be operating in the 1985-2000 period. This 
is the baseline case 
* 	 The modified present system - assumes the present
 
system will be improved by advances in forecasting
 
science and data collection for the period 1985-2000
 
* 	 The SEASAT aided system - assumes the modified
 
present system plus further advances in data
 
collection and forecasting for the period 1985-2000
 
as a result of the operational SEASAT system
 
The case study chosen was container ship crossings on
 
the North Atlantic, trade route 05 (between the US and the United
 
Kingdom and Ireland).
 
The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 2.1, the
 
Marine Transportation Case Study Overview.
 
It should be noted that the focus of the benefit
 
analysis was on the real side as opposed to the financial side.
 
That is, the study focused on reductions in ship damage, ship
 
operating costs, cargo losses and, in general, in the loss of
 
labor and capital due to weather damage on the oceans. The
 
financial approach-, not followed here, would focus on the other
 
side of the same coin, i.e., the reduction in premiums or the
 
increase in profits of the marine insurance firms and/or the
 
shipping companies and/or shippers and/or consumers due. to the
 
reductions in real losses. Theoretically, the benefits as
 
measured by either approach should yield the same result. The
 
real approach-was chosen because it provided a direct, more
 
accurate, more accessible estimate. The financial side would
 
have required intimate knowledge of competitive conditions in
 
the shipping industry, the marine insurance industry, and the
 
consumer industry.
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2.2 The Volume of World Shipping, 1985-2000
 
The procedure for generating benefits in each area
 
of the SEASAT economic assessment involves case study
 
analysis followed by generalization of the results of the case
 
study. Accordingly, it was necessary to develop a global
 
forecast of shipping to support the generalization of the
 
marine transportation case study and several of the other case
 
studies in progress or being contemplated. This chapter is
 
devoted to a discussion of the forecasts generated for the
 
generalization process.
 
In order to make the large step from the case study
 
to the global generalization, it was necessary to fill in some
 
information between these points. Working from the top down,
 
the relative density of the global shipping forecasts for
 
1985-2000 was developed from the literature by major areas
 
of the oceans and by major vessel type. Working from the bottom
 
up, detailed shipping forecasts, identical to the ones used for
 
the specific vessel type on the specific U.S. trade route in
 
the case studies, were developed for all major U.S. trade
 
routes.
 
2.2.1 Global Forecasts
 
The forecast variables needed for the generalization
 
included:
 
* 	 Quantity of oil shipped
 
Number of tankers
 0 
14 
0 
* 	 Freight rates (revenues) for tankers for 1985­
2000
 
a 	 Quantity of dry cargo shipped
 
Number of dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Freight rates for dry cargo ships for 1985­
2000.
 
Since-oil shipments make up slightly over one-half
 
the value of all cargo shipped in the world and over one-half
 
the volume of cargo shipped in the world and since the explana­
tion of oil flows involves political and economic factors which
 
have changed in some dramatic and discrete steps, it was neces­
sary to keep the forecasts of dry cargo and oil separate. An­
other substantive consideration which influenced the forecasts
 
was the size of ships, particularly of oil tankers. It was
 
necessary to forecast both the number of ships and the volume
 
shipped in order to capture trends in the size of ships. And,
 
finally, it was necessary to obtain estimates of the revenue
 
flow in shipping. This involved forecasts of freight rate
 
trends. Freight rates are the fundamental unit price in
 
shipping-.
 
A survey of the literature reveals a large number
 
of shipping forecasts. These include:
 
a. 	 Determination of Shipping Industry Submarkets,
 
Mathematica, July 1972.
 
b. 	 Domestic Waterborne Shipping Market Analysis,
 
A. D. Little, February 1974.
 
c. 	 Transportation Cargo Study, Planning Research
 
Corporation, March 1971.
 
15 
d. 	 Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Technology
 
Forecast, Litton Systems, June 1968.
 
e. 	 Position Papers Relating to the New Maritime
 
Program, U.S. Maritime Administration, March
 
1973.
 
f. 	 The Impact of the Maritime Containerization on
 
the United States Transportation System,
 
Manalytics, February 1972.
 
g. 	 A Report to the U.S. Department of Commerce,
 
Maritime Administration for Phase I Ship Design
 
add Program Studies for a U.S. Flag Merchant
 
Fleet, Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
 
Co., 1970.
 
h. 	 Isthmian Canal Demand Forecast. An Economic
 
Analysis of Potential Tonnage Traffic, Depart­
ment of Transportation, 1969.
 
i. 	 Analysis of Merchant Shipping and International
 
Commodity Flows, Center for Naval Analysis,
 
February 1969.
 
j. 	 Forecast of U.S. Oceanborne Foreign Trade in Dry
 
Bulk Commodities, Booz-Allen Applied Research,
 
March 1969.
 
The full reference for each of these studies may be
 
found in the References as [30], [32], [31], [29], [35], [1],
 
[2], (3], (4], and [5], respectively.
 
However extensive this list may be, none of the
 
individual studies nor a pooling of their results could provide
 
a consistent forecast for 1985-2000 for each of the variables
 
indicated above. Therefore, an econometric model was construc­
ted to make a consistent set of forecasts.
 
2.2.2 The Econometric Model - Global Forecasts
 
An eight equation econometric model was constructed.
 
Five of the equations were utilized to make oil forecasts, and
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three equations were utilized to make dry cargo forecasts.
 
There were eight endogenous variables, i.e., variables solved
 
for within the model. These were:
 
Consumption of oil
 
* 	 Quantity of oil shipped
 
* 	 Number of tankers
 
* 	 A-c-tive tankers
 
* 	 Freight rates (revenues) for tankers
 
* 	 Quantity of dry cargo shipped
 
* 	 Number of dry cargo ships
 
* 	 Freight rates for dry cargo ships for 1985­
2000.
 
In the parameter estimation phase, it became necessary
 
to distinguish between active and'total number of tankers.
 
Gross tonn-age of tankers and dry cargo ships proved better for
 
estimating purposes than the absolute number of ships. However,
 
the number of ships can be obtained directly with an assumption
 
about the future size of ships. One of the endogenous vari­
ables, freight rates, was determined by a recursive procedure.
 
Two exogenous variables, i.e., variables fed into
 
the model, were employed:
 
a 	 Price of oil per barrel
 
* 	 Level of world industrial production.
 
Shipping demand is essentially a derived demand.
 
It is derived from the demand for the goods which are to be
 
shipped. In the case of oil, this involved estimating the
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consumption demand for world oil as a function of the price
 
per barrel. In the case of dry cargo, it was assumed that the
 
quantity of dry cargo demanded was directly related to the
 
level of world industrial activity which is given exogenously.
 
On the supply side, it was assumed that the most important
 
-consideration was the past behavior-of freight rates.
 
These functional relationships involved considerable
 
aggregation and simplification. A thorough analysis would
 
distinguish between liner and tramp service (scheduled and
 
unscheduled service) and between time charter and trip charter
 
service. Shipping supply would also have to be related to
 
capital costs and to operating expenses. These variables are
 
hard to come by or nonexistent. Construction of these series
 
would involve considerable effort with questionable results;
 
see, for example, Dreihuis' [27] construction of an index of
 
operating expenses.
 
The goal of the effort in this section was to provide
 
accurate forecasts as opposed to obtaining causal explanations
 
of the behavior of the variables in question. Thus, the simple
 
exponential growth model form
 
X t
 
C = 
was used whenever it gave a good fit and did not violate common
 
sense considerations. For example, past data on the consump­
tion of oil are fit easily with the basic exponential growth
 
model. But the price of oil per barrel tripled in the
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last year. Projecting the trend from 1950-1973 to 1985-2000
 
would be meaningless. Accordingly, the price of oil per barrel
 
was included along with past growth to forecast the consumption
 
of oil:
 
Xt aiC.i 	 =* e Po"
 
oil oil'
 
While this did not improve the fit of past data in
 
any significant way, it greatly increased the plausibility of
 
the forecasts.
 
In addition-to limiting the level of disaggregation
 
and relying on growth trends rather than purely causal vari­
ables, a number of statistical simplifications were a.lso made.
 
Spectral analysis, which might have yielded some better fitting
 
lag relationships, was not performed; nor were the equations put
 
into first differences; nor was two-stage least squares used to
 
estimate the coefficients.
 
Each of the disaggregations and statistical improve­
ments mentioned above might have improved the forecasts but at
 
an expense in time and effort which, it was judged, would not
 
be justified by the results. The final form of the eight­
equation econometric model used to make the global forecasts
 
is illustrated in Figure 2.2, System of Equations Used to Make
 
Global Forecasts, with the estimated coefficients. The pro­
cedure by which these coefficients were estimated is described
 
in the next section.
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I. Consumption of 0 i {C ) - in million ntric tons of 
coal equivalent oil 
C 66 7 .1St -. 150 
Cil 668"7e* 075t PollIS
 
oil oil 
II. 	 Quantity of Oil Sh-pped (Q - In million metric tons 
o0828 Coil 
11. 	 Gross Tonnage of Oil Tankers Supplied (GRTI. - in
 
milion gross 

oil. 
" " -

GRT = 109.So St .023 FR 057 
oi t-2,oil t-4,oil 
IV. 	 Active Gross Toimnace of Oil Tankers (AGRT -n
 
million gross tons oil
 
.542 .433
AGRToi= .9071 Qoil GRToil
 
V. 	 Freight Rates for Tankers (FR - Index
 
t,oil
 
6.040
 
FRo = 98.64 (AGRTo /GRT 
t'oil 	 o il o11 
VI. 	 Quantity of Dry Cargo Shipped (Q I - in million metric 
tons 	 dc 
1.079

= 
4.511 	N
Qdc 

VII. 	 Gross Tonnage of Dry Carqo Ships Supplied - in million 
gross tons 
2 2 6 2 o4 t 1 2 5  0 5 2
 GRT = . u . FR PR 
do t-2,dc t-4,d 
VIII. Frezght Rates for Dry Cargo (FR ) - index 
t,d. 
-. liSt 2.296 
-. 947
FR .0931e Q GRT
 
tdc dc dc
 
Additionally 
P = Weighted World oil Price,
oi Constant 1975 Dollais - in S/barrel 
N = Index of World Industrial Production, 
1963 = 1O0 
t = Year, 1950 = 1 
Figure 2.2 System of Equations Used to Make Global Forecasts
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2.2.3 	 The Results - Global Forecasts
 
The data used to make the global forecasts was
 
from 1950-1973 in most, but not all, cases. Quantity of
 
oil shipped, quantity of dry cargo shipped, gross tonnage of
 
oil tankers and dry cargo ships, and active tonnage of oil
 
tankers are found in OECD Maritime Transport, 1973 [28]; the
 
freight rates for tankers and dry cargo are from the Norwegian
 
Shipping News 6]6; consumption of oil is from the United
 
Nations, World Energy Supplies, Series J [7]; the index of
 
world industrial production is from the United Nations,
 
Growth of World Industry [8]; and the price per barrel of oil is
 
found in the United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics [9]
 
and weighted by the relative amounts of production and deflated
 
by the U,.S. wholesale price index as found in the U.S. Depart­
ment of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States [10].
 
Using this data base, the coefficients of the system
 
were estimated and presented above in Figure 2.2, system of
 
Equations Used to Make Global Forecasts. In general, the fits
 
2
 
were good with R above .90 in all cases except for freight
 
rates which exhibited an oscillatory behavior and yielded
 
2
 
R 's of about .50. A polynomial or sinusoidal function would
 
have yielded a better fit but would not have been useful for
 
such long 	extrapolations as the 1985-2000 time period. The
 
t values were low in some cases (only significant above the
 
.80 level) where a causal explanatory variable was desirable, as
 
in the case of the price per barrel of oil.
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The forecast results are presented in Figure 2.3,
 
Global Forecasts from Econometric Model. The following results
 
were found:
 
* 	 The quantity of oil shipped will continue to grow,
 
but at a slightly slower rate (10.3% down to 9.4%
 
per annum)
 
* 	 The growth of the tanker freight rate index will
 
continue, but at a slower rate (2.5% down to 2.0%
 
per annum)
 
* 	 The growth of gross tanker tonnage will continue
 
at about the same rate (8.3%), although this will
 
mean fewer ships since the size of tankers is
 
increasing
 
* 	 The quantity of dry cargo shipped will grow at a
 
faster rate (6.2% up to 7.0% per annum)
 
* 	 The decrease in the dry cargo freight rate index
 
will continue, but at a slower rate (-1..% down
 
to -0.4%)
 
* 	 The growth of gross dry cargo ship tonnage will
 
continue, but at a higher rate (4.0% up'to 4.9%
 
per annum).
 
These forecasts were based on a number of
 
assumptions. It was assumed that world industrial activity
 
would continue to increase at about the same rate as in the
 
period 1950-1973. It was assumed that the price per barrel of
 
oil would jump from $3.42 to $11.00 per barrel in 1974 and
 
would continue to grow at the rate of the 1950-1973 period,
 
i.e., slightly less than 1% increase per annum.
 
2.2.4 	 Densities of Global Traff-ic on Major World Routes
 
The distribution of ships globally is difficult to
 
estimate. A limited number of such comprehensive data sources
 
which would make such estimates possible are available. The
 
Year Coil Qoil GRToil AGRToil PRoil QdC GRT d FRd N Poil 
1985 6791 4034 2800 2536 54.28 2913 2734 74.44 401 12.09 
1986 7308 -4413 3040 2759 54.94 3118 2066 74.18 427 12.21 
1987 7864 4827 3300 3002 55.60 3338 3005 73.91 455 12.32 
1988 8462 5281 3583 3265 56.28 3573 3151 73.64 484 12.44 
1989 9106 5776 3891 3552 56.96 3824 3303 73.37 516 12.56 
1990 9800 6319 4224 3865 57.66 4093 3463 73.11 549 12.68 
1991 10545 69,12 4586 4204 58.36 4381 3631 72.84 585 12.80 
1992 '11348 7561 4979 4574 59.07 4689 3807 72.58 623 12.92 
1993 12212 8271 5406 4976 59.78 5019 3991 72.3,1 664 13.04 
1994 13141 9047 5869 5413 60.51 5372 4184 72,05 707 13.17 
1995 14141 9897 6372 5889 61.25 5750 4387 71.79 753 13.29 
1996 15218 10826 6919 6407 6i.99 6154 4599 71.53 802 13.42 
1997 16376 11842 7512 6970 62.74 6587 4822 71.27 854 13.55 
1998 17622 12954 8156 7582 63.51 7051 5056 71.01 910 13.68 
1999 18963 14170 8855 8249 64.28 7547 5300 70.75 969 13.81 
2000 20407 15500 9613 8973 65.06 8077 5557 70.50 1032 13.94 
Annual Growth 
Rate Estimated, 7.6% 9.4% 8.3% 8.7% 2.0% 7.0% 4.9% -0.4% 
1975-2000 
Previous Growth 7.7% 10.3% 8.2% 8.7% 2.5% -6.2% 4.0% -1.1% 
Rate 
Figure 2.3 Global Forecasts from Econometric Model 
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most comprehensive, source of operating information on ships
 
are Lloyd's Register of Shipping and Lloyd's Register of
 
Shipping Statistical Tables. The U.S. Maritime Administration
 
publishes A Statistical Analysis of the World Fleet '25] each
 
year based on Lloyd's data. However, only about half the
 
world's fleet of 21,000 will be at sea at any one time. The
 
U.S. Coast Guard also operates an Automated Mutual-Assistance
 
Vehicle Rescue System (AMVER) as an international program by
 
which vessels may indicate their sail plans. This computer­
based system enables participants to receive emergency assis­
tance from one another. While the number of participants may
 
vary considerably, the 2,097 average of ships (daily average
 
of vessels on daily plot) which participated in October 1974
 
is not unusal.
 
A number of maritime research groups have conducted
 
studies of the densities of the world fleet on the various
 
trade routes. These organizations include: Ocean Routes, Inc.,
 
of Palo Alto, California; Ocean Data Systems, Inc.; and
 
Automated Marine International. The most comprehensive analy­
sis of world fleet densities by route that has been done
 
recently is by Automated Marine International [16, Volume I].
 
The Automated Marine International study of densities
 
was done in three different ways to provide a consistency check.
 
The first method was to update a World Meteorological Organization
 
(WMO) study of densities done in 1964.- The second method was the
 
use of Lloyd's List, a daily publication with arrival and depar­
ture information for 3,000 to 5,000 ships, to compile a density
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map. The third method was the use of AMVER data as a sample to
 
project the overall densities. The results indicated fairly simi­
lar estimates for the WMO and Lloyd's based studies,- but the AMVER
 
data lacked sufficient representativeness to yield reliable
 
results. In addition to making estimates for 1969, forecasts
 
of densities were made for 1972 and 1975 and 1980. The results
 
are summarized in Figure 2.4, Ship Population Trends by Ocean,
 
1969 to 1980. An illustration of the density map for the 1980
 
forecast is given in Figure 2.5, 1980 Projected Overall Worldwide
 
Merchant Ship Distribution.
 
The principaL facts to note in the estimates are the
 
equal dominance of Atlantic and Pacific routes. The AMI fore­
cast for 1980 indicated only two major shifts. These were
 
the increasing trade flows to and from Japan, based on Japan's
 
exceptional economic growth, and the shift of the world's
 
fishing fleet away from the traditional fisheries (as they
 
reach or exceed their maximum sustainable yield) to new waters
 
in the Indian Ocean and elsewhere. However, since the Automated
 
Marine International study was done, Japan's economic growth has
 
slowed. In addition, this study does not deal with the world
 
fishing fleet. Therefore, it will be assumed that the Atlantic
 
and Pacific routes will continue to contain the bulk of world
 
shipping for the generalization made in Section 3.4.
 
19C9 (20,973 total) 1912 (24,57' 
VESSEL r 
SERVICE
 
CATEOY ATL. PAC. IND. MISC. ATL. PAC.
I! 
TAIKERS 2, 680 457 741 759(M) 2,478 793 

CARGO VESSELS 2,251 1,044 1,138 438 1,957 927 

ORE & BULK 609 b73 82 110(S) 783 990 

PASSEJ Gr R 104 30 13 12 94 27 

COMBINATIONS 100 
 54 57 28 93 43 

OTHER 124 58 62 26 109 
 51 

SUBTOTAL 5,868 2,316 2,,093 1,373 5,514 2,829 

FISHING ,629 5,115 372 197(M) 4,346 6,185 

TOTAL 9,507 7,431 2,465 1,570 9,860 9,014 

S = St. La~rence
 
M = Meditorranean
 
Source: Automated tlarxno International [16, Volume I, p. 156).
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IND. 
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1,018 
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54 

2,407 

1.987 

4,394 
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MISC.
 
3.C. (N) 
483
 
ISO(S)
 
11(M)
 
25
 
30
 
1,075
 
232(M)
 
1,307
 
u-I 
1975k (26,3)3 total) 1980 (29,213 total)
 
. .IFI. . I 
CATFGORY PL. IND. ISC. ATL. PAC. IND. MISC.AC. IM 
IAN 2,440 951 1,227 435 2,377 1,.218 1,382 582(M) 
CARGO VCSSELS 1,975 963 1,036 481 1,999 1,022 1,068 477
 
ORZ & BULK 953 1,356 150 171 1,237 1,965 161 156(S)
 
PASSr.NGER 94 27 12 11CM) 98 28 13' 11 (1.) 
COMBINATIONS 95 45 4a 24 97 49 50 23 
OTHER 110 52 55 30 113 56 58 27 
SUBTOTAL 5,667 3,394 2,528 1,152 5.921 4,338 2,732 1,276
 
FIS HI NG 4,669 6,285 2, 383 235 5,209 6,452 3,044 241(M) 
jTOTAL 10,336 9,679 4,911 1,387 11,130 10,790 5,776 1,517
 
STRATOHT 1, NU INTERPOLATION BETWULN 1972 1980 FORECASTS 
S = SL. Lawronn'c 
M. -modi tarrzn-ban 
Sour-ce: Automatod marine Inteornational [16, Volum: 1, p. 156). 
Figure 2.4 Ship Population Trends by Ocean, 1969 to 1980 (Continued)
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Weather Routing Procedures and Potential Benefits
 
Attempts by ships to avoid adverse weather have
 
already been systematized. The system is referred to variously
 
as optimum track ship routing (OTSR), optimum ship routing (OSR),
 
or, simply, ship routing or weather routing. Data from SEASAT
 
which is to be used for ship routing will probably be fed into
 
the existing weather routing set of systems. This was one of
 
the reasons for taking a close look at weather routing. A
 
second important reason for scrutinizing the present weather
 
routing system was that it was one way to quantify the potential
 
benefits of SEASAT in this area. By examination of the impact
 
of the present weather routing systems on weather-related
 
casualty costs and operating expense losses, together with an
 
assessment of the capability of SEASAT to extend these savings,
 
it was possible to measure the economic effect in the marine
 
insurance area of SEASAT-type data.
 
2.3.1 	 The Present Weather Routing Systems
 
There is no single weather routing system today.
 
Rather, there are a number of commercial services such as
 
Louis Allen, Washington, D.C.; Bendix Commercial Service
 
Corporation, South Hackensack, New Jersey; Ocean Routes, Inc.,
 
Palo Alto, California; and the Navy's Fleet Numerical Weather
 
Central (FNWC), Norfolk, Virginia, and Monterey, California.
 
In addition, there are weather routing services operated by
 
foreign individuals and governments.
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The charge per ocean crossing for these routing
 
services may run from $95 to $300, but is generally in the
 
$200 to $250 range. The charge may be for simply recommending
 
the entire route in one analysis before the crossing begins, or
 
it may involve a more complete service. in its most thorough
 
form, the weather routing might involve a discussion with the
 
captain before departure to obtain such information as
 
the cargo to be carried, will any of it be stored on deck, or is
 
there any special reason that a speedy crossing is necessary.
 
A recommended route will then be selected based on the informa­
tion gathered from the captain, from weather forecasts, from
 
information about the ship's rated speed and ability to handle
 
heavy seas, etc.
 
Once the voyage is begun, the weather router may
 
contact the ship with revised information or suggestions as to
 
the route as often as twice a day. The FNWC runs its fore­
casting program and ship routing program twice a day, and
 
Navy ships often have a radio operator on duty continuously.
 
However, for commercial vessels, route recommendations are
 
restricted to usually one contact per day since most commercial
 
vessels have one radio operator who will be on duty nine hours
 
per day (usually in three-hour daylight shifts with one-hour,
 
in-between shifts). When the voyage is completed, the routing
 
service may also involve a post-voyage consultation and
 
analysis. The ship's log book may be examined in conjunction
 
with a record of the router's recommendation to ascertain the
 
S0
 
cause of a slow crossing time or failure to avoid a heavy storm
 
or the reason for the departure from the recommended route.
 
The above description pertains to a complete weather
 
routing service. Often, contact is made only every few days,
 
whenever a major change in weather conditions on the route takes
 
place, and there may not be a post-voyage analysis.
 
Weather routing became available in the early 1950's,
 
but the expansion of the weather routing services did not occur
 
until the mid-1960's. Presently, on a given day, Ocean Routes;
 
Bendix; Louis Allen, Inc.; FNWC Monterey; and FNWC -Norfolk may
 
handle 850 ships among them. 
 These numbers may vary consider­
ably. For example, Ocean Routes may handle 1,000 ships 
on a
 
given day and FNWC Monterey may handle more than 200 ships during
 
a major military supply effort. Since 11,000 to 12,000 of the
 
world fleet of approximately 21,000 may be on the ocean on a
 
given day, the American commercial and government weather
 
routing services will be guiding approximately 7% of all ships
 
on the oceans on any such day.
 
2.3.2 The FNWC Monterey Weather Routing Procedure
 
The weather routing services vary considerably in
 
their technical approach to ship routing. In general, Ocean
 
Routes and FNWC Monterey follow an automated approach, while
 
all others are manual. A detailed discussion of the FNWC
 
Monterey operation is given here.
 
The basic input data come from the local 0800 report
 
of ships at sea (that is, 0800 in the ship's time, not FNWC
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time-Since FNWC deal mostly with the Pacific, 
this will cover
 
eight time zones) . The 0800 report provides a daylight reading
 
that is-desirab -"specially to yield wave conditions. The
 
0800 report u-sually inbK-udes:
 
1. Position
 
2. 'Course and speed
 
3. Wind
 
4. Seas
 
Another data input is the more detailed synoptic
 
weather report provided by some ships. The synoptic report
 
usually includes:
 
1. Latitude and longitude
 
2. Data time group in Greenwich Mean Time
 
3. Cloud cover
 
4. Wind - direction and force
 
5. Visibility
 
6. Temperature
 
7. Present weather - fog, rain
 
8. Last weather (exactly 3 hours ago)
 
9. Barometric pressure
 
10. Type and height of clouds
 
11. Course and speed
 
12. Sea water temperature
 
13. Sea direction and heigh-t
 
14. Swell direction and height
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The FNWC Monterey deals with a ship population which
 
may be 50% Navy fleet ships and 50% Military Sealift Command
 
(MSC). MSCs are commercial. ships on lease to the government.-

About 95% of these ships send in the 0800 report. About 20­
30% of the ships send in synoptic reports every six hours
 
ideally. Some ships, especially MSCs, have only one radio,
 
operator and they send only one synoptic report in his on-duty
 
hours. Fleet ships are more apt to have a complete reporting
 
schedule.
 
The measurements by ships at sea are usually done
 
by sight and rough estimation rather than by scientific
 
instruments. The procedures for making these rough estimates
 
are described in Bowditch, American Practical Navigation, H. 0.
 
Publication, No. 9, p. 1060.
 
Fleet ships send reports directly to Naval Communica­
tions, while MSC vessels, which are on a commercial broadcast fre­
quency, transmit a commercial message, which is then fed into Naval
 
Communications. FNWC is hooked up to all Naval Communications
 
by switching techniques. The transmissions come out as typed
 
messages at FNWC; they are written by hand onto coding sheets,
 
keypunched, and fed into an update program. However, in a
 
matter of months, FNWC expects to eliminate the transcription
 
to cards and go directly onto tape with the ship reports.
 
Weather information is collected from other sources
 
besides the ships at sea. For example, the National Weather
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Service products collected include:
 
* 	 Teletype - raw data
 
- analyses
 
- forecasts
 
* 	 Facsimile - analyses 
- forecasts 
satellite photos. 
National Weather Service weather products are used
 
subjectively at present by FNWC; i.e., they are not direct
 
inputs to FNWC programs for forecasting and ship routing. Some
 
of the commercial services rely heavily on NWS products. For
 
example, Ocean Routes may use, very roughly, one-third each of
 
inputs from ships, FNWC, and NWS in making their routing
 
recommendations. In addition to the NWS, FNWC collects weather
 
products from a variety of services such as the U.S. Air Force
 
and foreign government weather services. There is considerable
 
exchange of whatever information is available among weather
 
agencies and ship routers.
 
After the data base is updated, a forecast is made.
 
The forecast program is run twice a day,'beginning at 0000 and
 
1200, local time. It takes 4-1/2 to 6 hours to run. Of this
 
time, three hours may he spent in internal data transformation
 
and 1-1/2 hours may be spent making the actual forecast. The
 
resulting forecasts are used for a great variety of purposes,
 
of which ship routing is only one. The outputs of the fore­
casting program go onto magnetic tape and become direct input
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to the ship routing computer program. Previously prepared com­
puter cards with ship information such as identification, ship
 
type, destination, etc., 
are also an input at this time to the
 
ship routing program. There are 
a great number of mathematical
 
models which use variational calculus to 
select the optimum
 
tract (minimize time for ocean crossing subject to 
a constraint
 
on the wave height or wind conditions to be encountered).
 
A list of these programs has been compiled by Bendix Commercial
 
Service Corporation and is presented in the accompanying
 
Figure 2.6, Optimum Track Ship Routing Programs and Related
 
Weather Forecasting Programs. For a discussion of these
 
techniques, see W. Marks et. al. [17].
 
Once the recommended route is determined by the com­
puter program, a manual check is made 
to see if any change
 
in the previously recommended route is called for. 
 The results
 
will then be transmitted to the ships at sea by radio at the
 
earliest convenient time. 
 This may be almost immediately if
 
some unusual or drastic action is 
called for and if the radio
 
operator can be contacted. More likely it will be several
 
hours, possibly as many as 12 
hours, before the results are
 
transmitted to For a more
ships. detailed description of the
 
forecasting program and the 
ship routing program in use at
 
FNWC Monterey, see William M. Clune (18].
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U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
 
48 pp.
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Note: 	 List compiled by Bendix Commercial Service
 
Corporation.
 
Figure 2.6 Optimum Track Ship Routing Programs
 
and Related Weather Forecasting Programs
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In summary, the throughput time for the weather
 
routing at FNWC Monterey involves:
 
1. 	 Data collection - continuous, eclectic 
2. 	 Data processing - 1/2 to 1 hours 
3. 	 Forecasting program - 4-1/2 to 6 hour,s 
4. 	 Ship routing programV - 1/2 to 1-1/2 hours
 
5. 	 Distribution of results - 0 to 12 hours 
Total throughput time - 5-1/2 to 20-1/2 hours 
2.3.3 	 Present Weather Forecast Accuracy
 
Improvements in weather routing procedures will 
come
 
from a number of developments. These include:
 
* Better 	forecasting:
 
from better and greater quantities of data, and
 
from advances in the mathematics of forecasting
 
models
 
from management improvements which yield shorter
 
throughput times
 
* 	 Better ships:
 
design improvements which provide greater strength
 
and/or greater speed which permits ships to outrun
 
or skirt storms
 
Focusing on better forecasting, two areas of general
 
improvement are possible in regard to accuracy.
 
* 	 Shortened throughput time due to better management
 
practices
 
* System 	improvements which include advandes in
 
forecasting science, more data, better quality
 
of data.
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The first type of improvement essentially involves pro­
viding more up-to-date forecasts. Since all current fore­
casting indicates a gradual deterioration until the forecasts
 
are no better than a.random for'ecast, the accuracy is improved
 
by shifting the forecast accuracy function to the right, as
 
illustrated in Figure 2.7, Improvement in the Weather Forecasting
 
System.
 
The second type of improvement, system improvements,
 
tends to shift the forecasting accuracy function straight up,
 
illustrated in Figure 2.7, Improvement in the Weather Fore­
casting System.
 
There is no generally agreed upon measure of accuracy
 
of forecast in common use. In the case of ship routing, the
 
most important measure is sea-state, which more specifically
 
is measured by wave height. Other commonly used measures of
 
sea-state include wind velocity, Beaufort wind scale, and
 
sea-state number. The interrelations of these measures is
 
presented in Figure 2.8, Descriptors of Sea-State, from Rhodes
 
and Chadwick, [il, p. 2]. An appropriate measure of accuracy
 
might then be the percentage of time the forecast wave height
 
was within some specified error limit from the observed wave
 
height. This would be on the horizontal axis in Figure 2.7.
 
The National Weather Service forecasts are supported
 
by a verification program. A summary of the forecast verifica­
tion for April 1972 to March 1973 is given in Sadowski [36].
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Figure 2.7 Improvement in the Weather Forecasting System
 
Pcseriptor 
Velocity (knots) 2 5 9 13 19 24 30 37 44 52 60 
Beaufort Wind 
Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Sea-State Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
RipPled Smoo.th Slight Moderate Rough 
Very 
Rough High 
Very 
High Precipitous 
Significant Wave 1 2 "4 6 10 15 20 30 40 60 
Height (feet) 
Sources: Rhodes and Chadwick [11). 
Figure 2.8 Descriptors of Sea-State 
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However, these verification results are for land areas. The
 
office within NOAA that makes wave height forecasts is Ocean
 
Services Division. Their measure of accuracy is the mean
 
absolute error in feet as defined in Sadowski [36]. Verifica­
tion was accomplished until recently by comparison of fore­
casts with observations from Ocean Station Vessels (U.S. Coast
 
Guard ships at sea) which, with one exception, are no longer
 
available. For July-August in 1969, for example, on the North
 
Atlantic the following results were realized:
 
Forecast horizon (hours) 12 24 36 48
 
Forecast accuracy
 
(mean absolute error in feet) 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.9
 
The observed mean height of waves in this period was
 
4.4 feet. For January-February on the North Atlantic the mean
 
wave height was 7.4 feet with a standard deviation of 6.0 feet,
 
while the mean absolute error of forecast was 4.0 feet for the
 
36-hour forecast.
 
More recently, the Weather Service Forecasting Office
 
has been conducting verification of the Ocean Services
 
Division wave height forecasts. The 1974 summary is based on
 
10 circular areas in the North Atlantic of approximately 240
 
nautical miles in diameter. The circular areas are found
 
between 320 north to 600 north latitude and between the east
 
coast of the U.S. and 350 west longitude. The verification
 
indicates accuracy similar to the earlier study. For example,
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the 36 hour, July-August mean absolute error of forecast was
 
again 2.7 feet.
 
The earlier ocean condition forecast verification
 
activities of the National Weather Service are 
discussed in
 
Pore and Perrotti, "Results of the Techniques Development
 
Laboratory, Automated Wind-Wave Forecasts for 
the Period of
 
September 1968 Through August 1970," [12] and Pore and
 
Richardson, "Weather Service Program in Objective Wind-Wave
 
and Swell Forecasting," [191.
 
The general level of present weather forecasting
 
accuracy has been summarized in American Meteorological
 
Society, "Policy Statement of the American Meteorological
 
Society on Weather Forecasting, as adopted by the Council on
 
October 20, 1972," Bulletin of the American Meteorological
 
Society, 54(1), January 1973, pp. 47-48. A relevant portion
 
of this statement follows:
 
Weather forecasts prepared by professionally­
trained personnel presently achieve the following
 
levels of skill, on the average:
 
For periods up to 48 hours, weather forecasts
 
of considerable skill and utility are attained.
 
Detailed forecasts of weather and its changes
 
can be made for the first 36 hours. Probabili­
ty estimates markedly increase the information
 
content of such forecasts, especially with
 
regard to precipitation occurrence. In this
 
period, skill is a maximum in predicting the
 
motion and general effects of weather systems
 
having dimensions of five-hundred miles or
 
more. However, small-scale features imbedded
 
in these systems cause hour-to-hour variations
 
in weather which are difficult to predict,
 
especially for local areas with irregular
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topography. Also, the exact location of certain
 
highly significant weather phenomena, such as
 
severe thunderstorms and tornadoes, cannot be
 
forecast accurately with any degree of skill
 
beyond a few hours, although the general area of
 
severe 
storm activity may be predicted up to
 
24 hours in advance. Accurate forecasts for in­
frequent events such as 
heavy snow, sleet and
 
damaging winds 
are usually limited to periods
 
not exceeding 24 hours.
 
For periods up to 5 days, daily temperature
 
forecasts of moderate skill 
and usefulness are
 
possible. Precipitation forecasts to 3 days, at
 
an equivalent level of skill, 
can be made, but­
the skill drops to marginal levels on the fourth
 
and fifth days.
 
For periods of more than 5 days, average
 
temperature conditions for periods from 
a week
 
up to a month or season can be predicted with 
some slight skill-
 Day-to-day or week-to-week
 
forecasts within this time range have not
 
demonstrated skill. There is some 
skill in
 
prediction of total precipitation amounts for
 
periods of 5 to 7 days in advance; skill for
 
longer periods is marginal.
 
Recent theoretical work on atmospheric predict­
ability indicates that the intrinsic properties of
 
the atmosphere, together with the impossibility of
 
observing every detail of atmospheric behavior,
 
impose an upper limit for the prediction of day­
to-day weather changes. This period is believed
 
to be about one to two weeks, depending on the
 
criteria used 
to define a useful forecast. Present
 
day forecasting accuracy, as cited above, falls
 
short of the theoretical limit. There are also
 
limits to the extent of time for which average
 
quantities such as weekly or monthly mean tempera­
tures can be forecast, but theoretical estimates
 
of these limits are not available as yet.
 
Since the g.eneral level of forecast accuracy falls
 
short of theoretical limits, it may be assumed that at least
 
the same is true for ocean condition forecasts where there 
is
 
a greater paucity of input data for the forecasting process.
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2.3.4 Future Weather Forecasting Systems
 
In order to assess the benefits from SEASAT ocean
 
condition data for the 1985-2000 time period, it was neces­
sary to survey the types of forecasting systems which might
 
be operational, determine the improvements in forecasting
 
possible with these systems, compare SEASAT with the other
 
systems, and determine the probability that the improved fore­
casting systems would be used. This involved the gathering
 
of qualitative inputs from a number of individuals by inter­
view. These included George Hammond of Fleet Numerical
 
Weather Central (FNWC) Monterey, George Francis of FNWC
 
Norfolk, Robert Raguso of Bendix Commercial Services, William
 
Dupin of Ocean Routes, ship captains from shipping companies
 
operating out of New York and New Orleans, Kikuro Miyakoda of
 
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, William Shenk of
 
NASA, and Susan Hellie and Art Pore of the National Weather
 
Service.
 
In addition to Satellites such as SEASAT there are a
 
number of other data-gathering methods which could be used in
 
oceanographics. These include:
 
* Data balloons
 
* Data buoy sensors
 
* Commercial aircraft
 
* Over-the-horizon sea-state radar 
. Improved shipboard techniques. 
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The general impact of these data-gathering techniques
 
is, of course, better forecasting due to increased observa­
tions. In a comparison of buoys, satellites, shipboard techni­
ques, and radar, Rhodes and Chadwick (11, p. 50] found system
 
costs for all techniques to be about equal for similar cover­
age but that "satellites have the special advantage of
 
routinely gathering data from all oceans of the world, not
 
just the waters near North America." Since complete ocean
 
coverage is mandatory for a full ocean routing service, the
 
satellite system has a special advantage in this regard over
 
all other potential systems.
 
Increased observations are not the only method to
 
better forecasting in the future. Computer technology can
 
provide finer grid resolution over oceans, which is especially
 
important if the vast quantity of SEASAT data is to be fully
 
utilized. Also, meteorological R&D efforts can lead to better
 
modeling in the form of more realistic initialization of system
 
forecasting equations and more realistic equations. As more
 
data and better mathematical models become available, fore­
casting skill scores of Weather Service forecasters improved
 
from 1950 to the present (See Figure 2.9 from Miyakoda [20,
 
p. 568]).
 
In an interview with Miyakoda, he stressed the need
 
for better ocean temperature information if the present skill­
forecast horizon of 5 days is to be extended to, say, 8 or 10
 
days. He believes that, with the proper data and models, some
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Figure 	2.9 Skill-Score Record of the NMC Operational Forecasts
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forecasting skill can be demonstrated for time periods of up
 
to one month. In-the SEASAT-system, sea surface temperature
 
will be obtained by a microwave radiometer. The advantage
 
which SEASAT will yield over the systems of the future in
 
the area of ship routing, then, depends partly on this surface
 
temperature sensing capability and partly on its extensive
 
and more frequent coverage.
 
The 1970 statement of the American Meteorological
 
Society in the preceding section indicated that the limits of
 
weather forecasting skill have not been reached. Interviews
 
with the meteorologists mentioned above reaffirmed this
 
belief today. The ship routers interviewed stressed the fact
 
that they were anxious to receive better weather forecasts
 
and felt they could provide better routing service as a result.
 
Three of the ship captains interviewed expressed skepticism
 
about the ship routing services, while four claimed they had
 
experienced some success with it. All captains have routing
 
services available to them. Some captains also feel that
 
routing suggestions, which sometimes come from the home office
 
rather than directly from the ship router, infringe on their
 
freedom of movement. However, it was generally agreed that,
 
if historical experience shows routed ships experiencing less
 
delays and damage than unrouted ships, captains will be more
 
likely to seek and follow routing suggestions, and ship owners
 
will be more insistent that they do so.
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The quantification which resulted from these inter­
views and studies is given in the dry cargo study under each
 
of the appropriate topics.
 
2.4 Marine Insurance Practices of Shipowners
 
If SEASAT can be used to route ships around adverse
 
weather resulting in benefits in reduced d-amage costs and
 
operating costs, the question arises: to whom do the benefits
 
accrue? No attempt was made to answer this question in the
 
preliminary economic assessment performed in 1974, SEASAT Eco­
nomic Assessment (21]. The answer to this question depends on
 
the competitiveness of the marine insurance industry, the ship­
ping industry, the distributive and retail industry, and the
 
original manufacturing industry. Economic theory can show that,
 
if each of these were a perfectly competitive industry, the
 
full cost reduction would be passed on to the ultimate con­
sumers. For goods on U.S. trade routes, this would mean
 
imported goods would be cheaper for the American consumer,
 
U.S. exports would become more 'competitive in foreign markets,
 
and foreign trade in general-would assume an incrementally
 
greater role in the U.S. economy.
 
However, the industries involved are not perfectly
 
competitive, and only a portion of any true savings will be
 
passed on to the consumers. An attempt will not be made to
 
trace out the ultimate savings realized by consumers. Rather,
 
the more modest goal of measuring the initial distribution of
 
the benefit will be quantified in this section.
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2.4.1 The Incidence of Costs and Distribution of Benefits
 
The previous study, SEASAT Economic Assessment [21],
 
contained a brief outline of the marine insurance industry
 
and insurance rate setting practices in Section 5.2, Maritime
 
Insurance Rate Economics. The principal point of this
 
analysis was the fact that marine insurance rates are set
 
on the basis of experience rather than by expectations or by
 
general class. Essentially, this means that rates cannot be
 
reduced immediately for a shipowner when he installs some
 
new safety feature (such as better ship routing) but only
 
after experience indicates that the new feature leads to lower
 
claims. Thus, the initial benefits will accrue to the marine
 
insurance company to the extent that the owner relies on
 
premium insurance.
 
Many shipowners rely on self-insurance (retain the
 
risk themselves) to meet casualties and other claims which
 
arise. In order to assess the distribution of the initial
 
benefit, it was necessary to get some measure of the ratio of
 
retained risk to premium insured risk. No such data were
 
generally available, and preliminary interviews revealed two
 
problems: a reluctance of shipping companies to reveal their
 
loss statistics and a great difference of opinion on what
 
would be the ratio of retained risk to premium insured risk.
 
Therefore, a mail survey was undertaken to estimate this ratio.
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Mail surveys were sent to 17 major U.S. shipping
 
companies and oil companies with tanker fleets (5 major U.S.
 
shipping or oil companies and 2 foreign shipping companies
 
indicated in a preliminary telephone survey that they would
 
not be willing to complete the mail questionnaire). The
 
companies were guaranteed anonymity, and only the percentage
 
distribution of premium insurance and self-insurance was
 
reque'sted. In response to this survey, 9 questionnaires were
 
received.
 
The questionnaires were distinguished by type of vessel:
 
* 	 Container Ships Exclusively
 
* 	 Dry Bulk Ships
 
* 	 General Cargo Ships and Combination Container/
 
General Cargo Ships
 
* 	 Tankers and Other Liquid Bulk Ships.
 
Figures were requested for the years 1970 through
 
1974. An example of each of the questionnaires is presented
 
in Figure 2.10, Shipowner Questionnaire. The results of the
 
survey are presented in Figure 2.11, Summary of Survey Results.
 
Since the sample size is small and possibly not
 
representative, it should be assumed that great uncertainty
 
surrounds these figures. The sample representativeness is
 
questionable because only large shipping companies were
 
approached, response was voluntary (shipping companies with
 
large recent losses might be more to
reluctant respond),
 
there were only 9 companies which responded, and only U.S.
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shipping companies were among the respondees (the U.S. fleet
 
only carries 7% of all trade on U.S. trade routes).
 
The number in Figure 2.11, Summary of Survey Results,
 
are only relative numbers in regard to coverage. The next sec­
tion presents- some indication of the overall marine insurance
 
market.
 
2.4.2 	 The Market
 
The composition of the marine insurance market is
 
difficult to determine because it is an international market,
 
casualty statistics are poor or nonexistent, the U.S. fleet
 
is only a small part of the world merchant fleet, and marine
 
insurance is only a small part of the U.S. insurance industry
 
(less than 2% of all premiums). For 1973, Best's Aggregates
 
and Averages [22, p. 34J has for Stock Company underwritings:
 
5.0% Ocean Marine
 
9.8%'Inland Marine
 
85.2% All Other.
 
And for the years 1971-1973 the total U.S. marine
 
insurance market according to the Insurance Advocate was:
 
Earned Premiums For the Years
 
(millions) 
1971 1972 1973 
Stock Company $413 $467 $549 
Mutual Company 38 48 46 
Reinsurers and Others 20 31 - 38 
Total Ocean Marine $471 $546 $633 
Type Vessel: Container Ships Exclusively
 
Percent of All Casualty Costs*
 
Covered By
 
Number of Casualties
 
Casualty Category Marine Insurance Self Insurance Involved
 
Hull 	 1970
 
1971
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974
 
P & I 	 1970
 
1971
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974
 
Casualty Costs - for the year in which the casualty occurred, rather than when 
payment was made. 
Figure 2.10 Shipowner Questionnaire
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Type Vessel: Dry Bulk Ships
 
Percent of All Casualty Costs* 
Covered By 
Number of Casualties 
Casualty Category Marine insurance Self Insurance Involved 
Hull 	 1970
 
1971
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974
 
P & I 	 1970 
1971
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974 
Casualty Costs - for the year in which the casualty occurred, rather than when 
payment was made. 
Figure 2.10 Shipowner Questionnarie (Continued)
 
Type Vessel: General Carqo Ships and Combanation Containor/General Cargo Ships
 
Percent of All Casualty Costs*
 
Covered By
 
Number of Casualties
 
Casualty Category Marine Insurance Self Insurance Involved
 
Hull 	 1970 
1971 
1972 
1973
 
1974 
P & 1 	 1970 
1971'
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974
 
Casualty Costs - for the year in which the casualty occurred, rather than when 
payment was made. 
Figure 2.10 Shipowner Questionnaire (Continued)
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Type Vessel: Oil Tankers and Other Liquid Bulk Ships
 
Percent of All Casualty Costs*
 
Covered By
 
Number of Casualties
 
Casualty Category Marine Insurance Self Insurance Involved
 
Hull 	 1970
 
1971
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974
 
P & I 	 1970
 
1971
 
1972
 
1973
 
1974
 
Casualty Costs - for the year in which the casualty occurred, rather than when 
payment was made. 
Figure 2.10 Shipowner Questionnaire (Continued)
 
10, 
Tankers
 
Hull 

P & 1 

General Cargo
 
Hull 

P & I 

Container Ships
 
Hull 

P & I 

Dry Bulk Ships
 
Hull 

P & I 

Percent of All Casualty Costs
 
Covured by 

Marine Insurance 

27.2% 

6.3 

65.3 

26.1 

58.7 

18.7 

(Insufficient)
 
Response)
 
[Note: Based on responses received 

companies surveyed)
 
Insurance
 
Self Insurance 

72.8% 

93.7 

34.7 

73.9 

41.3 

81.3 

Number of
 
Casualties
 
Involved
 
1,251

3,968
 
2,195
 
93,456
 
399
 
3,771
 
from 9 of 17 major U.S. shipping
 
Figure 2.11 	 Summary of Survey Results, Retained Risk Marine Insurance
 
Practices of Owners (1970-1974)
 
U, 
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However, this is the total marine insurance market,
 
and it fails to distinguish the source of the premiums classi­
fied by:
 
* 	 Ocean marine related to merchant shipping as
 
opposed to marine (which would include yachts,
 
air cargo, inland waterways, oil drilling rigs
 
and pipelines, ferries and fishing vessels, and
 
tugs and barges)
 
* 	 U.S. ships under other flags
 
* 	 U.S. marine insurance company writings relative
 
to foreign marine insurance company writings.
 
A survey of 254 U.S. flag subsidized vessels (most
 
probably an unrepresentative example) for the years 1965 to
 
1970 by Kirman [34] revealed the following distribution of
 
insurance premiums:
 
25.5% 	 Hull
 
15.4 	 p & I
 
59.1 	 Cargo
 
100.0 	 Total Ocean Marine, Merchant
 
Shipping
 
and further:
 
42.2% 	 Total Ocean Marine, Merchant
 
Shipping
 
51.8 	 All Other Marine
 
100.0 	 Total Ocean Marine, U.S.
 
Writings.
 
For all 	ships on U.S. trade routes, the Kirman study
 
[34, p.5] estimated that: only 11% to 15% of the hull insur­
ance would go to non-U.S. insurance companies; 43% of the
 
cargo insurance would go to non-U.S. insurance companies.
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The American Hull Insurance Syndicate has increased its share
 
of the hull market since the Kirman study, and it is unlikely
 
that non-U.S. insurance companies now have more than 10% of
 
market. On the other hand, the small share of the U.S. in the
 
P & I market has shrunk further, and it is conservatively
 
estimated that non-U.S. insurance companies have at least 90%
 
of this market.
 
However, it is still not possible to complete a
 
construction of the ocean marine insurance market since this
 
survey and the mail survey of the previous section are not
 
truly representative and the three cross-classifications are
 
still lacking.
 
2.4.3 The Results
 
As the results of the two previous sections indi­
cate, no final conclusions as to the distribution of the
 
initial benefits of SEASAT in the ocean routing process can
 
be estimated because of gaps in the data about the marine
 
insurance industry and because of deficiencies in the data
 
available. Nevertheless, a few important conclusions can be
 
stated:
 
* 	 All reductions in operating costs due to time
 
savings will initially accrue to shipowners
 
* 	 Of reductions in hull damage to U.S. tankers
 
73% will initially accrue to shipowners and 27%
 
to insurance companies
 
* 	 Of reductions in P & I costs to U.S. tankers
 
94% will initially accrue to shipowners and 8%
 
to insurance companies
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* 	 Of reductions in hull damage to U.S. general
 
cargo ships, 35% will initially accrue to ship­
owners and 65% to insurance companies
 
* 	 Of reduction in P & I damage to U.S. general
 
cargo ships, 74% will initially accrue to ship­
owners and 26% to insurance companies
 
" 	 Of reductions in damage to U.S. container ships,
 
41% will initially accrue to shipowners and
 
59% to insurance companies
 
* 	 Of the reduction in P & I costs to U.S. container
 
ships, 81% will initially accrue to shipowners
 
and 19% to insurance companies
 
* 	 Of reductions in hull damage to all ships on U.S.
 
trade routes, 90% of. insurance company benefits
 
will accrue to U.S. insurance companies, 10% to
 
non-U.S. insurance companies
 
* 	 Of reductions in P & I costs to all ships on
 
U.S. trade routes, 10% of insurance company bene­
fits will accrue to U.S. insurance companies,
 
90% to non-U.S. insurance companies
 
* 	 Of reductions in cargo losses for all ships on
 
U.S. trade routes, 57% of insurance company bene­
fits will accrue to U.S. insurance companies,
 
43% to non-U.S. insurance companies.
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3. 	 BENEFITS TO DRY CARGO SHIPPING, CASE STUDY AND
 
GENERALIZATION
 
Estimates of the benefits of SEASAT data to dry
 
cargo shipping are 	presented in this section. -Estimates of
 
the benefits to tankers are presented in Section 4.0. Since
 
the dry cargo study pertained to shipping on U.S. trade routes
 
for which there is a large amount of data on casualties,
 
routing experience, cargo carried, and weather conditions, a
 
modeling approach was taken to estimate the benefits. The
 
tanker portion of the study dealt with the world tanker routes
 
and the world tanker fleet and employed a statistical approach
 
to estimate benefits.
 
Forecasts 	of dry cargo trade flows are developed by
 
U.S. trade route by type vessel. The damage and time delays
 
for vessels using these routes were obtained. A specific route
 
and vessel (container ships on the North Atlantic trade route
 
#5) were selected for case study. Benefits are estimated for
 
the case study example. These results are first generalized
 
to all U.S. trade routes and then to world trade.
 
3.1 	 U.S. Trade Route Forecasts, Dry Cargo
 
In order to provide shipping demand on specific
 
routes for this case study, for other case studies, and to
 
support all the generalizations, detailed forecasts were
 
prepared for all major U.S. trade routes. Four ma'jor types
 
of vessels were distinguished ob each trade route:
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* Containers
 
* Bulk liquid (e.g. oil)
 
* Dry bulk (e.g. wheat)
 
" Break bulk.
 
Break bulk ships, sometimes called general cargo
 
ships, and containers usually carry cargo which is "counted."
 
Bulk liquid and dry bulk ships carry cargo which is "measured."
 
It was necessary to make estimates cross-classified
 
by both:
 
* Major type of vessel
 
* Trade route
 
because weather-related casualties and operating time losses
 
vary greatly by vessel type and by location (trade route).
 
Also, these losses vary with the time of year. So, where
 
possible, quarterly data were sought, and weighted yearly
 
averages were used.
 
3.1.1 Description of Forecasting System
 
The econometric forecasting model is presented in
 
Figure 3.1, the ECON Econometric Forecasting Model. The analy­
sis is first done on a total volume flow by route basis. This
 
involves summing up the quantities on a route for each year
 
(formula 1.2, Figure 3.1) and performing regression analysis on
 
the basis explanatory variables such as income, population, and
 
prices (formula 1.3, Figure 3.1). Variations of formula 1.3
 
are employed until a satisfactory fit is obtained. Cross-section
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Formula 
1.1 
RZ 
r=l 
xrkt 
rkt 
w 
ktt 
from X 
1.2 
K 
E 
k=l 
x 
rkt 
= w 
rt 
from X 
t 
1.3 w 
rt 
=w 
ijt 
~i 
ay 
i 
82 
y 
i 
83 
n 
i 
84 
j 
85 
p 
j 
86 
p 
ij 
87 
p 
ih 
1.4 A 
rt 
A 
rl 
t 
T 
ar 
1.5 B 
rt 
=B 
rl 
t 
T 
br 
1.6 w 
rtg 
=w 
rt 
a 
rtg 
b 
rtg 
Dimensions 
i - origin 
j - destination 
r - trade route i to j or j to i 
k - type commodity 
h - all other trade areas 
t - year 
g - transport homogeneous group 
Figure 3.1 The ECON Econometric Forecasting Model
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Coefficients
 
a - scaling factor which equates units on each side of
 
equation
 
- elasticity of exports w (or imports w) to the variable
 
attached
 
x - tons imported or exported, by route by type commodity by
 
year
 
w - tons imported or exported, by route by year
 
y - GNP (gross national product)
 
n - population
 
p - price or price index
 
a - market share of imports or exports, by route by major
 
THG by year, in %
 
b - market share of imports or exports, by route by minor
 
THG by year, in %
 
Matrixes
 
X - Basic trade data matrix composed of x's 
A - Market share vector, by route by major THG's by year 
B - Market share vector, by route by minor THG's by year 
T - Basic Markov Transition matrix, by route by major THG's 
a by year
 
T - Basic Markov Transition matrix, by route by minor THG's
 
b by year
 
DEFINITIONS: [Note: Capital letters indicate a matrix or
 
vector.]
 
Figure 3.1 The ECON Econometric Forecasting Model (Continued)
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and time series data are pooled to provide enough observations
 
to make reasonable estimates. So, for example, three South
 
Atlantic trade routes to 
Europe may provide twenty subroutes,
 
and, with data from three years, there will be a total of sixty
 
observations 
(=3x20) from which-to estimate the coefficients.
 
Subjective judgment must be used at 
this stage, since it is not
 
sufficient to obtain the highest coefficient of regression.
 
The economic theory underlying the final equation must be sound.
 
The fact that the coefficients (the a's and the $'s) can be inter­
preted as elasticities is a useful fact in this effort. An
 
elasticity is a ratio of the percentage change in one variable
 
relative to a percentage change in another variable. Thus a
 
-. 90 elasticity of demand for trade relative 
to the price in
 
the other country (05) means that a 10% rise in the prices of
 
the other country results in 
a 9% drop in trade (elasticity
 
= = 9%/-10% = -. 9). When the fit is significant and the 
elasticities make economic sense, a useful model has been 
obtained for a given route.
 
Once the model is fit, a forecast of the exogenous
 
variables (income, prices, and population) is made usually from
 
a minimum of seven years of past data. This is done for the
 
section of the U.S. 
into which the trade flows or from which
 
it emanates and for the foreign trading partner country.
 
These values are fed into the model successively, and a fore­
cast is made for as far out as desired. Of course, the
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further out in time the forecast, the greater the forecast error
 
expected- An example of this output is presented in Figure 3.2,
 
Example of Trade Route Forecasts,
 
In addition to the forecast of the total volume, a
 
forecast of the market share by each type of vessel (containers,
 
break bulk, and -dry bulk - liquid bulk has been ignored here) is
 
developed. Liquid bulk estimates are dealt with extensively
 
elsewhere in this study because of the special importance of
 
petroleum. The forecast of the market share is done by grouping
 
the original trade data into transport homogeneous groups (THG).
 
THG's are defined as groups of commodities which have charac­
teristics which are similar from a transportation point of
 
view. These characteristics include the general nature of the
 
good (package or bulk, containerizable or not), the density
 
(lbs/ft3 ) and the value (dollar/lb). This type analysis was
 
done by Planning Research Corporation for the Department of
 
Transportation in Transoceanic Cargo Study, Los Angeles,
 
California, March 1971. A cluster analysis was performed and
 
nineteen basic THG's identified. These are presented in
 
Figure 3-3. A mapping exercise was then performed which mapped
 
the commodities in the U.S. Bureau of the Census Series A and
 
Series B into the THG's. The mapping, which was not complete
 
because of new codes, was updated by criteria in the New York
 
Port Authority Containerization: Full Speed Ahead and in
 
Litton Systems, Inc., Oceanborne Shipping: Demand and Techno­
logy Forecast, Culver City, California, 1968. A portion of
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Imports - in mil. Ibs) 
U.S. North Atlantic Trade Routes
 
Year 05 06 07 08 
History 
1973 3,567 5,387 3,194 6,622 
I$ per lb.) .243 .047 .223 .189 
Forecast 
1985 6,696 11,017 6,411 12,859 
1986 6,915 11,857 6,840 13,682 
1987 7,141 12,699 7,299 14,558 
1988 7,374 13,600 7,788 15,489 
1989 7,615 14,566 8,310 16,481 
1990 7,864 15,600 8,866 17,535 
1991 8,120 16,708 9,460 18,658 
1992 8,386 17,894 10,094 19,852 
1993 8,660 19,165 10,771 21,122 
1994 8,943 20,525 11,492 22,474 
1995 9,235 21,983 12,262 23,912 
1996 9,536 23,543 13,084 25,443 
1997 9,848 25,215 13,960 27,071 
1998 10,170 27,005 14,896 28,804 
1999 10,502 28,923 15,894 30,647 
2000 10,845 30,976 16,959 32,609 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 3.3% 7.1% 6.7% 6.4% 
Figure 3.2 Example of Trade Route Forecasts
 
Criteria
 
IValue Per Pound (in dollars)
Density
 
TVG Number Typo Vessel (lbs/ft Exports imports
 
1 Container, Reefer 40 0.11 0.228
 
2 Container 40 0.25 0.219
 
3 Container 75 1.25 0.446
 
4 Container 20 1.07 0.793
 
5 Container 150 0.62 0.522
 
6 Container 15 7.02 1.989
 
8 Bulk Liquid 50 0.007 0.007
 
10 Dry Bulk 250 0.010 0.005
 
11 Dry Bulk 50 0.005 0.005
 
12 Dry Bulk, Perishable 50 0.024 0.027
 
14 Dry Bulk 200 0.087 0.007
 
16 Dry Bulk, Perishable 40 0.046 0.098
 
20 Break Bulk 5 1.345 5.004
 
(live animals) 
21 Break Bulk 200 0.078 0.049 
22 Break Bulk 30 0.021 0.025 
23 Break Bulk 30 0.086 0.059 
24 Break Bulk 80 0.228 0.073
 
25 Break Bulk 30 0.097 0.220
 
26 Break Bulk 30 1.033 0.705
 
Source: Planning Research Corporation (31)
 
Figure 3.3 Transport Homogeneous Commodity Groups (THG)
 
0% 
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the completed map is presented in Figure 3.4. The Department
 
of Transportation Transoceanic Codes (DOTTO) appear in the
 
Figure although they were not used in these forecasts.
 
From this effort, major groupings of commodities,
 
called major THGs, are identified (groups of-commodities which
 
would be transported by container, liquid bulk, dry bulk, and
 
break bulk ships, respectively). There are also minor THGs,
 
which are clusters of commodities within the major groups.
 
An example of how these trade data are finally grouped
 
by route, by year, and by major and minor THG, is presented in
 
Figure 3.5, Example of Computer Output, Trade Route #5. The
 
output in Figure 3.5 is an example of the final form in which
 
the trade data are used. There is a series of six computer
 
programs that are used to generate the ship forecasts, and
 
Figure 3.5 is output from the second of these programs.
 
The 	six computer programs in the system are:
 
1. 	 SAT 1 - groups the monthly data, provided by
 
MARAD from their TRACE program which processes
 
Bureau of the Census data into annual data
 
2. 	 SAT 2 - groups trade data by route by year by
 
THG
 
3. 	 SAT 3 - calculates market shares by route by year
 
by THG
 
4. 	 SAT 4 - makes forecasts of market shares by year
 
by route by THG
 
3. 	 SAT 5 - prepares trade data and country data for
 
regression analysis
 
6. 	 SAT 6 - makes forecasts of trade volume by route
 
by year.
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Imports Exports 
A DOTTO THG B DOTTO LNG 
001 
O1! 
001 
Oil 
20 
01 
001 
Oil 
001 
Oil 
20 
01 
012 014 02 012 014 02 
013 014 02 013 014 02 
022 999 02 022 999 02 
023 027 01 023 027 01 
024 024 02 025 025 02 
025 025 02 031 034 04 
031 999 01 031 034 04 
032 034 04 032 034 04 
041 041 12 033 033 01 
042 042 23 041 041 12 
043 043 12 042 042 23 
044 044 12 043 043 12 
045 999 12 044 044 12 
046 047 22 045 999 12 
047 050 23 046 047 22 
048 999 23 047 050 23 
051 999 01 048 999 22 
052 056 02 051 999 01 
053 999 02 052 056 02 
054 999 01 053 999 01 
055 063 02 054 999 01 
061 999 23 055 064 02 
062 066 23 061 999 23 
071 076' 25 062 066 23 
072 999 23 071 076 25 
073 079 02 072 999 25 
074 074 02 073 076 23 
075 075 02 074 074 02 
079 074 02 075 075 02 
081 999 22 081 081 22 
091 091 01 091 091 01 
099 099 02 ill ill 02 
ill ill 02 112 112 02 
112 112 02 121 121 04 
122 122 04 211 211 25 
231 211 25 212 212 06 
Figure 3.4 Cross-Classification of Schedules A and B,
 
Department of Transportation Transoceanic
 
Code, and Transport Homogeneous Groups
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Containers
 
THG Total ($) Total (Ibs) U.S. ($) U.S. (lbs)
 
1973 27275453. 68359901. 
 13849049. 46,219892.

1 1972 12587126. 59702661. 7522559. 
 32848905.
 
1971 9663248. 78949842. 4610802. 
 37972405.
 
1973 358743075. 720458086. 154817551. 
 302803487.
2 1972 337666627. 633731219. 
 140332074. 268693768.
 
1971 409522445. 697234204. 
 166548542. 278334436.
 
1973 40261382. 136655090. 
 32183092. 148202943.
 
3 
 1972 37278115. 116426756. 
 27340545. 105907291.
 
1971 44125398. 115638447. 25848318. 83446839.
 
1973 110525558. 439936990. 
 108791612. 484109809.
 
4 1972 
 96847630. 421994878'. 
 99707661. 438376645.
 
1971 142648424. 439657912. 
 132543017. 391476637.
 
1973 
 8279685. 43743871. 
 7450231. 52513755.
 
5 1972 
 6727207. 29100436. 
 4488617. 44257914.
 
1971 7279480. 25789105. 
 4382180. 36779852.
 
1973 
 49299529. 147829036. 
 48286006. 161311668.
 
6 1972 
 53654661. 132963942. 
 46243870. 122986847.
 
1971 66624747. 126131263. 47624397. 94743033.
 
Bulk Licuid
 
1973 0. 98602000. 
 0. 991317.
8 1972 0. 
 121327920. 
 0. 1375008.
 
1971 
 O. 
 45669619. 
 0. 433505.
 
Dry Bulk
 
1973 1102807. 1554737. 
 305465. 640716.
 
10 1972 4876641. 5528535. 
 360916. 735670.
 
1971 234729. 4483902. 
 39960. 581318.
 
1973 50212354. 648048082. 1169651. 
 26104094.
11 1972 
 104268053. 224148357. 
 1403221. 11272463.
 
1971 9780687. 1204170956. 
 266562. 8715606.
 
1973 616000. 616000. 32190. 
 32190.
12 1972 0. 
 0. 0. 
 0.
 
1971 0. 0. 
 0. 0.
 
1973 25929395. 48184070. 2924713, 
 5972145.
14 1972 20971924. 35186840. 
 2512760. 4112565.
 
1971 18765561. 44477400. 
 2030676. 3682208.
 
1973 106680. 113857. 16107. 
 18499.
16 1972 623479. 660548. 
 70732. 74397.
 
1971 637903. 638945. 65617. 
 66203.
 
Figure 3.5 Example of Computer Output, Trade Route #5 
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Break Bulk
 
THG Total ($) Total (lbs) U.S. ) U.S. (ibs)
 
1973 0. 2E290. 0. 20864.
 
20 1972 0. 24006. 0. 108368.
 
1971 
 0. 28211. 0. 27845.
 
1973 14019160. 375521898. 3310679. 35018738.
 
21 1972 12579856. 411365379. 3562601. 33560973.
 
1971 15325269. 673994111. 4231159. 47753317.
 
,1973 20925959. 252527938. 7202785. 17092484.
 
22 	 V972 18014542. 39758573. 3014849. 8022738.
 
1971 12959184. 39523153. 2050784. 5238001.
 
1973 .62012161. 350268541, 25036660. 79777685.
 
23 1972 47345672'. 150605668. 19840277. 52799237.
 
1971 35900888. 126843290. 14340417. 41147789.
 
1973 32529896. 1168-82209. 9969226. 27222801.
 
24 	 1972 24814431. 111667432. 6711978. 22007752.
 
1971 18585669. 89851261. 4005112. 17589427.
 
1973 39907272. 129484544. 238236-19. 77965430.
 
25 1972 4013911-3. 106165542. 24366928. 
 55364420.
 
1971 46243823. 99491492. 25189381. 48494293.
 
1973 23762581. 86968765. 
 21646368. P14637921.
 
26 1972 25740149. 81453297. 22596555. 90265746.
 
1971 398942-37. 144828981. 26930527. 90783399.
 
! 	 Totals 
1973 865508947. 3665781905. 465815004. 150656438.
 
1972 844135225. 2684811989. 410076143. 1292770707.
 
1187266177.
1971 878191692. 3957402094. 460707451. 

Figure 3.5 Example of Computer Output, Trade Route #5
 
(Continued)
 
It was necessary to develop six separate programs to
 
provide flexibility in operation. Individual programs may be
 
run to update portions of intermediate data, or the individual
 
programs may be run 
in varying sequences depending on the
 
specific goal.
 
The market shares to the individual THG's are genera­
ted by processing the output of SAT 2 through SAT 3 and' SAT 4.
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SAT 3 converts the shares realized in the past into percentage
 
figures. Many trade forecasting schemes use these given
 
percentage figures or constant shares as the norm for fore­
casting shares. However, this is unreasonable since the
 
shares are evolving over time. Therefore, the rate of transi­
tion is estimated using a Markov model. Transition matrices
 
for major THG's (Tar) and minor THG's (Tbr) are estimated in
 
SAT 4 by a classical restricted least squares estimation method
 
which employs a standard quadratic programming algorithm. The
 
alternative estimating procedures are discussed in Lee, Judge,
 
and Zeliner, Estimating the Parameters of the Markov Probability
 
Model from Aggregate Time Series Data, Amsterdam: North Holland
 
Publishing Company, 1973.
 
The market shares for the major THG's and the minor
 
THG's are calculated by SAT 5 using formula 1.4 and 1.5,
 
respectively, from Figure 3.1, The ECON Econometric Forecasting
 
Model. The actual volume of trade in any category may then
 
be derived by a simple multiplication of the appropriate elements
 
according to formula 1.6. If the forecast is for a very long
 
time, it may not be necessary to raise the transition matrix
 
to power t. Rather, since the matrices are reqular ergodic
 
chains, the long-run limit is derived analytically by some
 
basic algebra. An example of this type of output from SAT 4
 
is presented in Figure 3.6, Detailed Forecast by Trade Route,
 
Imports.
 
05 06 
1973 1985-2000 1973 1985-2000 
Share Share** Share Share** 
Container Share of Total* 37.9% 46.3% 25.1% 25.7% 
1 Container, Reefer 5.0 7.2 25.3 32.1 
2 container 48.0 50.6 28.4 -5.6 
3 Container 7.7 8.4 6.2 8.8 
4 Container 29.2 25.1 17.8 19.2 
5 Container 1.6 2.2 12.3 14.3 
6 Contai nor 8.5 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 32.1,' 20.3 22.5 21.7 
10 Dry Bulk .8 2.2 33.2 21.0 
11 Dry Bulk 91.0 89.8 66.1 71.0 
12 Dry Bulk, Perishable 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 Dry Bulk 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 Dry Bulk, Perishable 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 30.0 33.4 52.4 52.6 
20 Break Bulk (live animals) 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 Break Bulk 50.3 54.6 13.4 17.1 
22 Break BuLk 3.9 4.0 42.1 44.1 
23 Break Bulk 12.5 13.2 31.7 35.2 
24 Break Bulk 8.9 8.6 8.5 2.4 
25 Break Bulk 9.7 7.2 8.2 3.0 
26 Break Bulk 14.4 17.4 1.1 1.2 
* Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
** Forecast Share 
Figure 3.6 Detailed Forecast by Trade Routes, Imports
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This overall scheme for deriving the forecasts is
 
illustrated in Figure 3.7, ECON Foreign Trade and Ship Fore­
casting System with Data Base. The basic data in the ECON
 
system consist of:
 
1. 	 The cross-classification table of series A & B
 
2. 	 The route-by-route trade tapes with monthly
 
A & B data from the MARAD TRACE program
 
3. Income, price, and population data.
 
There are two lines of development in the system:
 
1. 	 SAT 2 - SAT 5 - SAT 6 which leads to a forecast 
of the total volume of trade by route (see 
Figure 13) 
2. 	 SAT 2 - SAT 3 - SAT 4 which leads to a forecast 
of market shares by route by THG (see Figure 17). 
3.1.2 U.S. Trade Route Forecast-Results
 
Using the forecasting system as described in the
 
previous section, forecasts were made for all U.S. trade routes,
 
imports and exports., 1985-2000.; total flows; and market shares,
 
to each THG. The results for the total flows and market shares
 
are presented in Appendices A through D.
 
The data used besides the U.S. Maritime Administra­
tion trade tape data, 1971-1973, included:
 
* 	 N = Population (in millions) [1967-1973] obtained 
from: 
Department of Economics and Social Affairs,
 
U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, N.Y.:
 
U.N., February 1975, pp. 1-4.
 
* Y = 	 National Income (millions of..U.S. dollars) 
(constant base year: 1963) [1967-1973]
 
obtained from:
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Department of Economics and Social Affairs,
 
U.N. Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics,
 
N.Y.: U.N., 1973, Vol. III, pp. 8-12.
 
Department of Economics and Social Affairs,
 
U.N. Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics,
 
N.Y.: U.N., 1972, Vol. III, pp. 8-12.
 
e. 	P = Price Index (base: 1970=100) [1967-1973J 
obtained from: 
Department of Economics and Social Affairs,
 
U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, N.Y.:
 
U.N., February, 1975.
 
The forecasting system is capable of handling esti­
mation at the minor route level, the major route level, or the
 
trade area level. The present forecast was made at the trade
 
area level. The grouping of trade routes is presented in
 
Figure 3.8, Definition of Trade Areas. By pooling cross-section
 
and time series data for 1971-1973, the basic import and export
 
equations were fitted. The results are presented in Figures
 
3.9 and 3.10, Forecasting Equations, Exports, and Imports. Data
 
from the income, price, and population series for each country
 
were grouped to provide income, price, and population series
 
for each trade route for 1967 to 1973. These time series
 
were extrapolated using the basic exponential growth equation:
 
At
 
Y=Ae
 
where Y was the income, price, or population series to be extra­
polated; A was the growth rate estimated from the 1967-1973
 
data; and t was time. These results, together with the Fore­
casting Equations in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, were used to generate
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Trade Areas Trade Routes 
U.S. North Atlantic 
1 
2 
05 
10 
06 07 08 09 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf 
3 
4 
ii 
13­
2-1 
U.S. Pacific 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
26 
43 
38 
24 
25 
37 
65 
53 
38 83 
U.S. Total 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
04 
71 
85 
16 
17 
19 
72 
86 
27 
91 
23 
77 
87 
92 
78 
93 
U.S. Atlantic and Gulf 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
41 
51 
35 
12 
01 
02 
42 
52 
36 
18 
20 
31 
81 
22 
82 
28 29 
U.S. Great Lakes 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
32 
33 
54 
61 
.58 
34 
80 
55 
84 
56 59 60 89 
Figure 3.8 Definition of Table Areas. (A List of U.S. Trade
 
Routes is, presented in Appendix E)
 
Trade Area Groupings Fo.recasting Equations 
2 
R 
Trade Areas. 1,2 W = 138.4 
-0.92 
P 
U.S. 
0.46 
N 
IR 
0.74 
Y 
HR 
.82 
Trade Areas 3,4,18 W = 57.89 
3.12 
Y 
U.S. 
0.51 
P 
HR 
.48 
Trade Areas 5,7,8,9,10 W -699.2 
1.82 
N 
U.S. 
1.23 
Y 
fIR 
0.48 
P 
H 
.49 
Trade Area 11 W = 1,174. 
4.72 
Y 
U.S. 
0.58 
P 
HR 
.55 
Trade Areas 14,15 W = 
2.13 
1,922. Y 
U.S. 
.72 
Y 
HR 
.79 
Trade Areas 16,19,20,21 W = 37.44 
.54 
N ' 
U.S. 
.29 
Y 
HR 
1.40 
P 
HR 
.72 
Trade Areas 22,23 W = 2.084 
1.92 
Y 
U.S. 
2.04 
N 
HR 
.69 
where U.S. 
HR 
H 
- United States Area 
- Other Trading Partner 
- All Other Trading Partners 
Figure 3.9 Forecasting Equations, Exports 
Trade Area Groupings Porecastinq EquaLons 
2 
R 
Trade Areas 1,2 W = 2,780. 
0.68 
P 
U.S. 
0.21 
N 
HR 
.68 
Trade Areas 3,4,18 W = 415.9 
-0.14 
P 
ifR. 
1.07 
Y 
HR 
.78 
Trade Areas 5,6,7,8,9,10 N = 3.486 
0.95 
N 
JiR 
-0.72 
P 
HR 
.75 
Trade Areas 11,12 W = 1524. 
-0.36 
P 
BR 
1.09 
Y 
HR 
.68 
Trade Areas 13,25,26 V = 25.99 
2.33 
P 
U.S. 
4.83 
N 
U.S. 
0.92 
Y 
HR 
.58 
Trade Areas 14,15 W = 2,884. 
0.46 
N 
H R 
-0.27 
P 
HR 
.84 
Trade Areas 16,17 W = 2.625 
0.37 
P 
U.S. 
2.88 
Y 
U.S. 
-0:91 
P 
HR 
.89 
Trade Areas 19,20,21 W = 1,232. 
1.36 
Y 
-1.65 
P .82 
Trade Areas 22,23,24 N = 162.1 
- .03 
P 
HR 
0.73 
y
11R 
.70 
where U.S. 
HR 
H 
- United States 
Other Trading Partners 
- All Other Trading Partners 
Figure 3.10 Forecasting Equations, Imports 
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3.2 
forecasts on all U.S. trade routes. The final results are
 
presented in Appendix A and Appendix B.
 
Market shares were also forecast with the same U.S. 
Maritime Administration trade data using the methodology 
discussed in the section above - Description of Forecasting 
System. The above forecasts were generated for the major THGs
 
but the forecasts for minor THGs were not developed at this
 
time. These results are presented in Appendix C and Appendix D.
 
The Cost Parameters of Weather-Related Casualties
 
and Time Delays
 
In order to estimate the reduction in weather­
related damage and time loss possible with SEASAT, it was
 
first necessary to ascertain the present adverse weather
 
damage,, damage costs, time losses, and operating costs as a
 
function of time. A number of organizations make available
 
useful statistics. These include:
 
* The U.S. Coast Guard
 
* The U.S. Salvage Association
 
" Lloyd's Register of Shipping
 
* Ocean Routes, Inc.
 
The first three organizations provide casualty data,
 
and Ocean Routes keeps extensive computer records of ocean
 
crossing times of routed and unrouted vessels. Numerous other
 
sources of casualty data of various sorts are available, and a
 
survey of these sources may be found in the Panel on Merchant
 
Marine Casualty Data, Merchant Marine Casualty Data [23].
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3.2.1 Expected Damage Costs by Vessel Type by Location
 
Because the satellite data will be used to avoid
 
adverse weather damage, it was necessary to distinguish casualty
 
statistics by:
 
* 	 Cause (adverse weather or other)
 
* 	 Vessel type
 
* 	 Location of casualty
 
* 	 Population of ships on average in casualty
 
location.
 
This is necessary since adverse weather damage costs
 
would vary with the type vessel while the probability of
 
adverse weather varies with the location. In order to develop
 
the probability figures needed, it is also desirable to have
 
the population of ships (or "ships at risk" averaged by
 
locations) for which casualties are known.
 
Unfortunately, there is no set of data available with
 
all four variables specified at the present time. Lloyd's
 
Register of Shipping is preparing such a study but does not
 
expect the report to be available until summer of 1976.
 
The U.S. Salvage Association (USSA) keeps extensive
 
computer files on casualties and was able to generate casualty
 
data cross-classified by 3 of the 4 variables: cause, vessel
 
type, and location. The USSA is the technical arm of the
 
American Hull Insurance Syndicate (AHIS) which may have approx­
imately 1,800 ships under coverage at any one time. Since the
 
AHIS has no specific information on the location of each of
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these vessels, the population by location could not be obtained.
 
The alleged causes included:
 
* Groundings
 
* Collision - object
 
* Collision - ship-to-ship
 
o Heavy weather damage (e.g., wave damage to hull)
 
" Material Failure, Vessel Structure, and Equipment
 
* All others.
 
The USSA coding includes many more categories of
 
alleged causes than the five specifically selected, but a check
 
of a U.S. Coast Guard tabulation indicated the first five
 
alleged causes are especially weather sensitive (i.e., more
 
likely to occur in adverse weather than casualties due to
 
other causes). The tabulation was done for the period 1970 to
 
1974 inclusive for the alleged causes listed above, for major
 
vessel types (grouped into 26 types for this special study), and
 
for all major ocean shipping locations. The complete results
 
are presented in Appendix F, Casualty Costs.
 
The results of this study provided absolute levels
 
of casualty costs. However, there was no simple way to esti­
mate the probability that a casualty would occur. The figures
 
used in the case study below are therefore based on the inter­
views mentioned above with ship captains, marine insurance
 
brokers, and shipping company personnel. Also, a study of ship
 
damage to 100 dry cargo ships over a one-year period was con­
ducted in 1963, for American flag ships on all major routes
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(see Townsend and Hamrin [26]). These vessels experienced 312
 
casualties over this one-year period. The two most costly casu­
alty causes were bottom damage in adverse weather (22 casualties
 
with repair costs of $440,574, 1963 dollars) and striking
 
piers and docks (56 casualties with repair costs of $458,776,
 
1963 dollars). These two categories together account for 40%
 
of all casualty costs incurred by the 100 ships during the year.
 
However, strikes at piers and docks is a casualty type which can
 
not benefit from the use of satellite data in the routing pro­
cedure examined in this study. This is true of most casualties
 
since the vast majority occur at the entrance to ports and
 
harbors or at piers and docks. Their prevention requires
 
better "local" weather forecasts.
 
This study, together with the interviews mentioned
 
above, led to the conclusion that only about 10% of all
 
casualties can be attributed to adverse weather Ln the open
 
seas. For example, of the 312 casualties experienced by the
 
100- vessels in one year, perhaps 25 to 35 of these would fall
 
into this category. This implies:
 
* The probability of a dry cargo vessel experiencing
 
an adverse weather-related casualty on the open
 
seas in one year is about 30% (or a ship can
 
expect to incur such a casualty almost once every
 
three years).
 
This figure is a rough estimate for all U.S. trade
 
routes based on subjective experience. Since the severity of
 
the weather varies by route, special attention was given to the
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North Atlantic trade route for which the case study was con­
ducted. This route is more treacherous than most others and
 
the probability of such an adverse weather casualty was roughly
 
estimated (by comparison with the conclusion immediately above)
 
to be about 33% by those interviewed. It is this 33% figure
 
which is used in the case study example.
 
3.2.2 Expected Time Losses by Trade Route
 
In an attempt to estimate the reduction in delay
 
time possible due to ocean routing, time and distance figures
 
were collected by route, by direction, by season, and by vbssel
 
type for routed and unrouted vessels. The number of ships in
 
each sample group and the standard deviations in delay time
 
were also compiled.
 
The study was restricted to four basic vessel types:
 
Vessel Type Rated Speed Operating Cost/Day
 
Tanker 15.5 knots $13,000-15,000
 
Freighter 19.5 knots 12,000-18,000
 
Container 22.5 knots 16,000-30,000
 
Dry Bulk 15.0 knots 10,000-14,000
 
The routes examined included:
 
* Pacific
 
a. Pacific Northwest to Japan and Return
 
b. West Coast (California) to Japan and Return
 
C. Panama to Japan and Return
 
Atlantic
 
a. East Coast to Northern Europe and Return
 
b. East Coast to the Mediterranean and Return
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* 	 Gulf of Mexico
 
a. 	 U.S. Gulf to Northern Europe and Return
 
b. 	 U.S. Gulf to the Mediterranean and Return.
 
Information was collected by Ocean Routes, Inc., for
 
ships which they routed and for unrouted ships from routine
 
weather reports from ships on the same routes. The complete
 
results of this tabulation (mean distance, mean time, sample
 
size, and standard deviation of mean time) are presented for
 
each route in Appendix G, Ocean Crossing Times.
 
The mean distance and mean time figures may be
 
directly analyzed. But a few points can be made about the
 
standard deviation figures:
 
" 	 The standard deviations on some routes are unusu­
ally large. This is due to the small sample
 
size that was available for some ship types (nota­
bly unrouted container ships) .
 
* 	 Ships which are weather routed, generally, tend to
 
deviate less from the mean than those which are
 
unfouted.
 
Smaller deviations occur for container ships and
 
freighters. The main reason for this is that
 
their speed:
 
a. 	 Enables them to more easily go around weather
 
systems.
 
b. 	 Often allows them to stay in front of a
 
weather system.
 
c. 	 Allows them to more quickly pass through a
 
weather system if they are unable to avoid it
 
completely.
 
* 	 The tankers and bulkers have greater deviations
 
from the average because of their slow speed,
 
which both makes it more difficult for them to
 
avoid weather systems as well as exposing them to
 
a greater number of weather systems because of
 
their longer voyage times.
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The identical route was not followed in each case, and
 
care must be used in the interpretation of the figures. A check
 
can be made against the difference in the absolute level of
 
crossing time by use of the average speed in knots. Theoreti­
cally, if routed ships are avoiding adverse weather more than
 
unrouted ships., their average speed should be proportionately
 
higher regardless of the exact route. Sometimes ships may rely
 
on routing to pass through the edge of storms if they can shorten
 
their total distance travelled. In this case their average speed
 
can be as slow as or slower than unrouted ships but their distance
 
traveled can be much shorter. The use of these figures is made
 
directly in the case study in Section 3.3.
 
3:3 The Case Study
 
In order to gauge the impact of SEASAT weather data
 
more specifically, a case study on a single route for a single
 
ship type was conducted. A model was designed to estimate the
 
benefits of these data in the chosen case study. The previously
 
collected casualty costs, delay time, and shipping forecasts
 
were drawn upon to quantify the variables within the model.
 
Where subjective estimates were required, specialists in the
 
present routing procedures were called upon. These included
 
personnel at Ocean Routes, Inc.; Bendix Commercial Services,
 
Inc.; FNWC Norfolk; FNWC Monterey; and ship captains and
 
personnel from shipping companies using the routing procedures
 
on the case study route. The results of the case study are
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presented in Section 3.3.4. The summary of the study
case 

results and their generalization are presented in Section 3.4.
 
3.3.1 Introduction
 
Benefits to SEASAT on the case study route had to be
 
measured against some baseline value. Two baseline values were
 
constructed:
 
1. 	 Baseline I, the present system - the 1973 dollar 
cost, for one-way crossing, of casualty and delay
 
times due to adverse weather, assuming present
 
ocean crossing weather-related procedures do not
 
change.
 
2. 	 Baseline II, the modified system - the 1973 dollar 
cost, per one-way crossing-, of casualty and delay 
time due to adverse weather, assuming present 
ocean crossing weather-related procedures are 
improved. 
The 	equivalent 1973 dollar cost is calculated assuming
 
the 	availability of SEASAT. The differences between this value
 
and the two baseline values give alternative estimates of the
 
benefit in the 
case study example. By comparing the characteris­
tics of the case study route to the rest of the U.S. trade
 
routes, a generalization of these results is made.
 
The estimation of the case study benefits involved the
 
estimation of several variables for most of which only rough
 
figures were available. It was not possible to quantify the
 
uncertainty surrounding all the estimated values. However, the
 
variation in the delay time was quantified and the impact is
 
presented in Appendix G. This variable was chosen because of
 
its 	central importance in the study. But it is not sufficient
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by itself to yield an estimate of the variation in final bene­
fits estimated.
 
3.3.2 Selection of Trade Route and Vessel Type
 
There is no representative trade route and vessel type.
 
This is because of the diversity among the limited number of
 
types of vessels and because of'the variation in conditions on
 
the important U.S. trade routes. Thus, a selection could not be
 
made on the basis of representativeness. The estimates of the
 
benefits were made from a selected trade route and vessel type,
 
and the results were generalized by taking note of the differ­
ences on the routes and vessel types not included in the cases.
 
The route selected was trade route number 5, U.S.
 
North Atlantic to United Kingdom and Ireland. The vessel type
 
selected was the container ship. These selections were based
 
on the proximity of routers and shipping companies which use
 
this route and on the fact. that the trade was of a substantive
 
size and value in recent years.
 
3.3.3 The Model and Input Data
 
The principal inputs in.the calculation of the
 
casualty and delay cost due to adverse weather were:
 
* The probability that rmuting is received
 
* The probability that routing once received is
 
employed (the recommended route is often not
 
followed)
 
* The probability that bad weather is encountered
 
* The probabilLty that a casualty is incurred
 
* The expected delay time.
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A network model was developed to quickly process the
 
various permutations and to generate the expected delay time
 
and the expected probability of a casualty in each system.
 
This model is illustrated in ,standard network programming
 
notation in Figure 3.11, Case Study Weather Casualty/Ocean Cross­
ing Model.
 
To get the final results, it is necessary to multiply
 
respectively by:
 
1. The cost per hour of delay time
 
2. The cost per casualty
 
The data collected and used as 
input in the model are
 
presented in Figure 3.12, Model Input Data.
 
The data were developed as follows. Entries in 1 and
 
2 of Figure 3.12 were derived from interviews with the ship cap­
tains and ship routers mentioned above. Entries in 3 and 4
 
were derived from interviews but also verified by examination of
 
the ship crossing times from Ocean Routes presented in Appendix
 
G. It can be noted from those data that the average speed (a-s
 
measured in knots) of routed ships is slightly faster than
 
unrouted ships, indicating that the routed 
ships most likely spend
 
less time in bad weather. Entries 5 and 6 were derived by inter­
view and under certain assumptions. As indicated in Section
 
3.2.1, the probability of casualty can not be derived from pub­
lished sources because of the lack of total population figures
 
where a specific number of ships record casualties. Roughly,
 
a ship can expect a significant casualty to occur once every
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1. Routing Received
 
A. Present System - 80% yes, 20% no.
 
B. Modified Present System 
- 85% yes, 15% 
no.
 
SEASAT Aided System - 90% yes, 10% no.
 
2. Routing Employed
 
A. Present System 
- 70% yes, 30% no.
 
B. Modified Present System - 75% yes, 25% no.
 
C. SEASAT Aided System - 80% yes, 20% no.
 
3. Bad Weather Encountered 
- With Routing
 
A. Present System 
- 30% of the time.
 
B. Modified Present System ­ 28% of the time.
 
C. SEASAT Aided System - 25% of the time.
 
4. Bad Weather Encountered 
- Without Routing
 
A. Present System 
- 33% of the time.
 
B. Modified Present System 

- 31% of the time.
 
C. SEASAT Aided System - 31% of the time.
 
5. 
 Casualty Incurred 
- in Bad Weather 
A. Present System - probability is .025 
B. Modified Present System - probability is .025
 
C. SEASAT Aided System.- probability is .025
 
6. Casualty Incurred 
- No Bad Weather
 
A. Present System.- probability is .0027
 
B. Modified Present System 
- probability is .0027
 
C. SEASAT Aided System - probability is .0027
 
Figure-3.12 Model Input Data
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7. Delay Time - With Routing and 	With Bad Weather
 
A. Present System 
-. delay time is 23 (high) hours
 
5 (low)
 
14 (most likely)
 
B., Moaif'ied Present System - delay time is
 
-23 (high) hours
 
5 (low)
 
13 (most likely)
 
C. SEASAT Aided System 
- delay time is
 
20 (high) hours
 
2 (low)
 
11 (most likely)
 
8. Delay Time - Without Routing and With Bad Weather
 
A. Present System - delay time is 26 (high) hours
 
8 (low)
 
17 (most likely)
 
B. 	 Modified Present System - delay time is
 
25 (high) hours
 
7 (low)
 
16 (most likely)
 
C. 	 SEASAT Aided System - delay time is
 
27 (high) hours
 
7 (low)
 
16 (most likely)
 
9. Delay Time - Without Bad Weather
 
A. Present System
 
(1) With Casualty 
- delay time is 
11 (high) hours
 
5 (low)
 
8 (most likely)
 
(2) Without Casualty 
- delay time is 
0 (high) hours
 
0 (low)
 
0 (most likely)
 
Figure 3.1.2 Model Input Data (Continued)
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B. Modified Present 	System
 
(1) With Casualty - delay time 	is
 
11 	(high) hours
 
5 (low)
 
a (most likely) 
(2) 	'Without Casualty - delay time is
 
0 (high) hours
 
*0 (low)
 
0 (most likely)
 
C. SEASAT Aided System
 
(1) With Casualty - delay time is
 
11 (high) hours
 
5 (low)
 
8 (most likely)
 
(2) Without Casualty - delay time is 
0 (high) hours
 
0 (low)
 
0 (most likely)
 
10. Minimum Crossing Time
 
A. 	Present System - 145 (high) hours
 
145 (low)
 
145 (most likely)
 
B. Modified Present 	System - 145 (high) hours
 
145 (low)
 
145 (most likely)
 
Figure 3.12 Model Input Data (Continued)
 
three years, and it is highly probable that the casualty will
 
occur in adverse weather. It was thus assumed that a con­
tainer ship could normally complete 40 one-way ocean crossings
 
in one year, that the probability of incurring a casualty in
 
one 
year is .33, and that the ratio of bad weather casualities to
 
good weather casualties is 9 to 1 (or 3 to 1/3). The respective
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Bayesian probabilities that, if a casualty occurred, it occurred
 
in bad weather, lead to
 
(3) (.33) (1/40) = .025 
and in good weather 
(1/3) (.33) (1/40) = .0027. 
Delay times were calculated from 27 unrouted and 238 
routed crossings of the North Atlantic by container ships. The 
respective crossing times were: 
162 hrs. ± 8 hrs. - unrouted crossing 
159 hrs. ± 10 hrs. - routed crossing. 
Therefore, the difference and the standard error of 
the difference are: 
3 hrs. ± 1.67 hrs. 
This means there is a significant difference in
 
routed and unrouted times at the 93% level of confidence.
 
However, the data are taken from ships which may have followed
 
slightly different routes. If we take the average speed on
 
these crossings, we find:
 
20.2 knots - unrouted ships
 
20.4 knots - routed ships
 
Thus, there is a one percent gain in speed for routed ships which
 
would indicate a relative gain of a bit less than two hours.
 
Therefore, it was felt that the estimate of 3 t 1.67 hours was
 
a reasonable figure. This 3-hour difference with bad weather
 
represents the difference between delay time for unrouted and
 
routed ships (17 hours minus 14 hours). The levels were
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gotten directly by taking the (average actual crossing time)
 
minus (crossing distance divided by average speed, 22.5 knots).
 
The high and low ranges are approximately one standard devia­
tion. From interviews, it was estimated that improvements in
 
the present system were possible but that the present routing
 
gain could not be duplicated. Therefore, it was assumed after
 
interviews that a modified version of the present system could
 
result in a reduction in percent of time that bad weather was
 
encountered of 2% (e.g., from 30% to 28%) and a reduction in
 
delay time of I hour (e.g., from 14 to 13 hours). This is
 
consistent with the rate of progress in forecasting indicated
 
by the International Meterological Society in Section 2.3.3.
 
Marked improvements can be made in forecasting if sea surface
 
temperature can be obtained such as with the microwave
 
radiometer which is expected to be on the operational SEASAT
 
from 1985-2000. Assuming this advantage from SEASAT and other
 
data-gathering capabilities discussed above in this report, it
 
was assumed that the previous gains from routing could be dupli­
cated in avoiding bad weather (bad weather encountered 25%,
 
versus 28% without SEASAT) and avoiding delay time (11 hours
 
delay, versus 14 hours without SEASAT).
 
It was assumed that each container ship carried 17
 
thousand tons per crossing, that the total flow of cargo on
 
trade route 5 was as indicated in the trade route forecasts of
 
exports-and imports, and that the market share of 31.4% weighted
 
by respective export and import volumes for containers on this
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route would be realized as forecast in the market share analy­
sis. The study of casualties provided by the U.S. Salvage
 
Association indicated 43 reported casualties over 1971 to 1974
 
for container ships on the North Atlantic trade route, with an
 
estimate of damage of $320,023 per casualty. This figure was 
used as a representative- 1973 dollar estimate of the cost of a 
casualty. The 1973 dollar estimate of the cost of delay time 
was $750 per hour ($18,000 per day). 
Thus, the principal formula used in the case study 
is. 
TC = OC(DT)+CC(PC) 
where 
TC = total cost per crossing due to adverse 
weather
 
OC = Operating Cost ($ per hour)
 
DT = Delay Time (hours per crossing)
 
CC Expected Casualty Cost ($ per casualty) 
PC = Probability of Casualty (probability per 
crossing) 
with DT and PC being the outputs of the network 
model. 
The results of the case study and the generalization 
are presented in the next two sections. 
3.3.4 The'Results
 
The results of the model described in the previous
 
section indicate the following. The cost due to casualties
 
and delay time because of adverse weather under the present
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3.4 
system is $6,751 per crossing in 1973 dollars. The modified
 
system figure is $6,038, and the SEASAT figure is $5,311.
 
These model outputs are summarized in Figure 3.13. Also pre­
sented in the Figure are the high and low values due to uncer­
tainty surrounding the expected delay time.
 
Thus, the benefits to SEASAT are:
 
1. 	 $1,44'0 per crossing in 1973 dollars, SEASAT
 
versus present system.
 
2. 	 $727 per crossing in 1973 dollars, SEASAT versus
 
modified system.
 
The present system and the modified system are
 
defined at the beginning of Section 3.3.1. These results seem
 
consistent with existing practices. Many ship operators pay
 
$200-$300 per crossing in direct fees for routing services as
 
indicated above. Overhead expenses to supply pre-departure
 
information, voyage data and communication, and past voyage
 
data to the router would indicate the true value of present
 
routing information is $500 to $700 per crossing. These benefit
 
figures indicate that the present losses in casualty and delay
 
time costs could be reduced by 10% to 25% with better sea condi­
tions and weather information.
 
Generalization of the Results, Dry Cargo
 
The case study results of the previous section for
 
container ships on the North Atlantic trade route number 5
 
found that the benefit attributable to SEASAT of reduced
 
casualty and delay costs was $1,440 per crossing as measured
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- Casualty 	 Delay 
Expected Expected Expected 
Casualty Delay Delay Total 
Cost Time Costs Costs 
Present System
 
High 7.66 5,745 8,844
 
Most Likely 3,099 4.87 3,652 6,751
 
Low 2.01 1,508 4,607
 
Modified System
 
High 6.91 5,183 8,123
 
Most Likely 2,940 4.13 3,098 6,038
 
Low 1.69 1,268 4,208
 
SEASAT Aided System
 
High 5.79 4,343 7,111
 
Most Likely 2,768- 3.39 2,543 5,311
 
Low .98 735 3,503
 
Figure 3.13 	Expected Weather-Related Casualty and Delay Costs
 
per One-Way Crossing by Container Ships on Trade
 
Route #5 (1973 dollars; time in hours)
 
against the present system and $727 per crossing as measured
 
against the modified system. These are in 1973 dollars and
 
the present and modified systems are as defined at the
 
beginning of Section 3.3.1.
 
In this section, the benefits are shifted to 1975
 
dollars. The discounted stream of benefits for 1985 to 2000
 
is calculated for the case study examples using a 10 percent discount
 
rate. The similarities and dissimilarities between the case
 
study vessel type and route and all vessel types, except
 
liquid bulk, 	and of the U.S. trade routes are examined. Annual
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benefit figures and the stream of benefits for all U.S. trade
 
routes are then calculated. A similai extrapolation is done
 
to get global benefits. It was not possible to fully quantify
 
the uncertainty underlying the case study benefits, and no
 
measure of uncertainty was possible for the generalization to
 
all U.S. trade routes and to global trade. Therefore, increasing
 
caution must be exercised with the interpretation and reliability
 
of the results at greater levels of generalization.
 
The 1973 dollar results in the case study were
 
shifted to 1975 dollars by assuming a 9 percent per'annum infla­
tion factor which is a weighted average of several U.S. price
 
indices for these 2 years. This yields benefit-per-crossing
 
values of $1,699 (was $1,440 in 1973 dollars) and $858 (was
 
$727 in 1973 dollars). The forecasts on trade route number 5
 
for containers for the years 1985-2000 were derived from the
 
results found in Appendices A through D. It was assumed that
 
a container ship could carry 17 thousand tons of cargo per
 
crossing and make 40 one-way crossings per year. A stream of
 
benefits was calculated. This stream was then discounted and
 
summed to yield a present value total benefit figure. This
 
procedure was followed once for SEASAT versus the present
 
system and once for SEASAT versus the modified system.
 
The total dry cargo flows on all U.S. trade routes
 
is growing at about 4 percent, and this rate is expected to be
 
maintained in the period 1985-2000 according to the trade route
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forecasts. The total dry cargo flows globally were forecast to
 
grow at a rate of 7 percent in the global econometric forecast
 
described in Section 2.2.2. The relative magnitude of all dry
 
cargo trade, tonnage, and value for U. S. trade route number 5,
 
all U.S. trade routes, and global trade is presented in Figure
 
25.
 
The criteria used for generalization were the four
 
elements in the principal formula used for calculation of the
 
total cost per crossing due to adverse weather:
 
* Operating cost
 
* Time lost due to adverse weather
 
a Expected casualty cost
 
* Probability of casualty.
 
Focusing on U.S. trade routes first, the survey
 
results by U.S. Salvage Association indicate that the average
 
casualty estimated cost for ships surveyed was $82,429, which
 
is considerably less then the $320,023 figure for containers
 
on the North Atlantic. This may partially be accounted for by
 
the fact that the container ships are principally modern,
 
large, and American fleet ships and by the fact that the North
 
Atlantic experiences especially treacherous weather. The
 
American Hull Insurance Syndicate, for which the U.S. Salvage
 
Association is the technical arm, insures ships of many flags
 
which sail in all oceans of the world but principally on U.S.
 
trade routes. Thus, these figures should be faiily represen­
tative for U.S. trade routes. While the expected casualty
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Total Dry Cargo
 
Tonnage Value Tonnage Value
 
Trade Route No. 5
 
Total 7,019 .185 6,866 .211
 
Imports 3,665 .236 3,567 .243
 
Exports 3,354 .130 3,299 .176
 
All U.S. Trade Routes
 
Total i,414,721 .059 746,265 .100
 
Imports 908,474 .049 283,645 .134
 
Exports 506,247 .079 462,620 .079
 
World Seaborne Trade
 
Total 6,206,365 2,563,992
 
Sources: 	 Trade Route No. 5 from Marad [241; All U.S. Trade Routes
 
from Marad (33, p. 73 and 74]; and World Totals from
 
OECD 128, p. 105 with projections].
 
Figure 3.14 Trade Route No. 5 -- U.S. Foreign Seaborne Trade-1973 
(Tonnage - in million pounds; and Value in dollars 
per pound) 
cost is much higher for the container ships on trade route
 
number 5 than for all types of vessels on all U.S. trade
 
routes, this is partially offset by the fact that the probabil­
ity of casualty is lower. Safety standards are not as high
 
for non-U.S. flag ships, which carry the bulk of U. S. trade.
 
Examination of the time delays on other routes indi­
cates higher speeds on average, 21.7 knots versus 20.3 knots,
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and smaller differences in total delay time between-routed and
 
unrouted ships. Using these rough figures and estimated 1973
 
dollar figures of $14,500 per day (versus $18,000 per day for
 
container ships in the case study) for operating cost, an
 
estimated weighted benefit ratio of -.777 was derived. This
 
ratio is the benefit on all U.S. routes for all vessel types,
 
except liquid bulk, relative to the benefit to container ships
 
on U.S. trade route number 5. Using this ratio, the case
 
study benefits, and U.S. trade route forecasts, a generalized
 
stream of benefits was generated, once for SEASAT versus the
 
modified system and once for SEASAT versus the present system.
 
The final results of the case study and the gener­
alization are presented in Figure 3.15. No attempt was made to
 
generalize the results further to world trade because of the
 
greater diversity in sea conditions, weather, vessel types,
 
and vessel.quality which would be difficult to quantify.,
 
Cumulative
 
Discounted Benefit*
UndiscountOd Benefits 

2000 1985-2000
1985 	 1992 

Containers on
 
Trade Route No. 5 
a. SEASAT versus Modified System 127,310 169,397 236,132 
538,957 
b. SEASAT versus. Present System 252,126 335,475 467,640 
1,067,362 
All U.S. Trade Routes
 
48,861,000 113,464,000
 
a. 	SEASAT versus Modified System 27,067,000 35,629,000 

96,765,000 224,707,000
b. SEASAT versus Present System 53,604,415 70,561,000 

* Using Discount 	Rate of 10% 
to
 
Figure 3.15 	 Benefits to SEASAT from Reduced Casualty Costs and Delay Costs 
Due 

Adverse Weather, in 197 Dollars
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4.1 
4. BENEFITS TO TANKERS
 
Introduction
 
Dollar savings can be realized for tankers because
 
of the time underway saved due to more perfect environmental
 
information. Even if one considers that tankers 
could save
 
dollars by using technology available today, a 10 to 15 per­
cent increase when SEASAT becomes operational is a reason­
able assumption.
 
This increment is based on past experience and the
 
assumption that SEASAT will be able to provide the addi­
tional information stated. In the 1960's, when satellite
 
information was first used in weather routing, there was
 
about a 15 percent reduction in time underway. If SEASA
 
can provide information such as wave height and direction,
 
surface winds, and ice information, an improvement of the
 
same magnitude as when the original satellites were first
 
used for weather routing is reasonable. These incremental
 
dollar savings are a substantial amount, especially consid­
ering the high dollar operating costs of VLCC's and ULCC's,
 
which will constitute approximately 60 percent of the total
 
tanker tonnage in 1985. Because of the large number of
 
ships that will be in service, operating savings provided by
 
weather routing could be as much as $102,000,000 per year of
 
which 10 to 15 percent could be considered to be incremental
 
savings provided by SEASAT.
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-An additional projected cost of $37,700,000 per year
 
to replace VLCC and ULCC tonnage lost due to weather could be
 
decreased because of information SEASAT will provide. However,
 
many weather losses occur in areas where better weather infor­
mation-could be of little use; therefore, this entire dollar
 
figure cannot be considered as potential savings. The potential
 
range is between 12 and 40 percent, or $4,500,000 to
 
$15,000,000.
 
When past casualties were reviewed, the above fact
 
came out quite clearly: that, although many losses can be
 
prevented by weather routing, the majority occur in coastal
 
waters where weather routing cannot be of much assistance.
 
Furthermore, losses and damages to cargo can be reduced by
 
weather routing, but this has no effect on tankers which carry
 
no on-deck or damageable cargoes.
 
In summary, the greatest dollar savings would seem
 
to come from time saved underway. Although some catastroph­
ic losses will be prevented, the majority caused by weather
 
occur in areas that ocean condition information can be of little
 
assistance such as at the entrance to ports and at dock. In
 
addition, tankers will not benefit from reduced cargo damage.
 
Tanker Trade Routes
 
For this study, the major world tanker trade
 
routes and the weather-dependent alternatives associated
 
with each were defined. See Figure 4.1, Trade Route Descriptions.
 
4.2 
TR# From To Weather Dependent Alternatives
 
1 California Japan 
2 Japan California 
3 Balboa Japan 
Route north if high is over Gulf of
 
Alaska/Bering Sea with lows tracking
 
east-northeast from Japan at mid­
latitudes or if "cut-off" lows devel­
op north of Hawaii. Route south if
 
lows follow standard track north­
eastward from Japan to the AleuLians,
 
Gulf of Alaska and Pacific Northwest.
 
More southerly routes in winter due
 
to the intensity of lows crossing the
 
Pacific. Routes approaching Great
 
Circle in summer as lows weaken and
 
highs move eastward at higher alti­
tude. In summer, routes also depen­
dent on extent of fog.
 
Coastal sailing along Mexican coast
 
if gales anticipated in Gulf of
 
Tehuantepec (Fall-spring) southerly
 
routes in winter as more favorable
 
weather/currents offset added dis­
tance. Routes to the north in
 
summer (but south of Great Circle) as
 
lows weaken and track further north.
 
Routes in Western Pacific in summer
 
also dependent on recurring tropical
 
storms/typhoons. Routes in the
 
Eastern Pacific also dependent on
 
existence of hurricanes south of
 
Mexico in the summer.
 
Figure 4.1 Trade Route Descriptions
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TR# From To Weather Dependent Alternatives 
4 Japan Balboa South to about 30N-35N in winter depend­
ing on intensity of lows moving from 
Japan vs. speed/stability of vessel. 
In summer routes up to and including 
Great Circle tracks. Courses in Eastern 
Pacific (Fall-Spring) also dependent on 
existence on "cut-off" lows north of 
Hawaii and Gulf of Tehuantepec gales. 
5 U.S. East North Europe Track and intensity of lows dictate a 
Coast northerly or southerly route; also 
dependent on location of Azores high 
and on location of Ice Pack/Bergs in 
winter. 
.6 North Europe U.S. East Coast Route dependent on track of lows; east 
to east-northeast indicates a course via 
north of the U.K. with considerable 
distance/time savings Lows tracking to 
Greenland/Iceland would dictate a track 
0via the English Channel. 
7 U.S. East Coast Mediterranean Southerly or northerly routes dictated 
by track and intensity of lows and 
C: location of Azores high. 
a Mediterranean U.S. East Coast Southerly or northerly routes dictated 
Lby track and intensity of lows and 
location of Azores high. 
Figure 4.1 Trade Route Descriptions (Continued)
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TR# From To 

U.S. Gulf North Europe 

10 North Europe U.S. Gulf 
11 U.S. Gulf Mediterranean 
12 Mediterranean U.S. Gulf 
Weather Dependent Alternatives
 
Track and intensity of lows dictate
 
northerly or southerly routes; also
 
location of Azores high and location
 
Ice Pack/Bergs in winter. In addi­
tion, the use of the Gulf Stream
 
current to best advantage through
 
satellite updates.
 
Route north of U.K. when lows track
 
east-northeast across Atlantic and
 
via English Channel when lows track
 
to Greenland/Iceland. In addition
 
use satellite updates to minimize
 
adverse Gulf Stream current.
 
Again, the tradk of the lows across the
 
Atlantic and the location of the Azores
 
high dictates a northern or southerly
 
track. Also, satellite updates maximize
 
Gulf Stream in Western Atlantic and
 
minimize adverse effects of the North
 
Equatorial current in the Eastern
 
Atlantic.
 
The track of lows across the Atlantic
 
and the Azores high are once again the
 
determining factors. In this direction
 
maximize the North Equatorial current
 
and minimize the effects of the Gulf
 
Stream.
 
Figure 4.1 Trade Route Descriptions (Continued) 
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TR# From 

Persian Gulf 

14 North Europe 
15 Persian Gulf 
16 Caribbean 
17 Persian Gulf 
Figure 4.1 

To 	 Weather Dependent Alternatives
 
North Europe 	 Major decision involves whether to
 
route east or west of Madagascar
 
Dependent on tropical cyclone activity
 
in the Mozambique Channel area or east
 
of Madagascar. Routing also dependent
 
to a lesser degree on strength and
 
location of major current systems.
 
Persian Gulf 	 Route east or west of Madagascar
 
depending on tropical storms. Also
 
dependent on strength and location of
 
major currents.
 
Caribbean 	 East or west of Madagascar depending
 
on tropical storms. Current location
 
and strength is prime concern. Also
 
dependent on presence of tropical storm
 
activity in the Caribbean/Western
 
Atlantic.
 
Persian Gulf 	 Tropical storms east or west of Madagas­
car, location and strength currents and
 
presence of tropical storms in Caribbean
 
and Western Atlantic all are factors to
 
be considered.
 
North Atlantic 	 Tropical storm activity east or west of
 
Madagascar and current strength and
 
location as with previous Persian Gulf
 
routes. Also, route across North Atlan­
tic dependent on lows moving off U.S./
 
Canada.
 
F
 
Trade Route Descriptions (Continued)
 
TR# From 
18 North Atlantic 
19 Persian Gulf 
20 Japan 
21 South East Asia 
22 U.S. West Coast 
To 

Persian Gulf 

Japan 

Persian Gulf 

U.S. West Coast 

South East Asia 

Weather Dependent Alternatives
 
Route from North Atlantic dependent
 
on track of lows moving off U.S./
 
Canada. Again, current strength and
 
location and tropical storm activity
 
east or west of Madagascar must be
 
considered.
 
Dependent on strength and location of
 
tropical storms and monsoons in Arabian
 
Sea, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and
 
Philippine Sea.
 
Route dependent on location and strength
 
of tropical storms and monsoons in
 
Philippine Sea, South China Sea, Bay of
 
Bengal, and Arabic Sea.
 
Route north or south of Philippines
 
dependent on presence of tropical storms
 
and monsoons in Philippine Sea. Route
 
across the North Pacific dependent on
 
track and intensity of lows moving off
 
Japan.
 
Route across the North Pacific dependent
 
on track and intensity of lows moving
 
off Japan. North or south of Philipines
 
dependent on presence of tropical storms
 
and monsoons in the Philippine Sea.
 
Figure 4.1 Trade Route Descriptions (Continued)
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Using the Ocean Routes, Inc., ship data file, aver­
age time savings that accrued to routed vessels over un­
routed vessels on these major trade routes were assigned.
 
The time savings were then increased by 10 percent to allow
 
for improved performance given the more perfect weather in­
formation such as SEASAT would provide. These hourly
 
savings for each trade route are shown in Figure 4.2, Hours
 
Saved Per Voyage by Trade Route. As a general rule, routes
 
which go north-south and/or stay close to land masses (e.g.,
 
Persian Gulf to North Europe) save less time than east-west
 
routes which are crossing open water.
 
A further comment on why ships running near shore
 
or those running north-south are unlikely candidates for
 
avoiding storms and saving time even with better weather
 
information should be made. An important factor in avoiding
 
a storm is seeing the system in advance and then taking a
 
diversionary course. When near land, manuveurability is
 
restricted because of the landmass itself.
 
Further, storm systems move from west to east around the
 
earth, and, therefore,'if a ship is going in any east-west
 
direction in open water, it will most likely have the chance
 
to avoid a storm or at least its center if it can see the
 
system far enough in advance. To avoid a system when moving
 
north-south, it is necessary to stop completely or slow down
 
and let the storm pass through the area ahead. Since a
 
majority of travel along major land masses is in a north­
°1.1 
Route No. Description Hours Saved*
 
01 
 California to Japan 
 10.5
 
02 
 Japan to California 5.2 ­
03 Balboa- to Japan 
 5.8
 
04 
 Japan to Balboa 
 13.8
 
05 U.S. East Coast to North Europe 3.8
 
06 North Europe to U.S. East Coast 5.2
 
07 U.S. East Coast to Mediterranean 4.4 
08 Mediterranean to U.S. East Coast 7.7 
09 U.S. Gulf to North Europe 6.0 
10 North Europe to U.S. Gulf 3.0 
11 U.S. Gulf to Mediterranean 1.4 
12 Mediterranean to U.S. Gulf 1.6 
13 Persian Gulf to North Europe 1.0 
14 North Europe to Persian Gulf 1.0 
15 Persian Gulf to Caribbean 1.2 
16 Caribbean to Persian Gulf 1.3
 
17 Persian Gulf to North Atlantic 2.3
 
18 North Atlantic to Persian Gulf 2.0
 
19 Persian Gulf to Japan 1.4
 
20 Japan to Persian Gulf 1.3
 
21 S.E. Asia to U.S. West Coast 4.6
 
22 U.S. West Coast to S.E. Asia 4.8
 
These savings are 10 percent greater than the savings that
 
ships experience which currently use weather routing. This
 
assumes that the more perfect weather knowledge which SEASAT
 
can provide would increase current savings by 10 percent.
 
Figure 4.2 Hours Saved Per Voyage by Trade Route
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south direction, it can be further seen why the option of
 
going farther offshore to avoid a storm is not practicable.
 
Hourly operating costs for 10 tanker DWTs based
 
on annual tanker operating costs in 1974 were calculated
 
("TAPS SEALEG STUDY," by Ocean Data Systems, 1974). These
 
hourly costs, which were based on a 360-day year and exclude
 
fuel and amortization costs, are shown in Figure 4.3, Tanker
 
Operating Costs Per Hour. Operating Costs as opposed to
 
vessel profitability are used because they are much easier
 
to measure for any given ship. Profit involves extraneous
 
variables that will vary considerably from one ship to
 
another or even one voyage to another.
 
Figure 4.4, Average Dollars Saved Per Voyage by
 
Vessels Having More Perfect Weather Information, puts to­
gether the hours and costs calculated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3
 
to show the average savings per voyage by trade route and
 
vessel size. Based on the experience of Ocean Routes, it
 
was assumed that approximately the same hourly savings per
 
voyage would accrue to any of the vessel DWT's shown with
 
speeds between 13 and 17 knots.
 
Because the price of fuel is such a large part of
 
operating costs ard because its costs have increased greatly
 
since 1974, a separate table was made showing average
 
tons of fuel consumed per hour by vessel size (Figure 4.5,
 
Average Tons of Fuel Per Hour by DWT Group). The bunker cost
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Vessel Cost/Hour* 
-- DWT ($ 
40,000 190 
45,000 193 
60,000 202 
70,000 206 
75,000 212 
80,000 215 
90,000 219 
120,0,00 282 
250,000 344 
300,000 397 
From 1974 Ocean Data Systems Report calculating hourly costs
 
from annual costs, assuming a 360-day year, excluding amorti­
zation.
 
Figure 4.3 Tanker Operating Costs Per Hour
 
savings per voyage will vary, depending on average consumption
 
per hou-r (a function of horsepower and speed - see Figure 32,
 
Normal Shaft Horsepower) and the costs per long ton. By using
 
the tables provided, the dollar savings on any of the twenty-two
 
trade routes for any of the ten vessel sizes can be calculated
 
in the same manner as the example that follows.
 
VESSEL ROUTE NUMBIER
 
DWT -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12. 13 
 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
40,000 2000 990 1100 2620 720 990 840' 1460 1140 570 270 300 190 190 230 250 440 380 270 250 870 910
 
45,000 2030 1000 1120 2660 730 1000 050 1490 1160 580 270 310 
 190 190 230 250 440 390 270 250 890 930
 
60,000 2120 1050 1170 2790 770 1050 890 1560 1210 610 280 320 200 200 240 260 460 400 280 260 930 970
 
70,000 2160 1070 1190 2840 780 10-70 
 910 1590 1240 620 290 330 210 210 250 270 470 410 290 270 950 990
 
75,000 2230 1100 1230 2930 810 1100 930 1630 1270 640 300 
 340 210 210 250 280 490 420 300 280 980 1020
 
80,000 2260 1120 1250 2970 820 1120 950 1660 1290 640 300 340 
 220 220 260 280 490 430 300 280 990 1030
 
90,000 2300 1140 1270 3020 
 830 1140 960 1690 1310 660 310 350 220 220 260 280 500 440 310 280 1010 1050
 
120,000 2960 1470 1640 3890 1070 1470 1240 2170 1690 
 850 390 450 280 280 340 370 650 560 390 370 1300 1350
 
250,000 3610 1790 2000 4750 1310 1790 1510 2650 2060 1030 
 480 550 340 .340 410 450 790 690 480 450 1580 1650
 
300,000 4170 2060 2300 5480 1510 2060 1.750 3060 2380 1190 
 560 640 400 400 480 520 910 790 560 520 1830 1910
 
VOYAGES/
 
YEAR** 12.1 7.3 17.6 17.0 12.4 . 12.8 
 5.1 5.6 4.9 8.7 7.5
 
* Assumes that the hours saved will be the same for all DWT's and all speeds between 13
 
and 17 knots.
 
** Based on 320 sea days and an average speed of 15 knots. 
Figure 4.4 Average Dollars Saved Per Voyage* (Excluding Fuel Costs) H
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4.3 
DWT Range
 
(000) Average Consumption*
 
20-29 1.85
 
30-49 3.00
 
50-69 3.15
 
70-99 3.17
 
100-199 3.92
 
200-239 5.98
 
240+ 6.75
 
Based on sample consumption rates for 15 to 16 knot
 
tankers.
 
Source: 1974 Tanker Register; H. Clarkson, London.
 
Figure 4.5 	 Average Tons of Fuel Consumed Per Hour
 
by DWT.
 
Estimation of Benefits
 
To demonstrate how the savings per voyage on any
 
of the twenty-two trade routes can be calculated, the
 
following example is used as an illustration:
 
Trade Route ....................... #3
 
Vessel Speed ...................... 16 knots
 
Vessel DWT ........................ 120,000 tons
 
Bunker Cost/Ton ................... $70.00
 
Shaft Horsepowernormal 
. . . . . . 
24,000.

. . . . . .

£2
 
10
 
0 
Shaft Horaepowers 2 20,000 
0 
A 
! Shaft Iforsepowera 10,000 > SIM < 20,000 
2 
-- Shaft Iforsepowers > 108000 
0 
10 20 Normal Shaft'llosepower30o4o516 
(000) 
Figure 4.6 Normal Shaft Horsepower vs. Long Tons of Fuel Consumed Per Hour
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If Shaft Horsepowernormal (SHPN ) is unknown, a rough approximation
 
can be made using the following equation:
 
SHP n = .0015 * A'45V4 Where 	A = Displacement = DWT * 1.28 
V = Speed. 
The average cost savings in trade route #3 for a
 
120,000 DWT vessel is $1,640 excluding fuel savings as found
 
in Figure 30. To find the fuel savings, go to Figure 4.6, and
 
find that a 24,000 SHP N vessel (running at full power) burns
 
5 tons of fuel per hour. At $70.00 per ton, this figures out
 
to be a savings of $2,030 for fuel and a 
total voyage savings
 
of $3,670.
 
If the SHP N for this example had been known,
 
then going through the horsepower estimation would have
 
given a SHP of 21,200.
 
4.3.1 Estimation of Savings on All Routes
 
The figures presented in Figure 4.7, Sample Ship
 
Trade Route Assignments, constitute a random sample of
 
vessels assigned to major tanker trade routes 
at the begin­
ning of 1975. They account for 12.6 percent or approx­
imately one-eighth of the tanker fleet greater than 20,000
 
DWT assigned to 
major world tanker trade routes. Ships
 
operating on U.S. Intercoastal routes, Inter-Mediterranean
 
routes, and Mediterranean-North Europe routes are excluded
 
from the total population size.
 
VESSEL DWI TOTAL TRADE ROU'L'E NUMBER ­
(000) BY SIZE 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-20 21-22 TOTAL 
20-29 485 7 4. 7 6 12 5 4 13 2 60 
30-49 748 6 2 5 9 8 18 8 to 5 20 4 95 
50-69 401 2 3 6 1 4 4 8 6 14 2 50 
70-99 421 4 5 1 2 1 10 2 16 11 3 55 
100-199 327 I 1 2 19 1 1 12 3 40 
200-239 241 20 2 8 30 
240+ 144 13 3 1 3 20 
TOTAL 2767 18 13 16 24 24 27 78 26 29 81 14 350 
Note: 	 This sample is 12.6% of 1974 tanker population (those tankers on major world
 
tanker trade routes). Total 1974 population - 2767 vessels (excludes all
 
vessels less than 20,000 DWT and 1/3 of vessels between 20,000 and 30,000 DWT).
 
Routing Source: Lloyd's Voyage Record
 
C) Various Issues, January-April 1975
 
Figure 4.7 Sample Ship Trade Route Assignments, First Quarter 1975
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To find the potential savings for each trade route
 
by ship size, calculations are as follows (using route
 
numbers 1-2 and ships between 70,000 and 99,999 DWT tons as
 
an example).
 
Figure 4.4 shows that each ship can make up to 12.1
 
voyages per year on this route if it is exclusively assigned to
 
this route for the entire year. From Figure 4.7, four ships
 
of this size were ass-igned to, trade routes 1-2. By multi­
plying these figures together and then multiplying by 8 (as
 
the sample is approximately one-eighth of the total popula­
tion) a potential of 387 round trip voyages per year is
 
obtained. Using 80,000 DWT as the average vessel size for
 
the 70,000 to 99,999 DWT group, a savings of $3,380 per
 
round trip voyage (excluding fuel) is realized. Multiplying
 
this by the 387 voyages gives an annual savings of
 
$1,308,000. To calculate fuel savings, Figure 4.2 shows that
 
15.7 hours per round trip are saved. Multiplying this by
 
$70.00 per ton of fuel and 3.17 tons of fuel consumed per
 
hour (Figure 31) and finally multiplying once again by the
 
387 potential voyages yields a fuel savings of $1,348,000
 
per year and total annual savings of $2,656,000. Figure 4.8
 
shows the calculation for each trade route and vessel DWT
 
size.
 
The total savings is almost $69,000,000 based.on
 
the 1974 fleet of almost 2,800 tankers.
 
TRADE 	ROUTE NUMBERS
 
DWT 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11 --I [3-14 L5-I 17-18 19-20 21-22 TOTAL 
20-29 	Op Cost 2026 869 1685 1877 2036 292 62 470 214 9531
 
Fuel 1378 592 1149 1279 1387 199 42 316 146 6488
 
Total 3404 3461 2834 3156 31423 491 104 	 786 360 16019
 
30-49 	Op Cost 1736 434 1204 2815 1357 1051 124 215 161 724 427 10248 
Fuel 1915 481 133] 3110 1500 1161 137 235 177 789 474 11310 
Total 3653f 915 2535 5925 2857 22t2 261 450 338 1513 901 21558 
50-69 Op Cost 463 769 1999 181 246 65 179 202 526 228 4858 
Fuel 505 838 21.77 197 271 72 198 223 580 249 5310 
Total 9613 1.607 41"/6 378-7 517 137 377 425 1106 477 10168 
70-99 	Op Cost 1309 1232 27. 710 191 180 48 577 444 364 5328
 
Fuel 1.348 .1270 281 730 198 181 50 598 459 375 5490
 
Total 2657 2502 754 1440 389 361 98 1175 903 "739 10818
 
100-199 Op Cost 429 464 504 434 32 47 635 477 3022 
Fuel 417 452 490 425 31 46 619 464 2944 
Total 846 916 994 859 63 93 1254 941 5966 
200-239 	Op Cost 555 77 518 1150
 
Fuel 	 683 94 629 1406 
Total 	 1238 171 1147 2556
 
240+ 	 Op Cost 424 134 67 226 851
 
Fuel 501 159 80 266 1006
 
Total 925 293 147 492 1857
 
TOTAL 	 Op Cost 5500 2998 3931 7865 4269 1589 1844 685 1054 3543 1710 34988 
Fuel 5058 2848 3599 7748 3772 1631 2041 767 1124 3658 1708 33954 
Total 10558 5846 ./530 15613 8041 3220 3885 1452 2118 7201 3418 68942 
Figure 	4.8 Total Annual Savings by Trade Route and Vessel size ($000's)
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Most estimates for the number of ships greater
 
than 6,000 DWT that will be in the 1985 tanker fleet range
 
between 4,500 and 5,000 ships. The larger vessels operating
 
.on the longer trade routes from the Persian Gulf will make
 
about five-and-a-half (5-1/2) round trips per year, while
 
others operating on shorter trade routes will make 12 round
 
trips per year. If it is assumed that 80 percent of the
 
5,000 tankers operate on major trade routes, save on the
 
average of 8 hours per round trip, make an estimated 8 round'
 
trips per year, and on the average cost $400 per hour (fuel
 
included) to operate, a total annual savings of $102,000,000
 
is realized. A lower limit savings would be 3,000 ships
 
making 7 round trips per year, saving 5 hours per round trip,
 
costing $300 per hour for a total annual savings of $31,500,000.
 
4.3.2 Loss Prevention
 
Loss prevention deals with possible savings that
 
can be realized by avoiding catastrophic or partial losses
 
due to weather-related conditions.
 
Lloyd's casualty returns for 1973 contain two
 
examples of weather-related losses for tankers in that year
 
(see Figure 35, Vessels Lost or Damaged by Weather Cond­
itions). There were a large number of losses for small
 
coastal vessels, but it was felt that these were not repre­
sentative of the losses tankers would incur. In addition,
 
in almost all cases, vessels operating in coastal waters,
 
Vessel Name Fna_ DWT Tons Year Built From-To
 
NAPIDR Liberia 38561 1959 Africa-Rio do Janeiro
 
(Tanker)
 
Ran aground in heavy weather, LAT 44.45S LONG 75.05W on June 9, 1973. Subsequently
 
broke in two and was set on fire to avoid oil pollution.
 
AARON Panama 16000 1951 Hilo-Yokohama
 
(Tanker)
 
Broke in two and sank in heavy weather, LAT 33N LONG 165E on September 2, 1971.
 
IZ Yugoslavia 21409 1960 Puerto La Cruz-Faeringhaven
 
(Tanker)
 
Stuck in ice, LAT 49.05N LONG 51.00W on April 5, 1973. Repaired in New York and sailed.
 
SOFIA P. Liberia 19000 1954 Balboa-Singapore
 
.Sank in heavy seas, LAT 31N LONG 151E on January 5, 1970.
 
CHRYSSI Panama 31000 1953 Pacific Northwest Japan
 
Broke in two and sank in heavy weather, LAT 31N LONG 71W on December 26, 1970.
 
TEXACO OKLAHOMA United States 35000 1958
 
Broke in two and sank in heavy seas, LAT 36N LONG 74W, on March 27, 19
 
RAGNY Finland 17000 1951
 
Broke in two and sank in heavy seas, LAT 38N LONG 61W on December 27, 1970.
 
Figure 4.9 Vessels Lost or Damaged by Weather Conditions
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regardless of size, cannot avoid loss from weather by using
 
better weather information. The only way they could avoid a
 
loss is to choose not to sail if that option is open to them.
 
By using the Ocean Routes, Inc., historical ship data
 
file, the two voyages were recreated up to the time of the loss,
 
and then determination was made if the loss could have been
 
prevented if the ship had been weather routed.
 
Because of the low number of casualties in 1973, five
 
additional examples were chosen from the tanker advisory
 
center report, "A Study of Total Tanker Losses 1964-1973."
 
Although they stated there were 22 weather losses in this time
 
period, they gave details on only ten of the losses. Because
 
of the available information, only the five casualties that
 
occurred in 1970 or later were examined.
 
The NAPIER was lost in coastal waters off Chile while
 
sailing south towards the Strait of Magellan. The vessel could
 
not have avoided the heavy weather conditions that caused its
 
sinking if it had been under weather routing.
 
The AARON was on the shortest route between Hawaii
 
and Japan. This course took the ship directly into the south­
east quadrant of an intense low pressure system (formerly
 
Typhoon Trix). The conditions were 25-foot seas and winds of
 
more than 50 miles per hour. If the ship had been weather
 
routed, it would have been diverted south where seas were
 
between 5 and 10 feet and the.winds between 5 and 15 miles per
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hour. In this case, it can be clearly concluded that the ship
 
would not have-been lost if it had been weather routed.
 
The IZ got stuck in the ice Pack and sustained hull
 
damage. With good information on the Ice Pack, the IZ could
 
have taken a more southerly route, avoided the ice, and sus­
tained no damage. The IZ sustained its damage during April
 
and followed the more northerly course because the Ice Pack is
 
generally farther north by this time of the year.
 
The SOFIA P. was on a direct course to Singapore
 
from Balboa. This course took her directly into ,a storm with
 
35-40 knot winds, 20-25 foot seas and severe §wells and a cross-sea
 
sea condition. A slight diversion would have avoided this
 
combination of conditions that led to the sinking of the vessel.
 
The CHRYSSI, TEXACO OKLAHOMA, and' RAGNY were all lost
 
while sailing in coastal regions and would not have been aided
 
by weather routing.
 
Of the seven examples of weather losses, three could
 
have been prevented by weather routing. Of the three, the IZ
 
and the SOFIA P. would have been aided by the better information
 
SEASAT will provide. The AARON should have been able to avoid
 
the storm system with technology available today.
 
From this information, a rough estimate can be made
 
of the range of weather-related losses which could be prevented
 
with weather routing. If the three ships mentioned could have
 
been aided (and the total sample is 24 [2 vessels from 1973
 
Lloyd's and 22 vessels from the Tanker Advisory Center Report])
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then the lower limit is twelve percent. However, if the pattern
 
of helping 2 out of every 5 vessels were feasible (as with the
 
Tanker Advisory Center Report sample) then the upper limit 
is
 
forty percent.
 
Coast Guard data for the period from January 1, 1970,
 
through June 30, 1974, show that the 103 
out of 350 weather­
caused incidents occurred in open water. This is approximately
 
30 percent, which further supports the 12 to 40 percent range.
 
The Coast Guard data, however, were too incomplete to draw any
 
further conclusions as to whether a routing service could have
 
prevented the damage the vessels incurred.
 
The dollar savings that can be attributed to the
 
three ships are as follows:
 
IZ 50-100k in damages
 
AARON 6.4m* Undepreciated Replacement Cost
 
SOFIA P.. 7 .6m* Undepreciated Replacement Cost.
 
Every 	ship loss involves a multi-million dollar eco­
nomic loss plus the probable loss of human life. The examples 
cited show that, with today's weather forecasting technology, 
- there are still catastrophic losses. While many losses are due 
to human error, more accurate weather forecasting will reduce
 
the number and extent of such losses.
 
* 	 Assumes 'construction costs of $400 per ton for ships of
 
this size­
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4.3.3 Tanker Loss Trends
 
A review of casualty statistics from recent interna­
tional conferences on Ocean Hull Casualties was conducted to
 
determine (1) the trends in tanker loss ratios, (2) if ship age
 
is a factor in weather vulnerability, and (3) if age is a defi­
nite factor in loss, and to assign a dollar value to VLCC and ULCC
 
losses in the 1980-1985 time frame when these ships will be ten
 
years old or older.
 
After reviewing several papers, it became evident that
 
tanker loss ratios have been steadily increasing since 1959.
 
The percentages of tonnage of lost tankers out of the total world
 
tanker fleet averaged .19 percent in the 1959-1963 time period,
 
period, rose to .29 percent in the 1964-1968 time period, and
 
climbed to .37 percent in the 1969-1973 time frame (International
 
Union of Marine Insurance, Berlin Conference 1974, Casualty
 
Statistics - Ocean Hulls). It is also evident that vessel losses
 
in general for all causes increase with age. This trend holds
 
true for tankers, with the exception that, after a tanker reaches
 
25 years of age, the loss ratio drops dramatically. This can be
 
explained by the fact that most tankers of that age are jumbo­
ised and rebuilt T-2's and thus virtually newly built ships
 
(International Union of Marine Insurance, Venice Conference 1973,
 
Casualty Statistics - Ocean Hulls, Prepared and remarks by
 
Peter Quaile).
 
To summarize, listed here are significant findings and
 
assertions that have been presented at recent casualty confer­
ences and in current papers on tankers.
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1. 	 Age makes a ship more vulnerable to structural
 
failure (one of the most common weather-related
 
problems)
 
2. 	 Statistics show smaller ships of all types and
 
ages are more susceptible to weather loss or
 
damage.
 
3. 	 Larger tankers (greater than 80,000 DWT) are safer
 
than smaller tankers (they can transport oil over
 
a given distance seven times safer than a ship
 
less than 80,000 DWT) - but it should be remem­
bered that the majority of la-rger tankers are,
 
still relatively new, five years of age or less;
 
consequently, no historical loss- information due
 
to the aging of these ships exists ("Tankers and
 
U.S. Energy Situation: An Economic and Environ­
mental Analysis," Joseph A. Porricelli and
 
Virgil F. Keith, Marine Technology, October 1974).
 
4. 	 The critical age for structural failure on tankers
 
occurs at twelve years, which might tend to make a
 
recertification and thorough inspection at this
 
age prudent (Porricelli and Keith).
 
5. 	 A paper prepared by Peter Quaile for the 1973
 
International Union of Marine Insurance Conference
 
has tried to draw the conclusion that, based on the
 
increasing loss ratio of aging tankers of today
 
(smaller tankers), one should possibly expect
 
that, as supertankers age, their loss experience
 
will also increase. (This may be invalid based on
 
the other facts presented in Items 2, 3, and 4
 
above).
 
4.3.4 VLCC and ULCC Loss Projection
 
From this information, it appears that VLCC's and
 
ULCC's will experience some greater loss than they do today,
 
but not as great a loss ratio as today's older and smaller
 
tankers. Close structural checks along with optimal weather
 
knowledge might be the necessary tools to keep the loss ratio
 
for 	VLCC's and ULCC's low when they reach 12 years of age or
 
greater.
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If one wishes to put a dollar figure on 1980-1985
 
VLCC and ULCC losses without taking the above steps to help
 
prevent loss, a good estimate might be to apply the 1969-1973
 
average tanker loss ratio (the total of both actual and construc­
tive losses) of .37 percent to the forecasted VLCC and ULCC
 
tonnage for those five years (International Union of Marine
 
Insurance, Berlin Conference, 1974, Casualty Statistics - Ocean 
Hulls). For the loss ratio for tankers, the fact that weather-

B
 
related losses accounted for about 20 percent of total tanker
 
losses between 1968 and 1972 was considered (International Union
 
of Marine Insurance, Venice Conference, 1973, Casualty Statis­
tics - Ocean Hulls). The total DWT tons of VLCC's and ULCC's
 
(vessels over 200,000 DWT) operating as of December 31, 1972,
 
was 66,400,000 (World Tanker Ship Fleet Inventory - Sun Oil).
 
Between January 1, 1973, and January 1, 1975, an additional
 
50,600,000 DWT tons were delivered (Fairplay International
 
Shipping Journal - "World Ships on Order," Quarterly Supplements:
 
May, August, and November 1973; May, August, and November 1974;
 
February 1975). As of February 1, 1975, there were under con­
struction or contract an additional 128,900,000 DWT tons of
 
VLCC and ULCC capacity. In addition, 53,800,000 DWT tons were
 
in a contract pending or negotiating stage (Fairplay - "World
 
Ships on Order," Quarterly Supplement, February 20, 1975). If
 
it is assumed that all this tonnage is built and no other
 
subsequent tonnage is ordered, there will be a total of
 
299,700,000 VLCC and ULCC tons in the 1980-1985 period. Given
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the current depression in the world tanker market and the recent
 
high cancellation rate, it is unreasonable to assume all tonnage
 
now under contract or being negotiated will be built. However,
 
to try to predict the tanker demand two or three years hence is
 
also a difficult task, and there may very well be a new wave of
 
VLCC and ULCC orders prior to 1985.
 
Therefore, given the variable conditions, the total of
 
29'9,700,000 DWT tons should be a reasonable estimate of the
 
total VLCC and ULCC DWT tons in the 1980-1985 time frame. If
 
$170.00 per DWT ton (1974 dollars) is taken as an average con­
struction cost for VLCC's and ULCC's, times the total DWT in
 
service, an investment of $51,000,000,000 is derived. By applying
 
20 percent of the loss ratio factor of .37 percent (to account
 
for weather loss only) to the total investment, $37,700,000
 
is the average undepreciated cost per year to replace lost
 
tonnage (1974 dollars) if the 1969-1973 tanker loss ratio applies
 
to VLCC's and ULCC's in the 1980-1985 time frame. The approxi­
mate cost of one 200,000 DWT tanker at 1974 costs is $37,700,000.
 
To get the total loss for the period mid-1980 to mid-1985, take
 
5 times $37,700,000, which yields $185,000,000. This figure does
 
not take into consideration the costs for cargo loss, environ­
mental damage and clean-up, loss of life, or vessel losses that
 
are less than total losses.
 
One further modification to these costs is required.
 
AS shown in the previous section, weather-related losses that
 
occur in areas where they could have been prevented (noncoastal
 
waters) account for 12 to 40 percent of total weather losses.
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Therefore, the total dollars that could be saved by preventing
 
weather losses ranges from $22,200,000 to $74,000,000 over the
 
five year period, or $4,440,000 to $14,800,000 per year in the
 
1980-1985 period.
 
4.4 	 Generalization of the Results, Tankers
 
Using the results of the tanker case study immediately
 
above and the forecasts of Section 2.2.3, the Results Global
 
Forecasts, the incremental benefits of SEASAT for tanker opera­
tions in the 1985-2000 time period are presented in this section.
 
It is also necessary to shift the value unit from 1974. dollars
 
to 1975 dollars. The case study was done in 1974 dollars since
 
the majority of data were collected in this unit and it is easier
 
to adjust the final benefit figure to 1975 dollars rather than
 
all input figures.
 
The results of the case study above found the benefits
 
from:
 
I. 	 Time savings - through avoidance of adverse weather 
All routing benefits in 1985 
$102,000,000 (in 1974 dollars) - Upper limit 
Portion due to SEASAT 
10% 15% 
$10,200,000 S15,300,000 
$ 35,500,000 (in 1974 dollars) - Lower limit 
Portion due to SEASAT 
10% 15%
 
$ 3,150,000 $ 4,725,000
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II. 	 Prevention of catastrophic losses - through avoidance
 
of adverse weather
 
All routing benefits in 1983
 
$37,700,000 (in 1974 dollars)
 
Portion due to SEASAT
 
12% 40%
 
$4,524,000 $15,080,000.
 
The global forecasts of Section 2.2.3 indicate growth
 
in active gross tonnage of tankers of 8.7% through the 1985-2000
 
time period. The benefits were adjusted to 1975 dollars by
 
using a 9% inflation factor (a weighted factor of relevant U.S.
 
price indexes from the Survey of Current Business). Using the
 
benefit figures of a 8.7% growth rate and the 9% inflation­
factor, the final generalized benefits for the 1985-2000 time
 
period were calculated and the benefits are presented in
 
Figure 4.10, Generalization Results-SEASAT Benefits to Tanker
 
Operations, 1985-2000.
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I. Benefits from Time Savings - millions of $ (1975)
 
Upper Limit Lower Limit
 
All Routing Benefits All Routing Benefits
 
Due to SEASAT Due to SEASAT
 
High 	(15%) Low (10%) High (15%) Low (10%)
 
1985
 
(Undiscounte4) $16.7 11.1 5.2 3.4
 
1985-2000
 
(Discounted*) 94.3 62.8 29.1 19.4
 
Ii. 	 Benefits from Preyention of Catastrophic Losses ­
millions of $ (1975)
 
Due to SEASAT
 
High (40%) Low (12%)
 
1985
 
(Undiscounted) 19.4 5.8
 
1985-2000
 
(Dlscounted*) 109.8 32.9
 
* 
Discount Rate -	 10% 
Figure 4.10 	 Generalization Results-SEASAT Benefits to
 
Tanker Operations, 1985-2000 (in million
 
1975 dollars)
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5. CANADIAN STUDY RESULTS
 
The Canadian Center for Remote Sensing (CCRS) has
 
conducted an economic assessment of'Canadian applications
 
of SEASAT data. Among the areas assessed are weather
 
routing possibilities and reduction in marine insurance costs
 
through casualty avoidance. The CCRS 'has worked closely with
 
NASA and ECON in this assessment, and the results to date of the
 
Canadian effort in these areas, although not yet complete, are
 
summarized in this section.
 
The Canadian study of routing focuses on Canadian
 
international cargo, i.e., cargo loaded or unloaded at Canadian
 
ports and destined for or emanating out of an ocean crossing.
 
As a basis for estimating potential savings in Pacific crossings
 
attributed to the use of SEASAT type data, some simplifying
 
assumptions are required. First, it is assumed that the ratio
 
of cargo tonnage to net tonnage of a typical ship is 1/1, or
 
cargo tonnage to gross tonnage is 0.5/1. Then it is assumed
 
that a typical ship bound from Vancouver to ports in Europe,
 
the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Oceania is 10,000 tons net,
 
carries a cargo of 10,000 tons, has a rated speed of 17 knots
 
and an operating cost of $13,000 per day (1974 dollars). The
 
defined "typical" ship is a useful proxy to represent the
 
complicated distribution of ship sizes, types, and costs.
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Assuming that routing services will be available to
 
all ships at the time. SEASAT operational systems become avail­
able, the Pacific westbound crossings of interest would be in
 
the range of 9 to 13 days for freighters and bulk carriers
 
bound from Vancouver to Japan, and longer from Vancouver to
 
other port's in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Oceania.
 
For purposes of analysis, a typical crossing is assumed to take
 
11 days.
 
As in the case of the Pacific shipping analysis, it
 
is assumed that the ratio of cargo tonnage to net tonnage of a
 
typical ship is 1/1, or cargo tonnage to gross tonnage is 0.5/1.0.
 
Then it is assumed that a typical ship bound from Atlantic ports
 
to ports in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Oceania is
 
12,000 tons net, carries a cargo of 12,000 tons, and has a rated
 
speed of 17 knots and an operating cost of $13,000 per day (1974
 
dollars).
 
Assuming that routing services will be available to
 
all ships at the time SEASAT operational systems become avail­
able, the Atlantic eastbound crossings of-interest would be in
 
the range of 7 to 10 days from U.S. east coast ports to northern
 
Europe. The crossings of interest would be in the range of 7
 
to 12 days from Canadian Atlantic ports to northern Europe and
 
the Mediterranean. For purposes of analysis, a typical crossing
 
is assumed to take B days. This is a conservative assumption.
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Benefits are calculated from the figures and ship
 
routing study results calculated at ECON.
 
Forecasts of Canadian international trade at Canadian
 
Atlantic, Pacific, and Great Lakes ports 
to the year 2000 resul­
ted in benefits which are given in Figure 37, Canadian Interna­
tional Trade SEASAT Benefits. This trade includes both arrivals
 
and departures of cargo unloaded or 
loaded at Canadian ports in
 
1974 dollars. 
 The most recent trade history of Canada indicates
 
a 5.2% growth rate, which is 
called Scenario A. A lower limit
 
for growth of trade is 
3%, which is called Scenario B.
 
In the area of marine insurance, the CCRS approached
 
the study from the financial side as opposed to the real side
 
as done by ECON in 
the U.S. dry cargo and World tanker fleet
 
portions of this study. 
 In 1973, about 27 percent of operating
 
expenses for Canadian water transportation companies 
were
 
related to ocean going shipping, and about 41 percent 
were
 
related to Atlantic and Pacific coastal shipping 
(domestic and
 
international) . It is estimated that 40 
to 50 percent of the
 
operating expenses of these Canadian companies are related to
 
international ocean 
going and coastal trade (Atlantic and
 
Pacific). On this basis, it is 
estimated that between 
$5 million
 
and $10 million of 1973 
Canadian shipping insurance expenses,
 
or between $4 million and $8 million of claims paid, 
was rela­
ted to international, ocean 
going and coastal trade.
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Pacific Atlantic Great Lakes Totals
 
1980 	 Scenario A $3.5 mil. 3.0 0.3 6.8
 
Scenario B 2.8 2.6 0.2 
 5.6
 
1990 	 Scenario A 6.3 5.4 0.5 
 12.2
 
Scenario B 3.7 3.3 0.3 7.3
 
2000 	 Scenario A 11.5 9.7 
 0.7 21.9
 
Scenario B 5.0 4.5 
 0.4 9.9
 
Figure 5.1 	 Canadian International Trade, SEASAT Benefits
 
1980-2000 in 1974 Dollars
 
Most of Canada's international imports and exports
 
are carried by foreign vessels. For example, in 1972 foreign
 
vessels accounted for about 141 million tons and Canadian
 
vessels about 20 million tons of cargoes arriving and departing
 
Canadian Atlantic and Pacific ports in international trade.
 
Thus, foreign vessels carried 7 times as much as Canadian
 
vessels in this category. It seems reasonable to assume, there­
fore, that operating expenses of all vessels engaged in this
 
Canadian trade are 5 to 
10 times as great as Canadian expenses
 
and that insurance expenses and claims paid 
are in the same
 
proportions. On this basis, total insurance claims would range
 
from $20 million to $80 million per year (1972).
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Assuming shipping growth rates approximately as in the
 
above (Scenarios A and B applied between 1972 and 2000 A.D.),
 
assuming a constant Canadian share of the total, and assuming
 
constant insurance rates, one obtains the follow.ing forecast of
 
insurance claims paid in connection with international shipping
 
to and from Canadian ports.
 
Range of Estimated Insurance Claims (106 Dollars, 1974)
 
Scenario A Scenario B
 
Year Canadian All Firms Canadian All Firms
 
1972* 5-9 25-90 5-9 25-90
 
1978+ 6-11 30-110 6-11 30-107
 
1980 7-13 35-130 6-11 32-115
 
1990 13-23 65-230 9-15 43-153
 
2000 23-40 115-400 11-21 57-206
 
At the present time, it is not known what impact SEASAT
 
will have in reducing ship damages and sinkings; hence insurance
 
claims and finally ship insurance expenses. For purposes of
 
parametric analysis, potential savings of 10 and 20 percent
 
are postulated. Such potential savings seem feasible in view
 
of the estimate that "Grounding and collision account for over
 
50 percent of all ship losses and oil spills," and the following
 
data:
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Shipping Damages % Loss of % of Oil
 
Cause, 1956-1970 Shipping Spill Caused
 
Grounding 43.6 48,4
 
Foundering 18.0 
 5.6
 
27.0
Hull Failure 2.0 

Fire-explosion 15.3 1,0
 
Collision 12.0 6.7
 
Contact damage 4.5 0.5
 
-
Machinery i1.2 

Missing 1.9 -

Other 1.5 3.0
 
Total 100.0 100.0
 
Groundings, foundering, hull failure, and collisions are largely
 
related to bad weather conditions and heavy seas, and partly to
 
ship design faults. SEASAT data may be useful in these cases.
 
The figure, Figure 5.2, Range of Benefits of SEASAT
 
Related to Insurance Claims, shows potential ranges of benefits
 
of SEASAT data in reducing damages. The estimates are based on
 
the hypothetical 10 percent and 20 percent savings.
 
The Canadian study calculates benefits to SEASAT from
 
routing beginning with the launch of SEASAT-B in 1978. To pre­
sent the Canadian results in a manner consistent with the other
 
figures in this study, only benefits in the 1985-2000 time frame
 
are considered in the overall results below. The fully opera­
tional SEASAT is expected to be ltunched in 1985 although the
 
interim SEASAT systems preceeding the operational system may
 
generate substantive benefit beginning in 1978.
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2000 
Potential Million- Dollars Per Annun (1974 Dollars)
 
1980 	 1990 

SCENARIO A
 
10 percent savings
 
Canadian Firms 0.7-1.3 1-2 2-4
 
All Firms 3.5-13.0 7-23 12-40
 
SCENARIO A
 
20 percent savings
 
Canadian Firms 1.4-2.6 2-4 4-8
 
All Firms 	 7.0-26.0 14-46 24-80
 
SCENARIO B
 
10 percent savings
 
Canadian Firms 0.6-1.1 1-2 1-2
 
All Firms 3.2-11.5 4-15 6-21
 
SCENARIO B
 
20 percent savings
 
Canadian Firms 1.2-2.2 2-3 2-4
 
All Firms 6.4-23.0 8-30 12-42
 
Figure 5.2 	 Range of Benefits of SEASAT Related to Insurance
 
Claims (Damages), Shipping to and from Canadian
 
Ports in Millions of 1974 Dollars
 
Two other adjustments were necessary to make these
 
results consistent with the rest of the study. First, all
 
results were 	shifted from 1974 dollars to 1975 dollars using a
 
9% inflation 	factor. And second, the Canadian study results
 
were 
scaled down by 8.7% (the share of tankers in Canadian
 
trade) to avoid double counting of benefits when the Canadian
 
results are added into the U.S. dry cargo and the World tanker
 
fleet figures.
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After making these adjustments, the Canadian trade route
 
benefits are estimated to be:
 
* 	 $6.4 million to $9.2 million in 1985, undiscounted,
 
for reduction in delay time due to adverse weather
 
* 	 $25.2 million to $43.8 million, 1985-2000, cumula­
tive discounted benefits, for reduction in delay
 
time due to adverse weather
 
0 	 $5.0 million to $34.9 million in 1985, undis­
counted, for reduction in insurance costs due to
 
fewer weather-related casualties
 
* 	 $24.5 million to $163.6 million, 1985-2000, cumu­
lative discounted benefits, for reduction in
 
insurance costs due to fewer weather-related
 
casualties.
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6. OVERALL RESULTS
 
The results of the marine transportation study
 
focused on the benefits to be derived from the use of SEASAT
 
in ocean condition and weather forecasting. These
 
forecasts are extensively used at present (as described in
 
Section 2.3) to route ships to minimize time losses and damage
 
from adverse weather. By improving this procedure, SEASAT can
 
produce incremental benefits in the areas of direct operating
 
costs and marine insurance costs. Specifically, the benefits
 
come from:
 
* 	 Reduction in delay time due to adverse weather
 
* 	 Prevention of catastrophic losses due to adverse
 
weather (total losses sucb as groundings or sinking)
 
* 	 Reduction in hull casualties (damage to ship and
 
ship equipment)
 
* 	 Reduction in P & I and cargo casualties (injury
 
to personnel, liability for casualty-related
 
damage such as oil spills, and cargo damage).
 
Various aspects of ship routing have been examined
 
in detail in this report for three major segments of world
 
shipping:
 
* 	 Dry cargo shipping on all U.S. trade routes
 
* 	 Dry cargo shipping on Canadian trade routes
 
* 	 world tanker fleet operations.
 
Complete assessment was not possible because of the
 
lack of data, inaccessibility of existing data, and poor qual­
ity of data available. This is especially true of the marine
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P & I and cargo insurance industries which are much less orga­
nized and clearly defined than the hull insurance industry.
 
The study was also restricted to ocean crossing
 
shipping. Thus, coastal shipping and inland shipping were not
 
included in this assessment. This was done because the weather
 
routing procedure is a direct application of SEASAT data in the
 
long-range (2 to 10 days) ocean condition forecasting operation,
 
while coastal and inland shipping are "short-term, local" fore­
casting problems. SEASAT data will provide valuable data to
 
the short-term, local weather forecasting operation, but it
 
would be difficult to distinguish and properly quantify the
 
incremental benefit due to SEASAT. Therefore, even though coastal and
 
inland shipping are larger operations than ocean shipping and
 
the benefits from SEASAT in this area may be very substantial,
 
no attempt has been made to estimate these benefits in this
 
study.
 
The benefits estimated in all areas of this study -e
 
are summaried in Figure 6.1, Overall Results, Benefits Due
 
to SEASAT in Marine Transport, in 1975 Dollars.
 
Dry Cargo 
All U.S. 
Trade Saoutes 
Canadian 
Trade Routes 
World Flee, 
All Major Routes 
Totals Estimated 
Source of 
Benefits 
1985 
Undiscounted 
Bonefits 
1985-2000 
Cumulative 
Discounted 
8lenf.ts* 
1995 
Undiscounted 
Benefits 
1995-2000 
Cumulative 
Discounted 
Benefits-
1905 
Undiscounted 
Benefits 
1995-2000 
Cumulative 
Discounted 
Benefits* 
1985 
Undiscounted 
Benefits 
1985-2000 
Cuulative 
Discounted 
Benefits-
Direct 
OperatingCosts 
Delay 
T imt 20,,660,000COSt9,2,022.700 
Savings 
06,620.000 
6,440,000 
to 
9,220,000 
25,200,000 
to 
43,800,000 
3,430,000 
to 
16,680,000 
19,400,000 
to 
94,2,50,000 
30,530,000 
to 
46,560,000 
131.220,000 
to 
224,670,000 
Marine 
Prevention 
of Car.a-
strophic 
(not estimated) 5.000,000 24,500,000 
5,830,000 
to 
19,420,000 
32,930,000 
to 
109,800,000 17,230,000 84,270,000 
Insurance 
Cost. 
Reduction 
in Casual­
ty Costs (Ilul is) 
Reduction 
in 
C auAlty 
Costs 
(P&I 
cargo) 
6,400.000 26,940,000 
_____ 
___J 
(not stlimated) 
to 
39,900,000 
to 
163,600,000 
(not estimated) 
(not estimated) 
to 
60,720,000 
to 
0300,240 000 
Totals 
E,.t1.satod 27,060,000 113,460.000 11,440,000 
to 
44,120,000 
49,900,000 
to 
207,400.000 
9,260,000 
to 
36;100,000 
52,330,000 
. to 
204,050,000 
47,760,000 
to 
j07,2d0,000 
215490,000 
to 
524,910,00 
'Discount Rate - 10% 
Overall Results, Benefits Due to SEASAT in Marine Transport, in 1975 Dollars
Figure 6.1 
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Porecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities 
(Imports - in mil. ibs) 
U.S. Atlantic Trade Routes 
Year 01 02 04 12 
History 
1973 4,575 3,609 11,189 9,187 
($ per lb.) .114 .085 .280 .095 
Forecast 
1985 12,505 4,899 39,815 22,143 
1986 13,505 4,987 42,960 23,582 
1987 14,586 5,077 46,354 25,115 
1983 15,753 5,168 50,016 26,748 
1989 17,013 5,61 53,96' 28,486 
1990 18,374 5,356 58,231 30,338 
1991 19,844 5,452 62,831 32,310 
1992 21,431 5,551 67,795 34,410 
1993 23,146 5,650 73,151 36,647 
1994 24,997 5,752 78,930 39,029 
1995 26,9D7 5,856 85,165 41,565 
1996 29,157 5,961 91,893 44,267 
1997 31,490 6,058 99,153 47,145 
1998 34,009 6,178 106,986 50,209 
1999 36,730 6,289 115,437 53,473 
2000 39,668 6,402 124,557 56,948 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 8.0% 1.8% 7.9% 6.5% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Imports.­ in mil. bs) 
U.S. Morth Atlantic Trade Routes 
Year 05 06 07 08 
Elistory 
1973 3,567 5,387 3,194 6,622 
($ per lb.) .243 .047 .223 .189 
Forecast 
1985 6,696 11,017 6,411 12,859 
1986 6,915 11,857 6,840 13,682 
1987 7,141 12,699 7,299 14,558 
1988 7,374 13,600 7,788 15,489 
1989 7,615 14,566 8,310 16,481 
1990 7,864 15,600 8,866 17,535 
1991 8,120 16,708 9,460 18,658 
1992 8,386 17,894 10,094 19,852 
1993 8,660 19,165 10,771 21,122 
1994 8,943 20,525 11,492 22,474 
1995 9,235 21,983 12,262 23,912 
1996 9,536 23,543 13,084 25,443 
1997 9,848 25,215 13,960 27,071 
19983 10,170 27,005 14,896 28,804 
1999 10,502 28,923 15,894 30,647 
2000 10,845 30,976 16,959 32,609 
Growth Rate 
1o7ecast,
1973-2000 3.3% 7.1% 6.7% 6.4% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Imports - in mil. ibs) 
U.S. North Atlantic Trade Routes 
Year 09 10 
Hiztry 
1973 3,067 8,381 
($ per lb.) .159 .305 
Forecast 
1985 5,651 30,132 
1986 5,996 32,844 
1987 6,361 35,800 
1988 6,749 39,022 
1S89 7,161 42,534 
1990 7,598 46,362 
1991 81061 50,534 
1992 8,553 55,082 
1993 9,075 60,040 
1994 9,629 65,443 
1995 10,216 71,333 
1996 10,839 77,753 
1997 11,500 84,751 
1998 12,202 92,379 
19n9 12,946 100,693 
2000 13,736 109,755 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
19"3-2000 6.1% 9.0% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Imports - in mil. Ibs)
 
U.S. Atlantic Trade Routes
 
Year 35 41 51
 
History
 
1973 148 2,469 1,551
 
C$ per lb.) .052 .121 .237
 
Forecast
 
]985 264 6,861 3,173
 
1986 276 7,355 3,335
 
1987 289 7,884 3,505
 
1988 302 8,452 3,684
 
1989 316 9,061 3,871
 
1990 331 9,713 4,069
 
1991 346 10,412 4,276
 
1992 362 11,162 4,495
 
1993 "378 11,966 4,724
 
1994 396 12,827 4,965
 
1995 414 13,751 5,218
 
1996 433 14,741 5,484
 
1997 453 15,802 5,764
 
1998 474 16,940 6,058
 
1999 495 18,160 6,367
 
2000 518 19,467 6,691
 
Growth Rate
 
Forecast,
 
1973-2000 4.6% 7.2% 5.1%
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Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
Forecasts of Trade on U.S. 

(Imports - in mil. ibs)
 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
16 17
Year 11 13 

History
 
3,424
1973 4,744 4,374 3,281 

($ per lb.) .034 .135 .062 .118
 
Forecast
 
3985 6,215 6,845 9,687 7,584
 
1986 6,451 7,132 10,423 8,168
 
6,696 7,432 11,215- 8,797
1987 

1968 6,951 7,744 12,068 9,474
 
7,215 8,069 12,985 10,204
 
1990 7,489 8,408 13,972 10,989
 
7,774 8,761 15,034 11,836
 
1989 

1991 

1992 8,069 9,129 16,176 12,747
 
1993 8,376 9,512 17,405 13,728
 
8,694 9,912 18,728 14,786
1994 

1995 9,024 10,328 20,152 15,924
 
1996 9,367 10,762 21,683 17,150
 
1997 9,723 11,214 23,331 18,471
 
1998 10,093 11,685 25,104 19,893
 
1999 10,476 12,176 27,012 
 21,425
 
2000 10,874 12,687 29,065 23,075
 
Growth Rate
 
Forecast,
 
7.7%4.2% 1.6%
1973-2000 3.8, 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Imports ­ in mil. ibs) 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes 
Year 18 19 20 21 
History 
1973 3,343 11,278 3,481 7,779 
($ per lb.) .254 .057 .094 .093 
Forecast 
1985 7,161 20,290 9,172 11,763 
1986 7,669 21,710 9,942 12,433 
1987 8,214 23,230 10,778 13,142 
1988 8,797 24,856 11,683 13,891 
19C9 9,422 26,596 12,664 14,683 
1990 10,091 28,458 .13,728 15,520 
1991 10,807 30,450 14,881 16,405 
1992 11,574 32,581 16,131 17,340 
1993 12,396 34,862 17,486 18,328 
1994 13,276 37,302 18,955 19,373 
1995 14,219 39,913 20,547 20,477 
1996 15,228 42,707 22,273 21,644 
1997 16,310 45,697 24,144 22,878 
1998 17,468 48,896 26,172 24,182 
1999 18,708 52,318 28,371 25,560 
2000 20,036 55,981 30,754 27,017 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 7.1% 7.0% 8.4% 5.7% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes 
Excluding Liquid Bulk Commoditles
 
(Imports - in mil. Ibs)
 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 22 31 36 
 42
 
History
 
1973 6,213 2,914 
 19 2,304
 
($ per lb.) .064 .053 
 I.V.D.* .055
 
Forecast
 
1985 14,025 6,200 
 26 7,333
 
1986 14,895 6,560 27 7,956
 
1987 15,818 6,940 
 28 8,633
 
1988 16,799 7,343 29 9,366
 
1989 17,840 7,768 
 29 10,162
 
1990 18,946 8,219 30 11,026
 
1991 20,121 8,696 31 11,963
 
1992 21,368 9,200 32 12,980 
1993 22,693 9,734 33 14,084 
1994 24,100 10,298 34 15,281
 
1995 25,595 10,895 36 
 16,580
 
1996 27,181 11,527 37 17,98! 
1997 28,867 12,196 
 38 19,518
 
1998 30,656 12,903 
 39 21,177 
1999 32,557 13,652 40 22,977 
2000 34,576 14,444 42 24,950 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 6.2% 5.8% 3.2% 8.5% 
insufficient Value Data
 
R IPRODUOBWTh OF ThE 
0fl1NAL PAGE IS POOR
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes Excluding Liquid Pulk Comnodities 
(Imports - in fnil. ibs) 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 55 
History 
1973 99 
($ per lb.) I.V.D. 
Forecast 
1985 179 
1986 191 
1987 204 
1988 217 
1989 232 
1990 248 
1991 264 
1992 282 
1993 301 
1994 321 
1995 342 
1996 365 
1997 390 
1998 416 
1999 444 
2000 473 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 6.7% 
I
 
Insufficient Value Data
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. 
Trade Routes, Excludlnq Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Imports - in mil. Ibs) 
U.S. Pacific Trade Routes 
Year 23 24 25 26 
History 
1973 2,610 614 2,626 2,835 
($ per lb.) .085 .089 .078 .011 
Forecast 
1985 8,402 1,631 4,713 4,343 
1986 9,125 1,778 4,897 4,512 
1987 9,909 1,938 5,088 4,688 
1988 10,761 2,112 5,286 4,871 
1989 11,687 2,302 5,492 5,061 
1990 12,692 2,509 5,707 5,259 
1991 13,784 2,735 5,929 5,464 
1992 14,969 2,981 6,160 5,677 
1993 16,256 3,250 6,401 5,898 
1994 17,654 3,542 
. 6,650 6,128 
1995 19,173 3,861 6,910 6,367 
1996 20,821 4,209 7,179 6,615 
1997 22,612 4,587 7,459 6,873 
1998 24,557 5,000 7,750 7,141 
1999 26,669 5,450 8,052 7,420 
2000 28,962 5,941 8,366 7,709 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 8.6% 9.0% 3.9% 3.9% 
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Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
Forecasts of Trade on U.S. 

(Imports - in mil. ibs)
 
U.S. Pacific Trade Routes
 
Year 27 28 29 37 
History 
1973 1,510 1,246 I0,909 Negligible 
($ per lb.) .159 .111 .243 
Forecast 
1985 3,690 1,982 25,005 
1986 3,926 2,071 26,680 
1987 4,177 2,164 28,468 
1988 4,445 2,262 30,375 
1989 4,729 2,364 32,410 
1990 5,032 2,470 34,582 
1991 5,354 2,581 36,899 
1992 5,697 2,697 39,371 
1993 6,061 2,819 42,009 
1994 6,449 2,945 44,824 
1995 6,862 3,078 47,827 
1996 7,301 3,216 51,031 
1997 7,768 3,361 54,450, 
1998 8,265 3,512 58,098 
1999 8,794 3,671 61,991 
2000 9,357 3,836 66,144 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 6.4% 4.5% 6.7% 
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Forecasts qf Trade on (J.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commoditie,
 
(Impolts - in mil. ibs)
 
Great Lakes Trade Routes
 
Year 32 33 34 54
 
History
 
1973 5,061 84 326 86
 
($ per lb.) I.V.D.* I.V.D. I.V.D. I.V.D.
 
Forecast
 
1985 9,064 187 514 180
 
1986 9,345 201 540 190
 
1987 9,635 215 567 200
 
1988 9,933 231 595 211
 
1989 10,241 248 625 222
 
1990 10,559 266 656 234
 
1991 10,886 285 689 247
 
1992 11,224 306 723 260
 
1993 11,571 329 759 274
 
1994 11,930 353 797 289
 
1995 12,300 378 837 305
 
1996 12,681 406 879 321
 
1997 13,074 436 923 338
 
1998 13,480 467 969 357
 
.1999 13,898 501 1,018 376
 
2000 14,328 538 1,069 396
 
Growtn Rate
 
rorecast,
 
1973-2000 3.1% 7.3% 5.0% 5.4.
 
Insufficient Value Data
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Forecasts of Tade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities 
(Imports - in mil. Ibs) 
U.S. Pacific Trade Routes
 
Year 38 43 53 65 
History 
1973 Negligible 83 120 1,012 
($ per lb.) I.V.D.t I.V.D. I.V.D. 
Forecast 
1985 ,132 ,209 1,458 
1986 ,138 ,220 1,575 
1987 ,145 ,231 1,701 
1988 ,152 ,243 1,837 
1989 ,159 ,255 1,984 
1990 ,167 ,268 2,142 
1991 ,175 ,282 2,314 
1992 ,183 ,296 2,499 
1993 ,192 ,311 2,699 
1994 ,201 ,327 2,914 
1995 ,211 ,344 3,148 
1996 ,221 ,361 3,399 
1997 ,232 ,380 3,671 
1998 ,243 ,399 3,965 
1999 .254 ,419 4,282 
2000 ,267 ,441 4,625 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 4.8% 5.1% 8.0% 
Insufficient Value Data
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Exzluding Liquid Bulk Commodities 
(Imports - in mil. ibs) 
Great Lakes Trade Routes
 
Year 55 56 57 58
 
History
 
1973 99 141 Insufficient 873
 
($ per lb.) I.V.D.* I.V.D. Observation-* .033
 
Forecast
 
1985 179 441 1,146
 
1986 191 474 1,188
 
1987 204 510 1,232
 
1988 217 548 1,278
 
1989 232 589 1,325
 
1990 248 633 1,374
 
1991 264 681 1,425
 
1992 282 7.32 1,478
 
1993 301 301 1,532
 
1994 321 786 1,589
 
1995 342 910 1,648
 
1996 365 - 977 1,709
 
1997 390 1,650 1,772
 
1998 416 1,129 1,838
 
1999 444 1,214 1,906
 
2000 473 1,305 1,976
 
Growth Rate
 
Forecast
 
1973-2000 6.7% 7.5% 3.7%
 
Insufficient Value Data
 
Insufficient Observation
 
APPENDIX B
 
Aggregate Forecasts
 
of
 
Exports on U.S. Trade Routes, Dry Cargo
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports - in mil. 1bs) 
U.S. Atlantic Trade Routes 
Year 01 02 04 12 
HIs tory 
1973 3,513 2,078 4,583 9,172 
($ per lb.) .998 .111 .113 .118 
Forecast 
1985 12,831 4,013 11,875 28,846 
1986 13,832 4,258 12,849 31,240 
1987 14,911 4,517 13,902 33,833 
1988 16,074 4,793 15,042 36,641 
1989 17i327 5,085 16,276 39,682 
1990 18,679 5,396 17,610 42,976 
1991 20,136 5,725 19,054 46,543 
1992 21,707 6,074 20,616 50,406 
1993 23,400 6,444 22,307 54,590 
1994 25,225 6,838 24,136 59,121 
1995 27,192 7,255 26,115 64,028 
1996 29,313 7,697 28,257 69,342 
1997 31,600 8,167 30,574 75,098 
1998 34,065 8,665 33,081 81,331 
1999 36,722 9,194 35,793 88,021 
20O0 39,586 9,754 38,729 95,392 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 7.8% 6.1% 8.2% 8.3% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports - in mil. lbs) 
U.S. North Atlantic Trade Routes 
Year 05 06 07 08 
History 
1973 3,299 3,825 2,569 5,308 
($ per lb.) .176 .011 .086 .228 
Forecast 
1985 6,196 4,768 6,477 12,821 
1986 6,512 4,992 6,937 12,500 
1987 6,844 5,227 7,429 14,216 
1988 7,193 5,472 7,957 14,969 
1989 7,560 5,730 8,522 15,763 
1990 7,946 5,999 9,127 16,598 
1991 8,351 6,281 9,775 17,478 
1992 8,777 6,576 10,469 18,404 
1993 9,224 6,886 11,212 19,380 
1994 9,695 7,209 12,008 0,407 
1995 10,189 7,548 12,861 21,488 
1996 10,709 7,903 13,774 22,627 
1997 11,255 8,274 14,752 23,827 
lq9P 11,829 8,663 15,799 25,089 
1999 12,432 9,070 16,921 26,419 
2000 13,066 9,497 18,122 27,819 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 5.1% 4.7% 7.1% 5.3% 
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Porecasts of Trade on U.S. 
Trade Routes, Excludinq Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports 
- in mil. ibs)
 
U.S. Atlantic Trade Routes
 
Year 35 41 
History 
1973 65 799 
($ per lb.) 02 
.150 
Forecast 
1985 104 1,441 
1986 108 1,548 
1987 113 1,662 
1988 l1s 1,785 
1989 123 1,917 
1990 128 2,059 
1991 134 2,211 
1992 140 2,375 
1993 146 2,551 
1994 152 2,740 
1995 158 2,942 
1996 165 3,160 
1997 172 3,394 
1998 180 3,645 
1999 187 3,915 
2000 196 4,205 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
3973-2000 4.3% 7.4% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports - in mil. Ibs) 
U.S. North Atlantic Trade Routes 
Year 09 10 
History 
1973 3,G36 10,642 
$ per lb.) .038 .126 
Forecast 
1985 9,610 22,789 
1986 10,254 24,247 
1987 10,941 25,799 
1988 11,674 27,450 
1989 12,456 29,207 
1990 13,291 31,077 
1991 14,181 33,065 
1992 15,131 35,182 
1993 16,145 37,433 
1994 17,227 39,829 
1995 18,381 42,378 
1996 19,612 45,090 
1997 20,926 47,976 
1998 22,329 51,046 
1999 23,825 54,313 
2000 25,421 57,790 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 6.7% 6.4% 
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< Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Conmodities
 
(Exports - mil. Ibs)
 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 11 13 16 17 
Hlis tory 
1973 
($ per lb.) 
4,033 
.143 
18,740 
.114 
2,601 
.095 
4,460 
.236 
rorecast 
1985 6,343 34,115 6,202 9,261 
1986 6,597 35,684 6,711 9,909 
1987 6,861 37,326 7,261 10,603 
1988 7,135 39,043 7,856 11,345 
1989 7,420 40,839 8,500 12,139 
1990 7,717 42,717 9,197 12,989 
1991 8,026 44,682 9,952 13,898 
1992 8,347 46,738 10,768 14,871 
1993 8,681 48,888 11,651 15,912 
1994 9,028 51,136 12,606 17,026 
1995 9,389 53,489 13,640 18,218 
1996 9,765 55,949 14,758 19,493 
1997 10,155 58,523 15,968 20,857 
1998 10,562 61,215 17,278 22.318 
1999 10,984 64,031 18,694 23,880 
2000 11,423 66,976 20,227 25,551 
Gto';th Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 4.0% 4.6% 8.2% 7.0% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U°t. Tiaclo Routes . Pxcludang Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports - in mil. lbs)
 
U.S. Sodth Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 18 19 20 21 
History 
1973 
(e per lb.) 
9,057 
.271 
13,296 
.044 
6,208 
.079 
24,840 
.073 
Forecast 
1985 19,300 32,938 15,877 49,435 
1966 20,439 35,531 17,147 51,857 
1087 21,645 38,4,14 18,519 54',398 
1988 22,922 41,597 20,000 57,064 
1989 24,274 45,008 21,600 59,860 
1990 25,706 48,698 23,328 6L2,793 
1991 27,223 52,691 25,195 65,870 
1992 28,829 57,012 27,210 69,098 
1993 30,530 61,687 29,387 72,483 
1994 32,331 66,745 31,738 76,035 
1995 34,239 72,219 34,277 79,761 
1996 36,259 78,141 37,019 83,669 
1997 38,398 84,548 39,981 87,769 
1996 40,663 91,481 43,179 92,069 
1999 43,063 98,982 46,634 96,581 
2000 45,603 107,099 50,364 101,313 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 5.9% 8.2% 8.0% 4.9% 
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Fo ecasts of Tr6dA on U.S. Trade Routes, E-cluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports - in mil. ibs)
 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 22 23 31 36 
History 
1973 15,364 310 2,494 164 
($ per lb.) .148 .203 .200 I.V.D.* 
Forecast 
1985 25,942 ,957 5,570 288 
1936 27,862 1,048 5,926 300 
19a7 29,923 1,14fl- 6,306 312 
1988 32,138 1,256 6,709 325 
1989 34,516 1,375 7,139 338 
1990 37,070 1,506 7,596 352 
1991 39,813 1,649 8,082 366
 
1992 42,759 1,806 8,599 381
 
1993 45,924 1,977 9,149 397
 
1994 49,322 2,165 9,735 413
 
1995 52,972 2,371 10,358 430
 
1996 56,892 2,596 11,021 448
 
1997 61,102 2,842 11,726 466
 
1998 65,623 3,113 12,477 486
 
1999 70,480 3,408 13,275 505
 
2000 75,695 3,732 14,125 526
 
Growth Rate
 
Forecast,
 
1973-2000 7.4% 
 9.5% 6.4% 4.1% 
Insufficient Value Data
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities
 
(Exports - in mull. ibs)
 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 42
 
History
 
1973 757
 
C$ per lb.) .419
 
rorecast
 
1985 1,729
 
1986 1,860
 
1987 2,002
 
1988 2,154
 
1989 2,318
 
1990 2,494
 
1991 2.683
 
1992 2,887
 
1993 3,107
 
1994 3,343
 
1995 3,597
 
1996 3,870
 
1997 4,164
 
1998 4,481
 
1999 4,821
 
2000 5,188
 
Growth Rate
 
Forecdst,
 
r973-2000 7.6%
 
,167 
Forecasts of Trade 
on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities 
(Exports - in tail. Ibs) 
U.S. Pacific Trade Routes
 
Year 27 28 29 37 
HiStory 
1972 
($ per lb.) 
1,928 
.124 
4,440 
.115 
17,150 
.255 
Negligible 
Forecast 
1985 4,780 6,871 58,678 
1986 5,186 7,208 63,900 
1987 5,627 7,561 69,587 
1988 6,105 7,931 75,781 
1989 6,624 8,320 82,525 
1990 7,187 8,728 89,870 
1991 7,798 9,155 
-97,868 
1992 8,461 9,604 106,579 
1993 9,180 10,074 116,064 
1994 9,961 10,568 126,394 
1995 10,807 11,086 137,643 
1996 11,726 11,629 149,893 
1997 12,723 12,199 163,234 
1998 13,804 12,797 177,761 
1999 14,978 13,424 193,582 
2000 16,251 14,082 210.811 
Growth Rate 
Forecast, 
1973-2000 8.5% 4.9% 8.9% 
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Trade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities 
(Exports - in mil. lbs) 
U.S. Pacific Trade Routes
 
Year 38
 
History 
1973 negligible 
($ per lb.) 
Forecast
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
1992
 
1993
 
1994
 
1995
 
1996
 
1997
 
1998
 
1999
 
2000
 
Growth Rate
 
Forecast,
 
1973-2000
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Forecasts of Trade on U.S. Tiade Routes, Excluding Liquid Bulk Commodities 
(Exports - in mil. Ibs) 
Greet Lakes Trade Routes
 
Year 32 33 34 
History 
1973 8,533 423 3,206 
($ per lb.) .025 I.V.D.* I.V.D. 
Forecast 
1985 14,572 1,310 6,274 
1986 15,140 1,442 6,701 
1987 15,731 1,588 7,156 
1988 16,344 1,748 7,643 
1989 16,982 1,925 8,163 
1990 17,644 2,119 8,718 
1991 18,332 2,333 9,310 
1992 19,047 2,569 9,944 
1993 19,790 2,829 10,620 
1994 20,562 3,114 11,342 
1995 21,364 3,429 12,113 
1996 22,197 3,775 12,937 
1997 23,062 4,156 13,816 
1998 23,962 4,576 14,756 
19v9 24,896 5,038 15,759 
2000 25,867 5,547 16,831 
Gro ,th Rare 
?orecast, 
1973-2000 3.9% 10.1% 6.8 
Insufficient Value Data
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U.S. Trade RouLes, Excludr(Il Liquid Bulk Commodities
Forecasts of Trade on 

(Exports - in mil. ibs)
 
U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf Trade Routes
 
Year 22 23 31 36 
History 
1973 15,364 310 2,494 36 
(s per lb.) .148 .203. .200 I.V.D.* 
Forecast 
1985 25,942 957 5,570 288 
1986 27,862 1,048 5,926 300 
1987 29,923 1,147 6,306 312 
1988 32,138 1,256 6,709 325 
1989 34,536 1,375 7,139 338 
1990 37,070 1,506 7,596 352 
1991 39,813 1,6"49 8,082 366 
1992 42,759 1,806 8,599 381 
1993 45,924 1,977 9,149 397 
1994 49,322 2,165 9,735 413 
1995 52,972 2,371 10,358 430 
1996 56,892 2,596 11,021 448 
1)97 61,102 2,842 11,726 466 
1998 65,623 3,113 12,477 486 
1999 70,480 3,408 13,275. 505 
20&0 75,695 3,732 14,125 526 
Cro; ch Rate 
FOrcast, 
1972-2000 7.4% 9.5% 6.4% 4.1% 
Insufficient Value Data 
APPENDIX C
 
Forecasts of Import Shares
 
on U.S. Trade Routes, Dry Cargo
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Detailed Forec;ast by
 
Trade Route, Ymaports
 
1973 
Share 
i 1S 5- 20-10 
S har e* 
1973 
S hare 
1905-2000 
S,1." * 
Container Shaizt: of Total* 6.0% 8.3% 10.4% 17. % 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
G 
Container, 
Container 
Container 
Co:airner 
Contai ner 
Container 
Reefer 
Dry Bulk Share of Total * 63.4 44.1 67.9 48.3 
21 
12 
16 
LiDy inl 
Dry Bulk< 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Pcrishtble 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 30.6 47.6 21.7 34.6. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Sulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Dul k 
Break Bulk 
Break Sulk 
Break bulk 
Breoak Bol, 
(live aninals) 
Total--excludcmg Liquid Bulk 
- Poroca,;t Share 
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Dutai3cd For cast by 
Trade Rote, imports 
04 05 
1973 
Share 
1S - 5-2000 
Share' 
1973 
Share 
1 .. .-2CS 
Shar.' 
Container Share of 'ota' 1.0 0.0% 37.9? 
4G. 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
ReOfer 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 95.8 100.0 
32.1 20.3 
10 
3 1 
12 
14 
36 
Dry 
Dry 
Dry 
Dry 
Dry 
Bulk 
Bulk' 
Bulk, 
Bulk 
Bulk, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 3.2 0.0 30.0 
33.4 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
BreI Pulk 
Break Bulk-
Break Bulk 
Break Sulk 
Break Bulk 
Break bulk 
(live animals) 
* Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
* * Forecast Share 
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Detailed Porecast by
 
Trade Pout-e, Imports
 
f1 06 , .0W 1 913 07 -2 0 
Share S har o SI,:Wrc U 
Container Share of Total- 25.1% 25.7% 65.9t 65.3a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Contai ner,
Co n V'a i n c r" 
Contaiarn 
Container 
Container 
Contain.r 
Reefe-r 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 22.5 21.7 1.3 1.4 
1 0 
11 
12 
14 
16 
Dry ""-.lh 
Dry Bulk 
Dry -ulk, Perishable 
DY7 Bu lk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Brcak Bulk Share of Total** 52.4 52.3 32.8 "33.5 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2". 
25 
26 -
Break; Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Sulk 
(live animals) 
* Total-xcI uding Liquid Bulk 
Forecast Share 
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Detailed 
Trade Pot, 
Foreast by 
T..1,ort!. 
08I -. 
2973 19 8 5 Sh 
1973 j ch a !: - -"5" 
Container Share of Totalt 15.77' 220 22S.­
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, 
Container 
Container 
Collta, nor 
Contain(.r 
Container 
cef-r 
i0 
I I 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bul) Share of Total* 
W~y buiI "A 
rtry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bu)k 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
41.9 24.6 35.9 33.4 
Break Bulk Share of Total" 42.4 53.4 36.9 42.1 
20 
2) 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Brea! Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bul: 
Break Bill % 
Brea, Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
* Total-exdluding Liquid Bulk 
* Forecast Share 
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Detailed Porerast by 
Trade Rouito, Imports 
19731--..O 
Sh "rar * 
1973 
Tha 
'2IQ 
S±ar:t-
Container Share of Tfotal* 10.7% 0.0% 35.6% 1-.55 
I 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
j 
Container, 
Container 
ConLainer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Rcefer 
Dry Bulk Share of Totalw 78.3 85.9 15.9 15 . 
I0 Dry Bi 3k 
22 
1 d 
36 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry EuL hk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Totalt * 11.0 14.1 ca.A 7S." 
20 
21 
22 
"Aj 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulh 
Brea%: Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Buk'. 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live anivnals) 
t Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
FPorecast Share 
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l~t~l ei ortocaqL by 
Trade PoutO, Imrport 
12 13 
1973 
Sh.are 
1935-2000 
Share'l 
1973 
Shale 
198-
kL.ar 
so: 
Container Share ofP Total* 34.3. 0.0% 9.3% 2t 
1 
2 
3 
Con tLa iner,
Co n t .1 it0,1-
ConLiner 
Acefir 
e 
S 
6 
Contaiper 
Conta1.r 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 2.9 0.0 53.0 65.S 
1) 
12 
14 
16 
D10nr.-. n-
Dry Vulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Totaltt 62.8 100.0 27.7 26.0 
20 
21 
2-
23 
24 
25 
26 
B re a. Bulk 
Break Pulk 
Break Bulk 
Brea% Bl1-. 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
* 
** 
Total-excluding 
Forecast Share 
Liquid Bulk 
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DeLailcd rrecaSt by 
Trade koute, lnports 
36 17 
1973 
5hare . 
1.93l- 20,0 
Shae , 
1973 
Share 
198" - 290C 
Sh;.. 
cutier S. ere of Total* 16.3% 12,O0Y 6.9. 7.2t 
1 
2 
3 
S 
.6 
4, 
5 
Conta zner, 
C¢rl i::cr 
ContdifterContai nc­
Cont-aincr 
Container 
Reefer 
Dry Bulk Share of Total- 57.7 64,.9 9.9 
1 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bu):*, 
Dry lul: 
Dy Bu-1k, 
Perishable 
Pcrishable 
Break Bulk .hare of ?otal.. 26,0 23,-1 83.2 S8.9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bull: 
Break Bu21 
Btec.:k Bulk 
Break Bull: 
Break Bulk 
1;reak Bul: 
Brcak ulk 
(live ani:als) 
t ToLal-ocludin., LiqLid Pu)k 
Forccast Share 
179 
Detailed 'or'wcazt by 
Tiade Route, Im-ort.,IF­
97 3 
Srchre-
1,125-20'A 
S 
977 
re 
-
shar. 
ContaLiner Share of TotalV 35.3t 42.9t 2.6% 0.0% 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, 
ConL-"incr 
Container 
Corntainier 
ConLainer 
Containor 
ecfer 
Dry hulk Share of Totalt 43.4 34.2 89.3 300.0 
lU 
31 
12 
14 
16 
Dry btils 
Dry Blk 
Dry Hui%, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Brea% Bulk Share of Totalt t 21.3 22.9 8.1 0.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break bu]k 
Break Bulk 
Bred% Bull 
Break !ul. 
Break bulk 
Mrck Sulk 
Br~ak Bulk 
(live anirals) 
TotalO-xcuin; Liquid bIulk 
+ Forecast Share 
180 
DuLailc' Foreczrs . 
Trade Rout,,, Inportt 
by 
2973 
Share 
20 
-i9 L-O7Oi, 
Share-,j 
19I3 
Share 
2] 
J a95200 
Shatul_ 
Container Share of ToLal* 5.6% 6.3t 13.01 10.01 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, 
Container 
Containct 
Container 
Con tafnlcr 
Container 
Reefer 
Dry Buik Sha're of Tota1* 43.4 31.5 5.8 0.0 
juL 
1) 
12 
14 
16 
Dry sulk 
Dry Buk 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total" 51.0 62.2 81.2 90.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Brea% Bulk 
Break bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bu]k 
Breok Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
* Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
Forecast Share 
181 
DC V4,l.d PC?, 
ir adlu ."cot:Ln, 
casL 
7;Iport 
by
S 
19t" 
Share 
22 
1 15--2000 
Shdro . 
j t973 
Share 
23 
9A­ - 2"i 
Shar-'• 
Container Shore of Total' 13.1% 4.4% 0.2 0.5t 
2 
3 
34 
5 
Container1 
Containwr 
ContaCinerContainer 
Containertain~  
Reefer 
Dry Bulk Share of Tota! 2.1 1.5 77.9 63.4 
1 3 
12 
1, 
JI 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Brok Bul.: Share of Total" 84.8 94.1 21.9 36.1 
20 
21 
22 
? S 
24 
25 
M-
Break Bul% 
Breadk Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Hrc% Hu] % 
Bleak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(ive animals) 
• 
Iotal-encluding Liquid 
}or ecar.-t S hae 
Bulk 
182
 
Detkiled Foteeas.t .iy 
Trade Loutc, lIaiorts 
1973 
Shar"c..re" 
24 
i9C.5-?OO0 1V73 
Sh.r c-
25 
-i TU5-2CO0i 
S , r 
Container Share of ToLal t 9.31 14.91 ]5.7% 10.9 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Containor, 
ConLa ircnr 
Container 
Containr . 
Contairner 
Container 
Rteftr 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 71.7 55.7 67.3 72.9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
I 
Dry r-ulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Dulk, 
Dry .ulk 
Dry Bu) k, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 19.0 29.4 17.0 16.2 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Sulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Brc ak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
B r ea.k Bulk 
(live ani.als) 
* Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
Foreca--t Share 
183 
Detailed rrecast by 
Trade Rote, Imports 
26 27 
1073 
Shar'e 
JV315- 2000 
Shnrr* 
19"3 
5h,1±.e S,ah  , 
Container Share of Total* 43, 9% 38,9% 7,41 17,: 
I. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Containcr, 
Cont i.no-r 
Container 
Contai nor 
Container 
Container 
Reefer 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 2.8 1.8 9.2 14.5 
i0 
II 
12 
14 
16 
Dry 
Dry 
Dry 
Dry 
Dry 
Bulk 
Dulk 
Bul:, Per- sablc 
Bulk 
Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of ToLa1" 53.3 59.3 83.4 6.2 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
75 
26 
Break Bulk 
Brck Buk 
Br cal: Blk 
hreak AU l 
Break Bull: 
Break Bulk 
brcak Bulk 
(live Mxinals) 
' Totol-exc2 ucxng Liquid ullk 
*t Forecast Share 
184 
Detailed Forenast by 
Trade Route, Imports 
-. ____ B oo 9 ac 
]973 
Share 
L.925-2000 
Share-' 
1?73 
Shaorc­
. .-2:0V 
Containe Share of Total 11.5 12 .G 3i.8% 32.C 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Conrtainer, 
Contairnr 
Containcr 
Container 
Container 
Contaizer 
Reefer 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 84.7 83.0 6.8 0.0 
-
11 
12 
34 
16 
*JJ Blk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total" 3.8 4.4 61.4 68.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break BUl k 
Break Bul'k 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
t Total-exc]udinig liquid Bulk 
SVocca st Share 
0p
 
*
"Trade i.ou t ., -1'.or'ts 
S31 32 
]973 
S bare 
t"2 -..2l 
Sha r'" 
73 
Share 
s 
Sharc 
Container Shaze o Total' 5.2% 0.0 5.2% 7.3% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container', 
Con-ptai.er 
ConLtiier 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Re r 
Dry Bulk Share of Total 
t 55.8 61.4 55.8 
±u 
31 
12 
14 
16 
Dry SuL; 
Dry r'u? 
Dry, B~ulk:, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Per~sh:.bI 
Pterishble 
e 
Break Bulk Share 05 Total 39.0 38.6 39.0 
91.5 
20 
2)
22 
222.'1 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulik 
Bul!kBreakreak BLuIlk 
Break Bulk 
Break Sulk 
(live al.isals) 
* 
+* 
Total- excluding 
Po£ecat- S har"e 
Liquid Bulk 
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on U.S. Trade Routes, Dry Cargo
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Detailed Forecast by 
Trade Route, Exports 
01 02 
1973 
Share 
19 5-2000 
Share** 
1973 
Share 
l985-200C 
Ihare" 
Container Share of Totaj* 2.1% 010% 10.9% 100.0% 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 75.6 100.0 44.5 0.0 
10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total-# 22.3 0.0 44.6 0.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break u lk- (live animals) 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
Forecast Share 
188 
Detailed Forecast by 
Trade Route, Exorts 
04 05 
1973 7 
Share 
985-2000 
Share** 
1973 
Share 
1985-20i 
Share-
Container Share of Totatk 48.4% 29.6t 6.8% 15.3% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reofer 
Container 
'Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total' 31.6 70.4 79.0 53.1 
10 
i 
12 
14 
15 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 48.4 0.0 14.2 31.6 
20 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Sreak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live anirals) 
* Total-excluding Lic,,d Bulk 
** Forecast Share 
189 
Detailed Forecast by 
Trade Route, Expoorts 
06 07 
1973 
Share 
1935-
Sar* 
1973 
Shr 
1935-201. 
Share' 
Container Share of Total* 8.6% 12.0% 4.1% 0.0% 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 74.3 69.1 87.3 100.0 
10 
11 
12 
14' 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 17.1 18.9 8.6 0.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
BroAk 3uk 
Break 3uIk 
Break 5u]k 
Break Bulk 
(live aninals) 
TotoI -. xcludinq licttd 1ulk 
r* Forecast Share 
190 
Detlild Forecast by
 
Trade Polte, Exorts
 
1973 1985-2000 1973 1983-20C[1-

Share Ell Share are" 
Share-'ShIr 

0.0%
Container Share of Total 6.5% 00% 1.6 
1 Container Reefer
 
Is container
 
3 Container
 
4 Con t-.ner 
5 Container
 
Dry ulk Share of Zota-l 76.2 100,C 90.2 100.0
 
i0 Dry Bulk
 
11 Dry u lk
 
12 Dry Bulk, Perishable
 
14 Dry Bulk
 
16 Dry Bulk, Perishable
 
Break Sulk Share of Total* 17.2 0.2 8.2 0.0
 
20 Break Bulk (1 ve animals)
 
21 Break Bulk
 
22 Break Bulk
 
23 Break 2ulk
 
24 Break ulk
I 2B3 "e a t - B u l l< 
Break Bulk
I, 
7otal-oxcluding L.,qtt3c. Sulk
 
** Forecast Share 
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Detailed rorecast by 
Trade Route, Exports 
10 - Ii 
1973 
B.are 
19S5-2000 
Sharer 
1973 
Share 
1985-20CC 
V5>arcrt 
Container Share of Total* 4.9% 4.0% 6.0% 6.5% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry BiIk Share of Totr.1* 74.6 79.0 39.4 37.4 
10 
1I 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, 
Perishable 
Parlshable 
p 
Break Bulk Share of Total " 20.5 17.0 54.6 56.1 P 
20 
2i 
22 
23 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break B.ik 
Brea" Sulk 
Break Bulk 
Br f-II 
areak zI k 
Break DuIk 
(live anirals) 
Total-excUdi TqQ RlrIk 
Forecast har. 
192 
Detailed Forecast by 
Trade Route, Exports 
121973 . l3118-20 1--­
!973 
Share 
!!985-2000 
Share * 
1973 
Share 
1935-20-
Share-
Container Share of Total* 1.3% 8.6% 0.8% 0.0% 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 94.5 71.5 75.9 69.9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total* 4.2 19.9 23.3 30.1 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
-Break 3ulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live aninals) 
Total-.xcludlng L.jqud .umk 
** Forecazt Share 
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Detailed Yorecast by 
Trade ?o-tc,Exports 
16 17 
i173 
Share 
1985-2000 
Share* 
1973 
Share 
1905-2C0". 
Share 
Container Share of Totalt 7.9% 0.0% 5.8% 100.0% 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 15.1 0.0 11.2 0.0 
10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total** 77.0 100.0 83.0 0.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
" 
Break Bulk 
Break Bttlk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Br,-ek Bulk 
Brnak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
Total-excludi'g .juutcl Pulk 
** ForecasL Share' 
194 
Detailed Fsrecazt by 
Trade Route, Exports 
1 
1973 
Saare 
18 
1985-20co 
Share* 
1973 
Share 
19 
1g95-20U
Share*t 
Container Share of Total* 5.4% 5.1% 2.7% 0.0% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 54.1 43.9 48.7 0.0 
10 
ll 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bdk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Tota!** 40.5 51.0 48.6 100.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Z' 
25 
2r 
Break Bulk 
Break 2ulk 
Breac Bulk 
Rreak Bulk 
druak Bulk 
Break B.: 1k 
Break Bulk 
(live nirals) 
Total-excucirq Th, U 
Forecast Share 
195 
Trade Poute, Ez.orts 
1 73 
Sh re 
2) 
1985-2000 
Sh... 
1973 
Share 
21 
iU 20-
Share" 
Container Share cf Total . 1,7% 
- '' 
.0" 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, 
Contain-r 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Reefor 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 52.2 45.1 6&.8 100.0 
10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total* 45.9 53.1 31.5 0.0 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2' 
23 
26 
2reak ulk 
Breac Butk 
Break Bulk 
Brea< Balk 
2reak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Brea% Bu.< 
(live anxras) 
Total-excluding Liqu-d Bulk 
Forecast Share 
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Detailed Forecast by 
Trade Route, Exports 
24 25 
1973 
Share 
1985-2000 
Share** 
1973 
Share 
1985-'G3 
Share * 
Container Share of Total' 17.6% 23.4% 8.2% 7.4% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Shart of Total* 5.4 2.4 62.8 65.0 
10 
1i 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total * - 77.0 74.2 29.0 27.6 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2G 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Rreak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
* Total-excluding Lcutd Bulk 
Forecast Share 
197 
Detailed Forecast by t 
Trade Route, -­:norts 
Container Share ofr Total 
eeo 

Containe 
r, R 

I 

2 Container
 
3 Container
 
4 Container
 
5 Container
 
6 Container
 
Dry Bulk Share of Totalt 

10 Dry Bulk
 
ii Drv Blk
 
12 Dry Bulk, Perisnable
 
14 Dry Bulk
 
16 Drj Bulk, Perishah e
 
Break Bulk Share of Total*t 

20 Break Bulk (live anirals)
 
21 Break Bulk
 
22 Break Bul
 
23 Break Bulk
 
24 Break Bulk
 
25 Ereak Sulk
 
26 Break Bulk
 
* Total-excluding Liruid Bulk 
** Forecast Share 
1973Share 
22 23.I195-2S00.373 1 9 .­20 C.are' * Saare i hr: 
0 .5% 0.0% 30.1% 31.8% 
88.2 100.0 12.4 8.4 
11.2 0.0 57.5 59.8 
Oo
 
IsrPOORWAWAPAGE 
198 
Detailud Forecast by 
Trade Poute, Exports 
173 
Snare 
26 
1985-2000 
Share* 
t?73 
Share 
27 
1985-200uJ haro 
Container Shate of Total' 25.0% 0.0% 7.81 7.2% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 40..9 I00.0 10.1 9.2 
1o 
I . 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Total'& 34.- 0.0 82.1 83.6 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 [ 25 
26 
Break Bulk (live aninals) 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
1* Forecast Share 
199 
Detailed rorecast by 
Trade Route, Exports 
28 29 
1973 
Share 
1985-2000 
aShare-
1973 
3 hare 
:S85-2C0Q 
3.an 
Container Share of Total* 7.9% lO0.0 2.8% 0.0% 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
S6 
Container, Reefer 
ContaLner 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 57.4 0.0 32.7 40.4 
10 
l1 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Drv Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Porishable 
Break Bulk Share of Tozale* 34.7 0.0 64.5 59.6 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
'5 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Brcak Bulk 
Broak Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
j" 
* Total-excluding lixd Bulk 
** Forecast Share 
200 
Detailed Forecast by 
Trade Route, EZports 
31 32 
1973 
Share 
1985-2000 
Share ** 
1973 
Sihore 
19&5-200C 
Share * 
Container Share of Total* 3.0% 3.5% 5.7% 5.4% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 6 
Container, Reefer 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Container 
Dry Bulk Share of Total* 54.1 58.8 73.7 78.2 
1o 
11 
12 
14 
16 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Dry Bulk 
Dry Bulk, Perishable 
Break Bulk Share of Totai** 42.9 37.7 20.6 16.4 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
Break Bulk 
(live animals) 
* Total-excluding Liquid Bulk 
** Forecast Share 
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Trade Routes of the U.S.*
 
Trade Route 1973
 
Number Description
 
0100 U. S. Atlantic/East Coast Soul-h Arerica
 
U!01 U. S. Atlantic/Brazil
 
0102 U. S. Atlantic/Ururuav
 
0103 U. S."Atlantic/Argentina
 
0200 U. S. Atlantic/West Coast South America
 
0201 U. S. Atlantic/Colombia (West Coast)
 
0202 U. S. Atlantic Ecuador
 
0203 U. S. Atlantic/Peru
 
0204 U. S. Atlantic/Chile
 
0400 U. S. Atlantic/Caribbean (Inc'. Cristobal), East Coast Mexico
 
0401 U. S. Atlantic/Mexico (East Coast) 
0402 U. S. Atlantic/Colombia (Carib.)
 
0403 U. S. Atlantic/Venezuela
 
M4 U. S. Atlantic/Netherlands Artilles
 
0500 U. S. North Atlantic/Unitea Kindon, Ireland (Fire)
 
0600 U.S. North Atlantic/Scandina'ia and Baltic (Incl. Nflfd.,
 
Greenland & Iceland)
 
0700 U. S. North Atlantic/West Germany (North Sea)
 
0800 U. S. North Atlantic/Hletherlards, Belrin'
 
0801 U. S. i-forth Atlantic/Netherlands 
0802 U. S. North Atlantic/Belium
 
0900 U. S. North Atlantic/France (Atlantic), Snain (I. of Fortuosl) 
0901 U. S. North Atlantic/France (Atlantic)
 
0902 U. S. North Atlantic/Snain (N. of Portuzal)
 
1000 U. S. North Atlantic/1Mediterranean, Black Sea, Fortuwal,
 
Spain (South of Portugal). l'orocco, and Azores
 
1001 U. S. North Atlantic/France (Med.) :.
 
1002 U. S. North Atlantic/S:nain (S.E. of Portugal & tIed.)
 
1003 U. S. :orth Atlantic/Portu~a
 
100h U. S. "orth Atlantic/italy
 
1005 U. S. Eorth Atlsantic/Yugoslavia
 
1006 U. S. North Atlantic/Greece
 
1007 U. S. North Atlantic/Turkey
 
1008 U. S. North Atlantic/Syria
 
1009 U. S. North Atlantic/Lebanon
 
1010 U. S. North Atlantic/Israel ('!ed.)1011
 
1011 U. S. North Atlantic/Fyrt (p,
ed.) 
1012 U. S. 1orth Atlantic/Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco 
*Maritime Administration Office of Market Development
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Trade Routes of the U.S*
 
Trade Route 	 1973
 
Number 	 Description
 
l10 U. 	S. South Atlentic/United Kinga.om and Ireland
 
(Fire), Continental E'rn-ce Yorth of Portugal
1101 U. S. South Atlantic/United !ingdom, Ireland (Eire)
1102 U. S. South Atlantic/Toain (N. of Portuapl)
1103 U. S. South Atlantic/France (Atlantic) 
1104 U. S. South Atlenzic/Belgiun 
1105 U. S. South Atlantic/Netherlands 
1106 U. S. South Atlantic/'?ent Cer-manr-, (North Sea)
1107 U. S. South Atlentic/Scandi-via and Baltic 
1200 U. S. Atlantic/Far East 
1201 U. S. Atlantic/janan 
1202 U. S. Atlantic/?eruolic of Korea 
1203 U. S. "tlantic/Okinawpa 
1204 U. S. -tlantic/Taivan 
1205 U. S. Arlantic/Honr Kona 
1206 U. S. Atlantic/Philinnines 
1207 U. S. Atlantic/South Vietnam 
1208 U. S. Atlantic/Thailand 
1300 U. S. South Atlantic and Grilf/Mediterranean, Black Sea, 
Portugal, Spain (South of Portual), Morocco,- and Azores 
1301 U. S. South Atlantic and Gulf/France (Med.) 
1302 	 U. S. South Atlantic and Gitt/Spain (S.E. of Portugal 
and (Med.) 
1303 U. S. South Atlantic and Gulf/Portugal
 
1304 U. S. South Atlantic and Gulf/Italy
 
1305 
 U. S. South Atlantic anhd Gulf/Yugoslavia 
1306 U. S. South Atlantic and Gulf/Greece. 
1307 U. S. -South Atlantic and GufLf/Turley­
1308 U. S. South Atlantic and GuLf/Syria 
1309 
 U. S. South Atlantic and Gulf/Lebanon 
1310 U. S. South Atlantic and Gu.f/Israel (?ed.) 
1311 U. S. Sou-h Atl=ntic and %-l2/Fr7?t ('fe,9.) 
1312 U. S. South Atlantic and Gutf/Libn, Tunisip, Alseri., !'oiocco 
4100 (14-1.00) U. S. Atlanzic (Servi'c9 l)/Wst Africa, CanLrl Ts., Cape
 
Verde Is., and V'edeira. Is. 
41ol (14-1.01) U. S. Atlantic/S-enegal throea Tvonr Co,-st 
4102 (14-1.02) U. S. Atlantic/rhpna thrrorh Ca-eroon 
4103 (14-1.03) U. S. Atlcmntic/Ecuatori]a Guinea throu-h AnGola 
*Maritime Administration Office of Marker Development
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Trade Routes of the U.S.*
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Description
Number 

4200 (14-2.00) U. S. Gulf (Service 2)/West Africa, Canary Is., Cape Verde 
Is., and Sadeira Is. 
4201 (14-2.01) U. S. Gulf/Senegal througb Ivory Coast 
4202 (14-2.02) U. S. Gulf/Ghana through Catreroon 
4203 (14-2.03) U. S. Gulf/Equatorial Guinea throuyh Angola 
4300 (14-3.00) U. S. Pacific/West Const Africa, Canarir Is., Cane Verde 
IS., and Madeira Is. 
5100 (15-A.00) U. S. Atlantic/South & East Africa, Malacasy Ren., St. Helena. 
Ascension Is. 
5101 .(15-A.01 U. S. Atlantic/Pep. of S. Africa 
5102 (15-A.02 U. S. Atlantic/Nozanbicue 
5103 (15-A.03 U. S. Atlantic/Tanzania, Yenva 
5104 (15-A.04) U. S. Atlantic!M lazasy Hen. 
.5200 (15-B.00) U. S. Gailffsouth & Fast Africa, P'alaaasy Fen., St. Felena, 
Ascension is. 
5201 (15-B.01) U. S. Gulf/Rep. of S. Africa 
5202 (15-3.02) U. S.- Gulf/1(ozaboiie 
5203 (15-3.03) U. S. Gulf/Tanzan a, xenva 
5204 (15-B.04) U. S. Gulf/!iala 2 asy Ren.
 
5300 (15-0.00) U. S. Pacific/South & East Africa, !'alarasv fenbfolic,
 
St. Helena, Ascension Is. 
1600 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/Australia 
1601 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/Australia 
1602 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/Pew Ze:iland 
1700 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf, and Paciffc/Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singanore 
1701 U. S. Atlantic/tndonesia 
1702 U. S. Gulf/indonesia 
1703 U. S. Pacific/Indonesia
 
1704 U. S. Atlantic/Malaysia
 
1705 U. S. Gulf/lValaysia
 
1706 U. S. Pacific/'alaysia
 
1707 U. S. Atlantic/Sinrar-ore
 
1708 U. S. Gulf/Sinpanore
 
1709 U. S. Pacific/Sinp-anore
 
1800 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Persian
 
Gulf, Gulf of Aden, Red Sea 
1801 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/Inia 
1802 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/Pakis± n 
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Trade Route 1973
 
Description
Number 

1803 U. S. Atlantic, Gulf/Ce'flon 
1900 U. S. Gulf/Caribtean (Tncl. Cristobal), Fast Coast Mexico 
1901 U. S. Gulf/!'exico (Fast Coe,;t) 
1902 U, S. Guif/Colonbia (Carib.) 
1903 U. S. Gulf/Venezuela 
1904 U. S. Gulo/:ietherlns Antilles
 
2000 U. S. culf/Tast Coast South trerica
 
2001 U. S. Gulf/Brazil
 
2002 U. S. Gulf/Uruguary
 
2003 U. S. Gulf/Arzentina
 
2100 U. S. Gulf/United Kinrdom and Ireland (Fire), Continrental 
Eurooe North of Portuaal 
2101 U. S. Gulf/United Kinrdon, Ireland (7ire) 
2102 U. . Gulf/Spain (11. of Portimral) 
2103 U. S. Gulf/France (tlantic)
 
2104 U. S. Gulf/Belriun
 
2105 U. S. Gilf/'Netherlands
 
2106 U. S. Gulf/Xest Germenr (North Sea)
 
2107 U. S. Gulf/Scandinavia and Baltic
 
2200 U. S. Gulf/Far East
 
2201 U. S. Gulf/Janan
 
2202 U. S. Gulf/ep.of 'orea
 
2203 U. S. Gulf/Okinava 
2204 U. S. Guif/Taiwlan 
2205 U. S. Gulf/onc Aon 
2206 U. S. Gulf!hilimtines 
2207 U. S. Gulf/South Vietna 
2208 -U. S. Glulf/Thailand 
2300 U. S. Pacific/Caribbean (Tnc-. Cristobal), East Coast '-erico 
2!31 U. S. Pacific/Colorbia (Carib.)
 
2302 U. S. Pacific/Venezuela
 
2400 U. S. Pacific/Fast Coast South America
 
2401 U. S. PFcific/Brazil
 
2402 U. S. Pacific/Uru uay 
2403 U. S. Pacific/.zrgnetina 
2500 U. S. Pacific/Uest Coast South America, Central America 
and 1exico, Canal Zone (T.C.) 
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Number Description
 
2900 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Far East
 
2901 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/japan
 
2902 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Rep. of Korea
 
2903 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Okinawa
 
2904 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Taiwan
 
2905 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Hong Kong
 
2906 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Philippines
 
2907 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/South Vietnam
 
2908 U. S. Pacific, Hawaii, Alaska/Thailand
 
3100 U. S. Gulf/West Coast South America
 
3101 U. S. Gulf/Colombia (West Coast)
 
3102 U. S. Gulf/Ecuador
 
3103 U. S. Gulf/Peru
 
3104 U. S. Gulf/Chile
 
3200 U. S. Great Lakes/United Kingdom & Ireland (Eire),
 
Continental Europe- North of Portugal 
3201 U. S. Great Lakes/United KJngdom and Ireland (Eire) 
3202 U. S. Great Lakes/Spain (N. of Portugal) 
3203 U. S. Great Lakes/France (Atlantic) 
3204 U. S. Great Lakes/Belgium 
3205 U. S. Great Lakes/Netherlnids 
3206' U. S. Great Lakes/West Gerriany (North Sea) 
3207 U. S. Great Lakes/Scandinaria and Baltic 
3300 U. S. Great Lakes/Caribbeal (incl. Cristobal), East 
Coast Mexico 
3400 U. S. Great Lakes/Mediterrcnean, Black Sea, Portugal, 
Spain (South of Portugal), Moroc.co
 
3500 U. S. Atlantic/Great Lakes Canada
 
3600 U. S. Gulf/Great Lakes Canada
 
3700 California/Great Lakes Canada
 
3800 Washington, Oregon/Great Lakes Canada
 
5400 U. S. Great Lakes/West Africa 
5500 U. S. Great Lakes/South and East Africa 
5600 U. S. Great Lakes/Red Sea, India Perisan Gulf', Indonesia, 
Malaya, Singapore
 
5700 Rotund-the -World
 
5800 U. S. Great Lakes/Pacific Canada
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Number 

2501 

2502 
2503 

2504 

2505 

2600 
2601 
2632 
2603 

2604 
2605 
2606 
2607 
6500 (26-C.00) 
6501 (26-C.01) 
6502 (26-c.02) 

6503 (26-c.03) 

650b (26-0.01) 

6505 (26-0.05) 

6506 (26-c.06) 

6507 (26-c.07) 

6508 (26-C.08) 

6509 (26-C.09) 

6510 (26-C.10) 

6511 (26-0.1) 

6512. (26-0.12) 

2700 

2701 

2702 

2800 
2801 

2802 
2803 
Trade Routes of the U.S.*
 
1973
 
Description
 
U. 	 S. Pacific/-Kexico, W. Coast Central -_merica, Canal 
Zone (w.C.) 
U. 	 S. Pacific/Colombia (West Coast) 
U. S. Pacific/Ecuador
 
U. 	S. Pacific/Peru
 
U. 	S. Pacific/Chile
 
U. S. Pacific, .t-aaii, 42as'Ka/United Kinzdo and Irelnd 
(Eire), Continental Europe North of Portugal 
U. 	 S. Pacific, !a:aii, Alas!ca/United Kinlor, Treanri (Zre) 
U. 	 S. Pacific, Hra-,aii, Alska/Prain (N. of Portua-al) 
U. 	S. Pacific, Hara:ii klasha/France (Atlantic)
 
U. S. Pacific, Havaii, Alash/Pelt7un 
U. 	 S. Pacific, Hqavaii, Alas':! etherlends 
U. 	S. Pacific , }raiaii, Alas-ca/est G-rarnv fortb Sc) 
U. S. Pacific, Ha,a i, Alrsna/ca-ndinavia nn Baltic 
U. 	 S. Pacific,/Ifediterrnean, Black Sea, Portugal, Srain 
(South of Portual), orocco,,and Azores 
U. 	 S. Pacific/France (i d.) 
U. S. Pacific/Spain (S.E. cf Portugal & Med.)
 
U. 	S. Pacific/Portugal 
U. S. Pacific/Italy
 
U. 	S. Pacific/Yugoslavia 
U. S. Pacific/Greece
 
U. S. Pacific/Turkey 
U. 	S. Pacific/Syria
 
U. 	 S. Pacific/Lebanon. 
U. S. Pacific/israel (Med.)
 
U. S. Pacific/Egypt (Med.) -
U. S. Pacific/Hawaii Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco
 
U. 	S. Pacific, Hawaii/Australia 
U. 	S. Pacific, Hawaii/Australia 
U. 	S. Pacific, Hawaii/New Zealand
 
U. 	 S. Pacific/India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Persian 
Gulf, Gulf of Aden, Red Sea 
U. S. Pacific/India
 
U. 	S. Pacific/Pakistan 
U. 	 S. Pacific/Ceylon 
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5900 U. S. Great Lakes/Far East 
6000 U. S. Great Lakes/Australasia 
7100 U. S. Atlantic/West Coast Central America and Mexico 
7200 U. S-. GulfAest Coast, Central America and Mexico 
7700 U. S. Atlantic/Pacffic Canal Zone 
7800 U. S. Gulf/Pacific Canal Zone 
8000 U. S. Great Lakes/West Coast South America, Central America 
and Mexico 
8100 U. S. Atlantic/Atlantic Canada 
8200 U. S. Gulf/Atlantic Canada 
8300 U. S. Pacific/Atlantic Canada
 
8400 U. S. Great Lakes/East Coast South America 
8500 U. S. Atlantic/Pacific Canada
 
8600 U. S. Gulf/Pacific Canad a 
8700 U. S. Pacific Can/da 
8900 U. S. Great Lakes/Atlantic Canada 
9100 U. S. -Rico/Foreign - Virgin islands/Foreign Hawaii/Foreign 
(Except T.R. - 2600, 2700, 2900, and their subdivisions) 
9300 Alas;la/Foreign (Except T.R. - 2600, 2900, and their 
subdivisions)
 
6100 U. S. Great Lakes/Great Lakes Canada (TransLakes) 
*Maritime Administration Office of Market Development
 
Essential Trade Routesi
 
0100 through L1200 (14-2.00)
 
5100 (15-A.00 & 5200 (15-B.00) 
1600 through 2600 
2700 through 3400
 
Note: Trade route subdivisions carry numbers ending in other than 00 
(e.g., 0101 U. S. Atlantic/Brazil).
 
APPENDIX F
 
Casualty Costs-by Cause, by
 
Vessel Type, by Location
 
USSA, Inc.
 
Damage Survey Analysis
 
for
 
ECON, Inc.
 
- - - - - - - -- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------
-------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------
.. .UNI.TED SATES SALVAGE ASSOC IATION, INC .- - ------------------------------------­.. .. 

OA'AGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
...BY._ALLEGEC. CAUSE, CASUAL Y. LOCATION,.ANDJ.ESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TC CECEMIiER 1974 
------------------------------------------------------ ..-
- ------- -- . --.... -------.... ...... 
VESSEL- Y-E-.. .......-UMBER- - ....- TOTAL ACTUAL-REPAIR.TIME. . ..-S .. TYP..OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
GR O.UND IG S ------­
. . . . . . . . . .-... . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
CANADA PACLF IC ......................... - - - - --... . . .. . . . .
 
7 0 0. . . . . . 3 . . . . .7. BULK CARRIERS 
----------- - -
---- - - - - - - - - - - - ­7 ._ _ -B U- L- - C A---R R E R S 
. A&UpALTY_ LOCATION TOTALS I __ ___O0_ __ __. 3 _ __... . ......
 .

US PACIFIC 
44,900173,700SHPS3
3. TAN _____ IP  AN 17Ti"___ 
7BULK CARIR __--------------------74.00-----------------!12-----­
2 565,000 i8. BULK CARRIEPS - ORE/OIL 

------------------........... - -
- ----------------------------------------------------
-__-

S17. RAILROAD CAR FERRIES 1 23,700 10
 
19- BARGE CARRIRS 1 71,700 3
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 31 2,123,900 243
 
P FI CL PNM --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
_- __ 
_________(0 __ 
6 2 4 00 . 39 2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
..... . OTANK 1 40,500 6- SHIPS 
60001
za7. BULK CARRIERS ----------------------- 2----------

-- 13. CONTAINER SHIPS CEXCLUSIVELY) 1 162,000 11

PAC IFC CAL.TO ANAMAC
 
10 613,900 68
 CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

160,000 12

- 0--PACI-IC-------A--RICA--------------------------­
td ---------------IF----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------.----­
2. GENERAL CAR.O SHIPS .... 606,900
 
36 ____3 __7
.3563,700CARRERS BLK 

1 0 3 
.1 CONTAINER/CARGO-or IH 
13' CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUS[VELY) 1 24,00 4 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 19 1,234,600 139
 
6,4,04. TANK SHIPS--------------------------6,4"20-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------
----------------- -------------------
---------- 
UNITED STATES SALVAC ASSOCIATIUN, INC. 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
BY. ALLECEC CAUSE, CASUALTY LOCATION, ANt VESSL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
VESSEL TYPE. . --.. NU BER --------- ------ TOTAL.AC TUAL ---------- -A-- R.1JttR 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 1 	 6,643,200
 
ATLANTIC SOUIH AMERICA 
------	 1----------­1- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS-----	 ----- ------------ 75,700 
471,900 	 962. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 It 
3. TAN SHIPS 	 I 22,000 10 
4. TANK SHIPS 	 9 535, 560 72 
e 	 1,042,900 1737. BULK CARRIERS . 
b. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/CIL 	 5 180,600 23
 
... 	 9. BULK CARAIERS :_SELF-UNLOADERS ........ . . . 2 5Z00 16 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 47 2,385,600 400 
-GIYF"AD A""RR
IBBEANq 
I. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 ------. .3--200 .......................
--------------- . ----- ----------

2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 27 2,217,800 249
 
---------------------------------------------------------------	
85302385,300 	 29
3- TANK SHIPS 	 . 6 
4. TANK SHIPS __49 3,19,?00 __2"_ 
.. fANK SHIPS 32,700 	 2
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 55 5,501,000 458 
B. BULK CARRIERS----------------ORE/OIL ---	 3 132,400 
10 	 801,400 90
9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 
I D. BULK ChE -MICAL CARRIERS . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .	 6 ...... 397,600 - 50 
12. CONjTAI.4NER/CARGO S';IPS 	 2 947,200 27 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS I XCLIUSIVELY) 	 2 434,600 16 
15. 	REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS - 25,800 3 
1 13,900 316. PASSENGER SHIPS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS -- 17 647,1O0 ------" -2.....
 
SOUTH ATLANTIC US TIP
 
-2. GENERAL CARGO SIlPS 
4.'TANK SHIPS 
2 
7. -
678,900--
778,900 ------------
-
15 
N, 
1 -
7. SULK CARRIERS .2 90.300 15 N) 
16. PASSENGER SHIPS . . . . . . . 28,100 6 
CASUALTY LOCATION" TOTALS ---------------------1-576;206---------------------- 7! -------­
-----------------------------------------------------------.- ---------------­
-17 
---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------
--
-- -- ---- --- --- 
- -- --- ------ --- 
------ --- --- ---
------------------------------------------ 
- --------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC.._ .. . . . . ....-------------------------------------
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
BY LL KECAUSE, CASUALTYLOCAT [ON, AWOL VSSLTYPE 
JANUARY .971 To DECEMBER 197A 
. .VE5SE 	 .NUtlBER TO.AL.ACTUAL ----------------EIR_ -------­.TYPE ----------------
.....-.V .. .. ............ ....... . OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
SOUTHTLANT.-US----------------------------------------------------------------------
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .
 
-.... SOUTH .ATLANTIC. US . . . . . . . .. . . 
5 	 562,19003 
2. GENERAL CARGOSf-t-P.S 	 4 962I00. 35 
3. TANK SHIPS 	 5 30,700 -­
4. TANK SHIPS--------------------------------------------------------------------- 38,006o 	 10
7. BL ARR S 	 O8 --C IER 	 G 5- ­
9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 	 24,000 6 
1L. LIQUID GAS CARRIERs 	 2
50,000
1 

13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

. 20 	 1 ------------------- _140 ----------­'32,400
1,---------
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

'UNORIIATLANTIC
 
CAG SHI 	 8 279,50049 
5 367,800 -------------------- 38 
3. TANK SHIPS •-7500 	 31 
4. TANK SHIPS 	 8 ,900 912
 
. . . . . . . .. . 
. . . . . . . 726.. 

. . . . . .. .
7. BULK CARRIERS 

- -68. BULK CARRIERS -'ORE/OIL 	 8)-- ­
). BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 	 1 88,000 16
IO.TBULR-CHEMICAL CARRIERS" 	 2 1i18300 Lb
1 	 78,100 BULK 63
 
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS . ....................-----------------	 138
 
-- CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELYT 7 1,446,600
 
,690 ------

. . . 1..- -. - .- -. -. - -. -.­.-- . .
a-
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 	 1 3,800
 
16. PASSENGER SHIPS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS "71 	 6,330,7OO 747
 
.---..--- -- -----
-----

-------- ---- . - ------
- ---
C ANADA PAC IF IC .. ...... ... .....
 
)I _ .... 18,400 	 65 _ _ _ _ _ 36,100 

. 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
.
 
4. TANK SHIPS 1 	 6
 
1- - - 86,500............ 	 6.
 9. BULK CARR ERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 

3 -- 141,000 	 17..
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY .....................	 4 53
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS
 
----------------
- --------------------------------
-- - - -
- - - --- -- - -- --
------
- ----
--
---------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIA ION,. IN . . ­
.. . .. . . .DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
PE.....
BY ALLEGEC-CAUSE. CASUALTY LOCATION, AND.VESSELTY 
JANUARY 1971 TC DECEMBER 1974
 
JANUARL 19P1 NUBER ----------------1974 	 ACTUAL .--------------BE-IR ----­-TAL 

W 
-- VESL----TYPE-------------------NUBR----------T-LACULBI~ --	 FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTSREPAIR COSTS
OF CASUALTIES
. L 

- A.-------...............-1,281,300
4. 	TANK SHIPS 

63
742,000
7 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 20'
 
-------- --------
-R 9 -

8.-BULK CARRIERS. I ORE/ L ..............................
ULK C S 224
2,610,700
16
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

GREAT 	LAKES 19--------------------------------------------­
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
19
139,400
3 
4. ANK SHIPS 	 72
762,400
16 
 91
7-- BULK CARRIERS 	 70480 

...........
- 10 ...........
7. BULK CARRIERS 

BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 	 49. 	 23,000
1 

16. PASSENGER SHIPS 

-

ENGLAND 

- - - --7 - - - -­
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPSI--

- - - 114
9 - - - - - - -- 1,041,800 - - - - ­4. TANK SHIPS 
.123
4 	 2,695,900
7. BUL CARERS 
 12
198Th0Y 0SHiI5pS IxECLsiV\EL~Y) 	
­13. CONTAINER 	 LOCAT........ . . .....- ­
. .. .	 71 6 0 -- -- -- 5 ------CS AL Y-O-TIN----S63,
---------- ~~~ 

~~-----------
NORTH 	 SA_________ 
9134,300 

. . .- 1-..NTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) . .-CO. . .13.
 
134,300CASUALTY OCTCTTAS1 

BALTIC SEA-----­
., 	 97 800. 10 H
1 
2. GENERAL CARGO SIPS 

A
5i447oe0 	 i23A- TANK SHIPS 	 10 745,800 7. BULK CARRIERS 

. --.............................................---------

IACCY CnACT flg PtipflPC 
--------------------------- 
------ ----------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- -- -- -- -- ----- -- -- - --- -- -------- - ---- --- -- -- - ----- ------ -- --- ------ ---- ---------- --- ---- -------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--- 
--- 
--
-.-...-... -.UNITED. TATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATION, INC: ---------------------------------------------------
ANALYSIS
CAMAGE SURVC 

-__________________GE U E,---- U LT-. -I OCA.104..ND-ESL- TYPE----
-A
-..--....--- .. ..	 JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER IS74 
A 	 R--E----------------------­
---- ER.-------------------OA.AT --------	 ...... 
- -	 B ~-- - - TSEE$EL TYE-------------------- U R - - OTAL-ACTUAL 
FOR FFECTEDELEMENTS 
Y E 
REPAIR COSTS
OF CASUALTIES 
----------------------------------------------
---
-- --
-------
6---------------	 ­
93,800 	 24 
-
GENERAL CAR;O SHIPS5 	 - - - - 5 , 240, 300 '2. 	
- - - - -
- - - --
- 9- - - - - 541,400 
.- - - - -- - - -
- ­4. .. ... - -	 6
--- TANK S HI P S 106,00 

7. BULK CARRIERS 

1 	 012. CONTAINER/CARGf S!Ij P $ 	 ...
3 388,300 190 6,325,60013. CONTAINER S IPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 28 
C.ASUALTY LOCATION TCTA--
E A~E., EO..IER: ------
I O98
9 ,00
11 ------

-TANK SHIPS
G. 	
.. ... ..- ..- . ... 
... .. ... ...--- -O- -3 .3
- 7......CARRIERS ... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ... 9 	 738,000 37. BULK7. BULK SRIES 
 4538,000 

BULK CARIl KS - ORE/OIL 	 58. 	 5, 01 

19. B AG ECARRIRS 

51 ---------­31. . . 11,257,00-3

' CASUALTY LOCAIONTOTALS .
 
--.-- ---------.---------
AFRICA, MEDITER. 
62,400 10 3. TANK SHIPS 	
. . 1 115,20O0 .. . . . .. . . . .
 . . . .
 
... 4... TA_[NK- SHP . ... .. . . . . .... .
 
....... 	
-----------------------------------------------­
17,600 -- -------- 2-- ---
CASUALTY LCTO TrLS2 

CAkGO SHIPS 	 2 95,500 . . . . . .
2. GENERAL 	
. . . .
. . . 
. .
 
186,100 
 31 ,8600---------­ 24
 
4. TANK SHIPS ... 	 1 3,00 

7. BULK CARRI -RS I 0 - -3 	 3 
15. 	REFRIGERAT D CARGO SHIPS 

40
503,700
7
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

!-F AFRI CA--- --
- --- ----
15--

-- ----- --
-- -- 128,900
LOC TIN'OT___--	 L 00
4. TANK S-IPS 	 1... ......... 2 ,O0........... 5.....
' 

.... . ..........
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS

.. .
 
.UNITEOSTATES SALVACE ASSOCIATiON, INC....
 
CAMACE SURVE" ANALYSIS
 
.. Y,.ALL EGCE CAUS E, CASUALTY LOCAT ION. AND VESELTy.pE
 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECMMBER 1974
 
VESSEL TY ----------.... U .. .--------. TOTALACTUAL . AIR.I f...E 

OF -ASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
EAST OF AFRICA 
­
.GERLCARGQJIHPS 3 60AO 
________13 
____ 
4. TANK SHIPS 4 356,200 44
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 2 .569 0 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 2 0,400 9 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS Li 583,100 72
 
PERSIAN GLLF
 
.. 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 81200 4
 
4. TANK SHIPS 22 2,887,200 217
 
6. TANK SHIPS 1 55,100 5 
7. BULK CARRIERS 2 42,700 20
 
8. BULK CARRIERS -- ?ORLM - 8 402,500 47 
CASUALTY LOCATiONTTOTALS 34 ----- 3,395.700 ---------- 293 -----
S---A OF -BENGAL-
I 300 1
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS' 

2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 6 346,800 35
 
4. TANK SHIPS 3 247,900 18
 
6. TANK SHIPS 1 1,757,600 35
 
7. BUCK CARRIERS 2 37,100 6
 
CASUALTY LOCATION'TOrALS 1.........-------------- 238-,- 95
i3 ------------

INDONESIA
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 16 5,620,000 112
 
4. TANK SNIPS 5 630,000 44 
5. TANK SNIPS 1 25,600 3 
7. BULK CARRIERS 3 145,400 ----------------------- 4-'" 
13. CONIAINER SNIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 1 149,300 7
 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 1. ..IIO1O -

I. BARGE CARRIERS 
. 67,400 
 3
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 28 6.648.700 184 
--------------- 
--
........ ............. . . .. ............. .. .. ....UN ITEO STATES SALVAZE ASSOC IATION _INC . -------- ------------------------------------

OA'AGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
..........................L CAUS SUAL LOCATIONAN VESSEL TYPE
. 
 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
... VESSEL YRE ----- ---------------- BER TOTAL ACTUA .----------- -REPAIR. 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
AUST/N Z -......... . 
_ 2, GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 11,500 2 
4. TANK SHIPS 2 136,400 16 
. . . .. aU LK C AR RIERS ......... ... ...... ........ ..... .... ...... . 5 ----------...5B. O OQQ .... ..... 38 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS a 605,900 56 
...NORTH PACIFIC
 
1. 	0G4ERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 33,200 5 
2-G NERAL CARGO _SH IPS_' _- - -- - - - -- - - -- - --- - _ 25,900 - - - - - - -- 90 
3. TANK SHIPS 	 2 104,100 13
 
4. TANK SHIPS 4 1,020,900 70 
77 BULK CARRIERS 14 2,574,000 203 
8- BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 2 91,200 22 
i2'CONTAINER/CARGO'SN] PS---------------------------------------------	 ---------------------- bd--------------------- b--------­
15. RCFRIERATED CARGO' SHIPS 	 3 723,800 19 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 46 	 5,334,100 440 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 2 90,200 8 

3. TANK SHIPS 1 54,200 6 
4J-TANK-SHIPS-- 7 &fl;86ob 49 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 1 26,300 3
 
10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS.................................................................. 400 	 1
 
CAS-A[TY-LOCTiON-TbTA[SL12....----------------------.......	 769,900 --------------------

---- ALLEGC DCAOS -IOKCS0 
_ 67 5 560"7 	 5,871 
-------------------------------------- I - ---------------------­
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
-------- 
---- ------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------
...

... ... ...

... .... ...

. ... ... ..
.

-..
UN IT ED STAT ES SALV AG E ASSOC IA T ION , ---NC o. 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
CASUALTY LOCATION,. AND.VESEL .TYPE_LLEGEC_AUSE

------
Q__AY 
 OECFMEER1---
JAUAY191..........
ANUARY 1971 10 

--
E-AI.-E.
TOJ ACTUALNUMAER -------------------TYP. FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS.VESSEL REPAIR COSTSCASUALTIES -. 
-
OBJECTCOLLISION 
--------------------------------------------..------------------------------ 120,.500 . . . . . . . . 7... . . .
 
.------------
ALASKA ..... 
7 
. ..----.--------------------------------------16. PASSENGER SIS 7
120,500

-
TOTALSCASUALTY LOCATION 
3 
CANADA PACIFIC ---------------------------------------- 3 
1.13.,600 

2. GENERAL CARGO Sh PS 2 42, 00 5
 5
SHIPS 40,000
4. TANK 2 

7. -BULK CARRIERS 
 3
4-,300 ­1 

9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERSS------------------0012.OT P......I E / A G.H 12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS
 
- -
CTON T TALS 
.....
IF IC - 56 . .. ...
US-PAC 93 30 0--- --
---------------------------------- 25 
2 46,1 046,1 0 
1. GENERAL CARGO SIPS 193;00 
2- GENERAL 25CARGO SHIPS 
 233. TANK SilI___P SI___________1!O----- 5 67,400I_ _ 
. 
- -­4. TANK S IPS 07-----------------107.900....
8 17 ,1 00o..
7. BULK CARRIERS 1 . 25,600 ..... 24....
 
.. ..-
CARRIERS SELF-UNLOADERS - - - - --. . 49. BULK 1.....-

10. BULK CHCMICAL CARRIERS 2 
- - - - -
- - -175;300 
. . . . . .
. . .7- - - 28
SIlPS .. .. . . . . . 1,60012. CONTAINER/CARGO 6 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 1 1 2 2 ,O O 5 
...... . ..
. . f 5 - R EF RI GERATE D CARGO SHI PS 
,4--------- . 250
52 ------- 85,00 ...
CASUALTY'LOCATION'TOTALS ------

HA~JAI ------- -------------------­
_HAWA I I . . . . .... . ..... . .. ... .. 
1. GENERA L C ARGO SH IPS 
3. TANK SHIPS 
1 
2 
. . .0, 0.. 500 _........ 
37,400 
...... . 
215 "-" 
1 H 
.... ... .... 
. . ... ..... 
...-CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS- - - -----
-- - - - -
- -
-
--------------------------------------------------------------.......
TO PANAMA
PACIFIC CAL. 

- 2
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS .64,500 

------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
---------------------- 
SALVAGE ASSOCIATIQN,_INC . --------------------------------

.....- UNI.TEO STATES 

DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
BY ALLEGEC CAUSEL, CASUAL LOCATION AND ESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
. . .­
---
ACTUALNUMBER..-----------------TOTAL 
SSEL -TYPE ----------------------------- FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
REPAIR COSTS
OF CASUALTIES 
.52..

--------2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS ......... ... 1...... .. .,300. ' ... ... .... . 0 . .. .
 
-9- - ---------­
---------------------
00 -------- -------

-SHPS--------------------------------------

---------- ---- ---	 3
1.9,200
3. TANK SHIPS 	 185,200 ......... 3---­4. TANK SHIPS 

47. BULK CARRIERS 
 3
8,500
1
10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 	 7
20,800
2
15. 	REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

. 26. . .. ------ 1,167,400 187
LOCATION-OTAL
CASUALTY---

PACIFIC SOUTH AMERICA 
259
t18 	 1,314.800
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 i1 	 .63,600 ---

.. TANK SH IPS ----------------------......
 
7. R 4 :280,400 
38
 
-------- 1 18,400 -
BULK CARRIERS-------------------------------------------------------- ---­8. BULK CARRIERS ORE/OIL 
 29
3 	 925,200
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

• CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 57 -- 2,602,400 	 338
 
ATLANTIC SOUTH AMERICA
 
12
13,800
3
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
 2 	 21,100 ­4. TANK SHIPS 
 2 	 3,30- 42 7: BULK CARRIERS 	 2.6 	 156,300
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 

---------------------
136,900 
.-BULK -CARRIERS-: SELCFZULO Ek-S .2 
__________-	
CASUALTY LOCAT ION TOTALS 15 708,400 T02 
GULF AND CARRIBBEAN 

-24
205.400
8

I- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
 64 	 ,246,100 283 2. GENERAL CARGO Sill PS 
-PS 6 	 232,100 363. 	 TANK Si 

2,212,700 
 33
17 
4. TANK SHIPS 50 	 1,711,100 262
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 4............ [BBO.........
A. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL " ................. 
--	 ---
--------------
1f28,600------------- --- 23 -

B. BULK
CRRIERS-------

-
5 225,400 
 28
 9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 

BULK CHENICAL CARRIERS .	 13 409:300 7510. 

34
34:200 

12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 3 	 16 ----­4 
020070.
(EXCLUSIVELY)-------------------
13. CONTAINER SHIPS 

..-----------.------------------------­
--------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------- 
------------------------------------------ 
----------------
__________________ 
-- 
-- 
______________ 
_____ 
----------------------------------- -- - ----- ------------------- 
-- ------------ ----------------------
0 
UNITED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATIONJNC. -
CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
BYALLEGED CAUSE, CASUALTY LOCATION, AND VESSEL TYPE _ -
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMRER 1974 
-------------------------------------------------------
I ----
NUBER TOTAL_ACTUAL REPAI.T. E 

OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
VESSEL. TYPE-	 MBE  ------------ ..... j ..... 
4-	 58,00 -------------------- 2--------­15. REFRIGERATED CARGOSLIeS--

2 	 73,500 11
16. PASSENGER SHIPS 

19. BARGE CARRIERS 	 1 22--- . 7 ­
203 	 6,820,200 1,168
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

SOUTH ATLANTIC US TIP
 
2 	 46,300 13
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIP 

.. . .. .. . TANK SHIPS 
 2 205,600 
2 - 70,2007. BULK CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 6 	 .322,100 2
 
SOUTH ATLANTIC US 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
2. GENERAL CARGO 'SHIPS 7 
24,300132,800 .2 ---------- * _ 
3. TANK SHIPS 6,700 
4. TANK SHIPS - - - - - - - - - 6 216,900 1 
1TANK SHIPS 
7. BULK CARRIERS 
1 
1 
335,200 
11..i,300 
1 
10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 1 1751000 1......... 
11. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 
I 
2 
.1700 f.2 
174,800 1 
.-. _CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 21 1,089,700 	 97
 
,.US NORTH ATLANTIC
 
21. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 -------- 119,200 1 
26 	 576,500 9')
2. G[NERAL CARGO SIlPS 

3. TAN4K SH IPS 	 6 136,400 1 
4. TANK SH IPS 23 1,383,300 131 
23 535,400 1137. BULK CARRIERS 

1 	 6,300 38. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 
10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS ...	 5 232,500 ------- ... .. .. 26 . .
 
11. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 	 1 4,400 4
 
13. 	CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 5 131,O00 22
 
1 27,500 8
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

18. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 	 1 18,400 5
 
0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
......- UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIAT IOtANC --------------------------------------------------
CAMAGE SURVEv ANALYSIS 
TYPEVt CAUSEANDVESSEL-- _BY______ALLEG.EC 
JANUARY 1971 TO 	DECEMBER 1974
 
UBER ------------ TOTAL ACTUAL-------------------REAI
E-S-L-T--

FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
REPAIR COSTS
OF CASUALTIES 

442
94 	 3,130,900
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

1.0.000 --------------------- ----------­
-	
1............. 

... 2- GENERAL CARGO-SHIPS 	 16
2 	 50,500
4. TANK SHIPS-
 2..00 .................	 14
 
... .. ..... ... 
.. .. 	 ­
. BULK CARRIERS --------------.
CR3 

35
92,600
5CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
*- t WENESAA 	 - -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------­
19 	 56,100 130
 2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	
-86
6 	 416,900
4. TANK SHIPS 

20 	 965,800 L817. BULKCA RIERS 	 44
7 	 90,900 . .... .
 
.... .. .. 	.2.. .. . .. . .. 121 7 .... ... .. 10..
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OILEL UOA.. R. 
cRf[~ 	 -=- 1... 371,500 20
T-­
.. .. .. .. .. .
 
.... .. . . .. . .
.. . . .....

... .
16- PASSENGER SH IPS 

16 PSSNG~t-	 ---------------------- ------------------ --HPS~--- ------------------- ­
55 2,195,900 471
 CASUALTY LOCAl ION TOTALS 

...GRATLAKES"
 
-
-10---------------------
AGJ- --------------------------LAKE 	
-
-
- -
-
RE . - A 	 - p 
. . 2...GENERAL CARGO SHIPS
.	 -­
15
18,800
3
4. TANK SHIPS 
 95 2,786,100 	 5087- CARRIERS
.. BULK 27
137,900 	 ­
- -
- 5-------------------------8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL----- - -	 217 
-------- 4-0 ------------------- !,004,l0 . 9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 
---- --- -..........-------------------------------------------------------­16. PASSENGER SHIPS------ ---
833
154 	 4,270,500
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

ATLANTI.C EAST 
2 ----------------------- 63,2002. GEN'RAL CARGO SHIPS' 15
2 	 196,900
A. TANK SHIPS 6
5-O hoo
1
7. BULK CARRIERS'---
 90,000 	 20
8- BULK CARRI.ERS - ORE/OIL 1 	 2--­13. 	CONTAINER"SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY)-----------------.-...........-1--................-4,3b0..--------------------- 

13- COTAINE SHIPS(EXCLSIVELY-1-1-,300­
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------- 
----------
--------------- 
--- --- 
--
-- - --------------------------------------------------- 
----- 
---- 
------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------
C -.... . -----.----- ----. -------- -------------------.UNITED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATION,_ 

DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
--APD VS TYPEELLEGEC _CASUALT_CATION
CAUSE, 

1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
JANUARY 

--..... TOTAL..ACXUAL ..---------- BEeI 
. .... .............
ES..L.YPE-----------------------..U....... 
 FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTSREPAIR COSTSOS CAUAImBER. 
516500 4-S-STY- C. LOCATION TOTALS P.....VSUALTY......... ... ..... ­
ab------------- -- - -
24 419,500 124 ­2. GENERAL CARGO HIPS 
 1 85,900.
 
18 ,900 71
 
4. TANK SHIPS 

5. TANK SHIPS -'" --- -- ---_ _ - -- --- -10 
o BO-
.. .
7. BULK CARRIERS - - . A . . . .. 366. . . 
... . .13- CONAINE  "SHP" ( X L SI E Y 

13.' CON-------I-----R----i0R - ,------8 -----------------------------------------­
4155,0
U-ALTYLOCATION TOTALS
CAS- -

-
---
---
-
N-OR H-SE13 
2 41,800 ......... - ----­
6
 
7 711,700 ............... i 6..........
 
4. TANK SHIPS I.... U---------------------------------------------------206-........... 

10. BULK CHEtMICAL CARRIERS -----..
 
- -
- -
- - 7- -.---- --­
-
-13. CONTA I NER SHI PS (EXC LU S IVEL Y ) 
9 - -­79-1..-

10 793,700 95
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

S--------
BALTIC SEA 

4 139,300 6
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS ..... 151
63 

_ 
_0,6002.'GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
4. TANK SHIPS ---V23,700 42
 7. BULK CARRIERS 

4
1 3...--------------------20,700
11. LIQUID GAS CA RIERS 
------------------------------------------------------- 2060 
77,80
12. CONTAINERC 0GSHIPS....-
 17,300__
-............ 
.
13. CONTAINER SHiIP S (EXCLUSIVELY)  41,300 4 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

1
19. BARGE CARRIER 

255..
1,412,800
32.----
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

WE-ST COAST OF EUROPE 114
 
14359,300
222. GENERAL CARG SHIPS 
----------------------------------------- 
---------------------------
----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------
- - - -
--------- 
----------------------
UNITED STAlES SALVAGE ASSOCIAT ION, INC. _ ------------------------------------ ---
CAMACE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
BY ALL EGE. C USE, .SUALTYLOC ION.AND VESSEL TYPE
 
JANUARY 1971 T.) DECEMBER 1974
 
ACTUAL...................
NUMBER--................TOAL 
 Jm - -OIR. 	 R--------- -- --------A-------------
NUMBER
VESSEL.TYPE 

OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
1 ........... 16,300---------------------------------­
1----------------------00,600 2103. TANK SNIPS -----------.--------------------------------------- -----------29 
4. TANK SHIPS 
2 -1- .924,200 .....- 212 
--
6. TANK SHIPS 34 	 869,9007. BULK CARRIERS 16 
8._IULK.CARRIERSu ORE/OIL 3 7 
130.700 

2 	 30,00010. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 
. . J12- CONIAINER/CARGOSHI PS 	 1 -------- - ..------------------------------­
3 83,000 12 13. 	CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

1 1------4200 5 ---­15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

3 	 195,600 31
 18. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 

101 	 4,534,300 694
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

EUROPE, MEDI.TER.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19 	 419,200 90 
- 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

14 	 937,100 103 4. *,TANK SHIPS 
....-----------------­6. TANK SHIPS - -0--900-7. BULK CARRIERS -	 17 1,326,700 140
 
8. 	 BLLK CARRIERS ORE/GIL -4 62,900 18 
1 9,000 310- BULK CHIEM ItCAL CCARRIERS 
1 	 48,800 4 I2. CONTAINER/CARGO SiIIPS 
2 	 66,6ob 10 13. 	CONIAINER- SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY) 

5 90,100 27
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS ­
,300 	 19 
..	 4 .716. PASSENGER SHI PS ... 
3 	 118,400 21
 18. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-CN/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 

71 	 3,479,000 451CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

AFRICA, MEDITER-----------­
16
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS--------------------------	 3----------- 77,400 
1 	 38,200 5
4. TANK SHIPS 

3 	 76,700 23
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 434400

-1

-. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 8 	 226,700 48 to
 
WEST AFRICA 
1. GENERAL CARGOSHIPS-- .-.-.----------­----------------------------------- - . ..... -00------ ----------------.............---.. 
-- -----------------------------------------------------------­
--------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------  
-- -
- - -
- -
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
-- 
-- -- ---- 
--------------------------------
----------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATION, INC..------------------------

CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
L - L PECASUALTY LOCAT ION,-_ANQVE5SU
---.- BY ALLEGFCCAUSE, 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
...... .. .. .. 
... .................
 
. . . ... ........
.... .... . ..... 
... ..

T-OTAL. ACTUAL..------------- BEPAIT.IPE-NUMBER.VESSEL.TYPE --------------------------------- FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT­REPAIR-COSTS
OF CASUALTIES 

................ 393.700--------------------------------­2. GENERAL 169,300..............
 
--- -
2- GENERAL CARGO St]tPS ..... 
15
169-300
4 
_218,40.. . . . .. . . . . 
8 ------------------ 8 00 294. TANK SHIPS 
S8 _ 
7. BULK CARRIERS 998,4001 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 1 1q,600 4 
.... . 19._ BARGE CARRIERS 
5 -. . .
.. U Qy3DP 1-- ---------------
.. . ... A I T.TAA!2..SB 6 ----------.  CASUALTY_LpO 
TIP OF AFRICA
 
6 104,600 24
 
... . .GENERAL CARGO SHIPS . . 00 2?
A. TANK S IPS . . . . .. .. . . .90.. . . . .. . . . . 3... . . . . . .0.. 

.00-------------------!---------­
1 2,500 3 7. BULK CARRIERS 

I

-----------------.---------------------­15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

5911 :226,100CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

AFRICA
EAST OF 

6120,100-6
2."GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 27
199,400
5 

A. TANK SHIPS 
 9 ---- 6 .......
11 31 ,500 

..- CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
-
PERSIAN GULF
 
3. TANK2SHIPS 55,400 1
 
----
OO ..... ......4. TANKTANK SHIPS 24,600 . .103. SHI PS - - - - -- -- o-- - - - - - - - -76----------­----- ---- 2 ------ ----- ­7. BULK CARRI.ERS 

90
15 .638,000.
CASUALTY LOCAT ON TOTALS 

SEA OF BENGAL 

7
I 3 58,500 . . . . . . ... 36 . . . ...8-0
1. GFN'RAL CARGO SHIPS 
9 68,200 36 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
 102
11 1,569,900
4. TANK SHIPS 
 27
6 207,700?.7 BULK CARRIERS 1 20,100 --------------------- -6 15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

17830 1,924,400CASUALTY LOCAT ON TOTALS 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION., INC. - ------ ------------------------------
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
BY ALLIGE. CAUSE CASUALIYLOCATIQNA t VESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TC DECEMBER 1974 
. ---------.----------------
NUMBER . ------------- QT6L.CUA .------------- EAI&J.YEVESSEL YPY .------------- ----------. FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS 
-------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I. ONESA-................................................................................................................................­
7 110,200 18 11 GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

40 1,384,200 241
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

3 227,600 --------. 69
 3. TANK SHIPS 

5 203,000 42
 4. TANK SHIPS 

1 -- -60 6. . .
 5. TANK SHIPS
7. BULK CARRIERS 1 89,700
 
3 43,500 7
 12- CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 

1 15,000 6
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

CASUALTY LOAINTTLz1 y ,5,0 9 

- - - - .--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AUST/NZ 
1 500 2
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

3 73,400 17
 4. TANK SHIPS 
 41
6 369,900 

------- 7..BULK CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 10 443,800 60
 
NORTH PACIFIC..........---- ------------------------------------------------­
22b ------------------------------­1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS--------------------------------------------- ----------------------

27 812,100 142
 2. GENFRAL CARGO SHIPS 

I f8;600 41
3. TANK SHIPS 

4. TANK SHIPS 9 321,400 " - 48
 
.. 7..BULK CAARIERS . .. . . . . . . . Y. . . 3,000 . .. . . .8
 .. . . .. .... . . . . . . . . 5... 10.. 
4. TANK SHP --------------- 173 1 ------------ 6----­
8- BULK CARRIERS - O,4/OIL 2 53,00 0 
-4800 .
"12- CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS .. ..... . . . .... .. .. .6 . . .. . . . 1..0 
-- --
- --6 ---------------- 5480-----40----­
3 237,400 10 
12. CONTAI---------------------------- IP-

13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 
 3,600 2
 
.. 'REFRIGERATEO CARGO--SHIPS A 
1 
116,900 1719. BARGE CARRIERS 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 73 2,619,100 367 -' .
 
..............................---------------------------------­
4-,10
2. GENERAL'CARGO SHIPS ­
--------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-------------------
---------------------------------------- 
----------------- 
--------------- 
----- ----------------------------------------------------------------
- --------------------------------------------------------------- 
--
- - -------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------ 
-- --------------
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - --
... .... ....
 
. ... .... ....
.. ..
A SSO C IAT I O N , - I N C . ,- . . .. . . .	 . . . UN I T ED S T ATES SALVAG E 
... 
CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
.. ...... . . ... ....... .. . .. . .. . . BY. .. ALLEGEC...... CAUSE,JANUARY-1971CASUALTY- LOCAT0NANVE'SL
TOi DE EMBER lg' 4 TYPE 
A--.REPAIR T 'E........ 
NUMBER --------------- [ AL.ACTUAL,-------­..
VESSEL TYPE -------------------------- OF -CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT,­
.. .. -0-..7 1 .. .... .... .. .. 
. .-
2..
- --- -- . - ---. .. ---.. ..3. TAN K SH I PS-- 2 	 8214,400
4. TANK SHIPS 19,400
2 -----------------------

10- BULK CHEt'ICAL CARRIERS 

I-	 13,800 57
CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS gIELY)

- 13.2    C SHLIP S -EX C LUSA 	 I ?35,&00
. . .. ....
... . .. 
 3
35,600 

16. 	PASSENGER SHIPS1 
S.------------------------------------------------------- 385,700 381
CASUALTY-LOCATION"TOTLS .
 
.5
1204,2,0

.. ..................... ALEGE-CAUSE-TOTALS 

7 o -------------­
..
............................
 
.
... 
. . . 
.. .
.. .
.. 
. . .
- - ------
. 
-. -.- -------------------------------------------------------­
7--------------------------------------------
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-	
­
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNLTEDSTATES SALVACE ASSOCIAT ON .INC . .. .... .......................................
 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
------- Y ALLEGEC CAUSE, CASUALTy LOCATIONL2ANDJVESSEL TYPE
 
JANUARY 1971 1O DECEMBER 1974
 
. ------------------------ R------------
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENI 
. . ..VESSE4.TYPE NUMBER TOTAL ACTUAL BEPAIR TJ'VE .. 
__COLLISIOHj-_SHIP_TO_ SIP
 
.-.-- CANADA PACIFIC ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 659,700 8 
7. BULK CARRIERS 2 5,700 5 
9._BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOAOERS 1 9700 3 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 4 675.100 16
 
IUSPACIFIC -------- --------------------------------------------------­
1. GENERAL CARGO SHFPS 1 5,200 2 
2. GENERAL CARGO_SHIPS 8 33,500 27 
3. TANK SHIPS - 36,600 12 
,. TANK SHIPS -------------------------------- 6 -226,600 26 
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHI.PS 3 95,400 8 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 2 145,800 19 
19. BARGE CARRLERS 1 . 24,000 5 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 25 567,100 99
 
HAWA II 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 3 11,500 8
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SIIPS 3 111,000 18
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 6 122,500 26
 
PACIFIC CAL. TO PANAMA
 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 28,400 5
 
3. -TANK SHIPS 1 19.800 9
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 4 767,500 57
 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 2 158,400 17
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 8 974,100 88
 
-- - - - - - --------------------------- N-­
- -- PACIF-IC. SOUTHAMERICA .... 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 5 112,600 28 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 1 7,400 6
 
.. . . .. . . ... . . . . . .. ... . .. . ... . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . ....-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- -- -
- - -
----------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------- 
---
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
..... .. --.....

-UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC. .. . .. .......... ..... ..... 

CAMAGE SURVIY ANALYSIS
 
SBY eEI QLL 	 LOCATION, AN O__VESITYE---CAUSE ,-CASUALT-. 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
NUMBER ........ .. TOTAL ACTUAL ------------- REPAIFIE
 
--------------- VESSEL..TYPE ------------------------------. FOR AFFECTED ELEMENI.REPAIR COSTS
OF CASUALTIES 

- CASU ALTY -L -OCAT-ION-TOTALS ------ 6 120,000 ?4 
--- ----
----------------------------------------------------------------------.---
ATLANTIC SOUTH AMERICA___ 
3 ---------­4 --	 35,900 ... ... 24.....2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS . 
4. 	 TANK SHIPS 2 30,100 .0 
2 54,900 23-----------------------------­7. BULK CARRIERS ­
2 	 20,400 18 9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 
1 	 400 2 15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

1 	 3,200 3
 16. PASSENGER SHIPS 

12 	 144,900 80
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

--.-.---------------------------------

GULF AND CARRIBBEAN ___ _ 
. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 13 261,800 52 ---------­
2.1GENERAL   CARGO SSHIPS . . . .6.. . .. . . 
-------- -
6.. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .2314,20023426-------­ 409 --------­--6.6 ----- 

3 . TAN K SH IP S 	 3 .. .. 0,200 . .. . . . . 11..----------. 
318,33041	 3336-------------------3020I
3. SHIPS
4 	TANK Hl --- ---------------------------------- -------------------
2 BO-O410(16. TANK SHIPS 

44 	 1,32o,900 241
7. BULK CARRIERS' 

8. BULK CARR IERS - ORE/OIL 	 3 .10,900. ------­
3............--.. 	 --------------------- i,700
9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOAOERS 

111,500 	 _----.......24
8
10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 

1 	 38,700 b 11. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 35
2 	 175to00
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 

5 	 94,400 18 13."CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

25
7 

1 2,000 3

15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

19. BAROC CARRILRS 

189 --------- 13,053',300 .,280

-. CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

SOUTH ATLANTIC US TIP . ..... ..- - - - - I. . 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
7. BULK CARRIERS 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 
10. BULK"CHEMICAL'-CARRIERS 
. ... .. 
. 
1 
1 
1 
10,000 
15,900 
18,300 
35,500 
4 
13 
3 
5 
CASUALTY LOCATION'TOTALS 479,700 ---------------------25 ---------­
----------------------- 
--
------------------------------ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------- 
--------------------------------
----------------------
. .. . . . STATES SALVACIE 	 ASSOCIATION,. INC --- - -------------------------------------------
UNITED 
DAMAGE SURVIEY ANALYSIS
 
-t - O,
BY ALLEGEL CAUI ,. QL1 lpCAT I.ON VESSEL TYPE
 
JANUARY 1971 
TO DECEMBER 1974
 
-- L -
NUMBER---------------ACTU--

TOTAL ACTUAL 
 REPAIR TIME NUM-BER
V TYPE - -SS--OF--	 -SUALT CA - - - REAIR COSTS F-OAFFECTED-ELEMENT' 
. SOUTH ATLANTIC US - . ..----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
410, O00 

_ .GENERAL ._ARGO_StlI-9 .	 5 
1 4,091,300 205 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

.	 17...3 7
 
. ... . 3 .TANK SdI PS . . . . . . . .. . . . . 3.... ,000 	 --­
- --	
-------------
7QQ------
S--	 -- ­-------- -----------------	 32,00 3
1 
4. TANK SHIPS 	 40,700 ........ .15

-
l3 CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) -----------
15. 	 REFRIGERATED'CARGO-SHIPS-1 13- 14 
12 4,728300 248
 CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

-

...US -NORTH.ATLAN TIC .....------------------------

1,900 1262
 
_____ -GNRLCROSrP,_________________ 2 1,405,700 

2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS
 
3.N IS7 	 L98,700 - 36 318

---------	
37 --------------3. TANK SHIPS 	 ------------------ 3 0 	 28
4. TANK SHIPS 

7. B8LK'CARRIERS 	 6 .1500 -- 28 
-------------------	 20
-----BUK ARIRS-------------------------------------------	 145,3002 8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 	 1033,800
2 

10. BULK ChEMICAL CARRIERS 	 526
388 360' 

i2- C0NITAINPR/CAQGO SHIP S' 2 	 145...... ....10 	 6,319,400
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

........... 15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 
 1 	 755000 
16. PASSENGER SHIPS I ...................
 
1a. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 9
31,600
2
19. 	BARGE CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 91 12,153,500 744
 
:------------------------------------------­
- - --.--- -
- - -
CANADA PACIFIC
 
7Tio012TGNCRAL CARGO- SIIPS 
 6,500­
-8. BULK CARRIERS ORE/OIL 

14 . .
79,800
2
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

- ..... .......... 
..-. 	 ...................-

----------------..... . 
..-.. -.-- ..- - - -	
- - - -
ST. LAWRE NC'SEAWAY 
GENERAL CARGO SHIPS	 
...-

2. 	
------------------------------­
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- -
- - ----
UNITED .STATES SALVAGE AS$OC AT ION,..INC. - ------- _- -- ---------------------------------­
.. CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS BY ALLEGECCAUSEt ASUALT LOCATIONt ND VESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TC DECEMBER 1974
 
NUMER -OAACTUL- REBEIBTIVESSE LTYPE---------------------------------- FOR AFFECTED ELEMENI
REPAIR COSTS
OF CASUALTIES 

... .. . 3. TANK SH IP S -------------------- --------------- ---- ----- --- - 3,800 2 
4. TANK SHIPS 1 20300 
-------..- BULK CARRIERS--------------. . .. .. ..--------------------------- --- ---
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 4 157.700 20 
GREAT LAKES
 
7, 07
- -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- --
- -- -- ---------------------------- - - - - - 2- -- - - -------------- -------------­
4. TANK SHIPS 172 
7. BULK CARRIERS 17 1,243300
 
9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 8 128700 32 
27
CASUALTYLOCATION TOTALS 

ATLANT ICEA STI-.--____________________________ 
1-

.... . .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .I ----------------M 91---------- 3 -----­
. . CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS ........... 1 2z!9 ---------- 3 ------
2,I 
2. GENERAL .CARGO_SHIPS _ . .
ENGLAND 

--------
292 5 00 ­
-2. GENER AL CARGO SH IP S 
 7 8,897,200 141 --------­4. TANK SIS-------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------- 27-400.
f 
7. BULK GAR IERS 3
 
0. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL _____ __ 2 112,900 13 
1 15,400 5

.0. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 

12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 2 ,00 -------- 3 -----­900
2
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

- 33-------------
. . . .11200 1
15. REFR IGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 19 9,571,700 221
 
- - - -- - - - - - - ------------- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(A0. 
NORTH SEA
 
1. ... . . .. 4 ,300.......... ...... ... _ _..... ..
.. .
4. TANK SH IPS 
 5
40,300

7. BULK CARRIERS-
 6
1 I*,_700

. . .
--.. .
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

3 58,700 . 5
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

...........----------------------­
--------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------
0 
U N IT ED ST AT E S SALVA C E AS SO CIA T IO N, IN C . .... ............. ......... ..... ..... .... ... .. . .. 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
_BYALLEGEC CAU.SE,..CASUALT LOCATI ON. AND VESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECCMRER 1974 
----------------.... .VESSELT ..	 UMER...---------------- TOTALACTJAL -------- T-rE
 
REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT.
CF CASUALTIES 

-AfCS--- -.-- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
-B A L T IC S E A _ - .- - -.- - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
5 	 205,000 38
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

4. TANK SHIPS 	 3 38,300 13
 
. . . . 15..
7. 8ULI( CARRIERS .. .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .2 	 34,100 . . .. . . . . .
 
7. BU------------ 	 2-----------------------340-----------------­
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) .1 19,900 3
 
_15. REFRIGER.ATED CARGO SHIPS I 62,000 9
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 12 	 359,300 78
 
WEST 	COAST OF EUROPE
 
2. GENERA L CARGO Si-IPS 	 3 23,700 12 
3. TANK SN IPS 	 1 24,600 8
 
4. TANK SHIPS 	 9 328,C0 4916 1......... 

7.---------- --------------------------------- 0-------------------

7. BULK..CARRIERS__ 	 486,7009 22
-- - - ----------------------------------	 2---------­
8. BULK CARRI-ERS - ORE/OIL 	 3 195,400 27
 
-	 12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 1 1,800 1 
15..REFIGERAED CARGO SHIPS 3 6600 16 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 36 	 1,120,800 235
 
-URP. M-E- -- ----- ---------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------­-s--- EUROPE,I NE-ITER...................................--------------------------------------------------------------­
- 1. GENERAL CARGO SIlIPS I1 1,390 2 
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 10 26,600. 26 
---- -­ 4. TANK SHIPS 13 496.600 104 
. . 6. TANK SHIPS 1 11,600 3 
7. BULK CARI{IERS 3 12,500 13 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 3 . 43,900 16 
0 12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 2 83,900 15 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS I 12,300 4 
0 16. PASSENGER SHIPS 3 22,600 20 
. . 19. BARGE CARRILRS 2 70,100 15 -
- - ----------------- ---- --------------
-------- -
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 39 781,400 218 
AFRICA, MEDITER..
 
3
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 2 1,500 

----------- ------------------------------------ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------- ------- --------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIArION, INC ... ...-- ----------------- ....... . ---
DAMACE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
---. 
_ALLEOCAUSE, ION, _AQS E.LCS2L__ ECASUALT.YLOCAT 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
VESSELTYPE----------------------------------UB ...... -------.... .--- --.--.-------- EPI--T -E 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT'.
 
2 	 1,500 3
CASUALTY LOCATICN TOTALS 

SWE5T AFRI CA ...... 
2 2q 0 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
- --- -----------	
O----------------------104. TANK S IlPS 	 - - - - - - ­ 13,8007. BULK CARRI.ERS 

.-...-. --------------------------------------------------------------­ 19CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 635700 
TIP OF AFRICA .... .. --..................................................................................  . --.... -  
1 219,200 ........... 5 ---------­2. 	 GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
2,251,300 844. TANK SHIPS 
1 	 700 27. BULK CARRIEPS 
.	 SHIPS1 ..-REFRIGERATED--CARG-O 22,0 21,8007
 
----------------------------. - -
- - - ------------------------­
2 
...............1 1 ....................2 ,4 9 3 , 000 ...................14 3
TOT A L S 
EAST OF AFRICA 
CA S U A LT Y LO C ATI ON ... 
2 	 92,300 144. TANK SHIPS 19
A.. .. .. - - .. --... ..- - -- . - .. - .- -.. - - .- -­15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS ----	 . . ­
6 	 127,100 33CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
PERSIAN GULF------------------------------------------------------------------------........--.................... 
22- GINtRAL CARGO SHIPS 	 116,200 
6 . 335,000 	 604. TANK' SHIPS 
6, ,017,10 	 516. TANK SHIPS 	 --- --
2 6,017,100 	 12
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 10 7,813,300 125-
SEA OF BENGAL 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
3 
3 
92,800 
24,400 
11 
10 
------------------------------------------------------­
----------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC.
 
DAMAGE SURVY ANALYSIS
 
______ BY CAUSECASUALTY.LOCATION,--M TYPE _______________________ ALEGEC ANVESSEL 

JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
--- OA...........VE~iLJ.EE---------------- I-----------------NMECTA--------------------------------­
-V-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- NUMBER -- - - - - -- - O AL_.ACTU4L_ -- - - -- - -9PAIR TIE - ' 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENt 
.. TANK SHIPS -10-- 2t57 1,600 136 
7. BULK CARRIERS 4 97,500 19
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 20 2,786,300 176
 
._.INDONESIA I 

.......... . -GENERAL CARGO.SFIl PS 16 245,800 64
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 76 1,203,000 265
 
3. TANK SHIPS 7 187,200 35 
4. TANK SHIPS 15 1,94a8,00 186
 
7. BULK CARRI ERS 1 ---------------------1,700 4 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 3 1,645,600 72 
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 4 161,300 25
 
16. PASSENGER SHIPS 1 65,500 6
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 123 5,458,900 657
 
'. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 
I. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 12,300 5
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 3 30,400 8
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS - 4 42,700 13
 
NORTH PACIFIC_ 
1. GZNZRAL CARGO SHIPS a 1,144,700 98
2.--GENERAL-CARGO-S------S---------
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 48 2,246,500 274
 
3. TANK SHIPS 2 32,100 7
 
A. IANK SiI PS 6 312,900 50
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 16 888,300 129 
8. BULK CARRIERS-'ORE/OIL 1 74,100 15 
12. CONTAINCR/CARGO SHIPS 5 350,700 26
 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) ----------------------------- 7-- 167,400 43 m 
16. PASSENGER SHIPS 2 188,200 22 w
 
19. BARGE CARRIERS 2----------------------- 24O,700 9. 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 97 6,429,600 673
 
----------------------------------- -------------------- -------- - - - - -- ----- -------------- -------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- -- - - - ---------------- -------------------------------------------------------- 
-
---------------------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC. -- ---------------------------------------
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
BYALL.EGEDCAUSE, CASUALTY LOCAT ION,_ AN VESSLTY9D. 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
.L. EPA1R 
FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT-VFSSEL. 
TYPE-- . . .. ......................... .. - UNMEER T..OTAL.A CT L . .-------------. TJ E
 
CF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS 

62,600 -------------------- 19 ----------­2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 3 3 00 --- 7 ­
2 31,400 7
 
4. TANK SHIPS _ 
1O. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 6 133,400 33
 
.... ALLEGED CAUSE TOTALS 785 71,457,600 5,470
 
----------- - - -----
.--------------------­
UNITED STATES SALVAGI: ASSOCIATION,. INC. .. 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
. . .. Y_A_LL.EGEOCAUSE,.-ASQAL LOCATION2-AND VESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
---.. VESSEL TYPE ------------------------------ NQMBER ---------------- TOTAL A .... RP..... -AI-TM 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT, 
HEAVY WEAJEID AG E... MGE 
...-- ALASKA,- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
1. .GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 86.000 4 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 15,500 6 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 2 101,500 10 
. . C AN ADA PAC IF IC ------ ----------- ------------- ------- ------- I. --------- -------------------- ---- -----..... ......... ......----.--.-. ..
 
4. TANK SHIPS 1 52,900 5 
7. BULKCARRIERS 2 8.100 4 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 3 61,000 9
 
US PACIFIC
 
- 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 2 - 47,600 17 
3. TANK SHIPS 1 10,500 2 
4. TANK SHIPS ....................................... 1 - ..... .... 7,990.....
0  3
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 1 33,000 2
 
12- CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 2 75,400 11
 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 3 42,600 14
 
CASUALTY LOCAf [ON TOTALS 10 217,000 4
 
A S--
2. -F CARG I PS-------------------------------------------------------39,10------- 7-- ----- --- --- ----------­
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS ...... .. ... 3---0­- ...... . .-­
4. TANK SHIPS 3 75,900 14
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 4 - 1-15,000 22 
PACIFIC CAL. TO PANAMA
 
2. SHIPS 1 21,200 4...2. GENERALGENERAL CARGOCARGO SHIPS.................................................................................. 2 5,0 3
 
__3 TANK SHIPS 1 7,400 4
 
4. TANK SHIPS 11 743,300 77
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 16 406,300 90
 
I 32,800 6
8. BULK CARRI.ERS - ORE/OIL 
--------------------- 
---------------- 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------  -- --  - 
-- -- -- -- -- 
-- -- --------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------
UNIT ED S TAT ES SA LVA CE AS SOC IAT ION, _ IN C ... ... ...... . ...... ...... ....... -­
...... .. ..... . ..... ...... ........ ..- -
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
---. BY ALLEGEC CAUSE CASUAkLTY LOCAT ION ANO VESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 10 DECEMBER 1974 
VESSEL.-TYPE 	 NUBE --------- -TJAL..ACTUAL -------------- BPA _IE 
FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT,
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS 
95,900 ----------- 2812. 	 CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS ----------------------------­
5 150,600
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 
-
4. 	 .... .... .... ... .-
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO-SHIPS - - ..- - -0 
20,200 	 4
 19. BARGE CARRIERS --
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 66 	 2,507,100 394
 
PACIFIC SOUTH AMERICA .............................................................................................................
 
2 	 35,600 11
 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

1 	 57,000 10 
....7 ' BULK CARRIER -S 	 1 2,500 2I5. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 
-- -- --
- - - -------------------
jp --------------------- --------­
4' 	 95,100 -CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 	
... ... ... ... 
... 
23 
... ...
---------- ----- ------- --------
----......... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
.... ... ... 
2
SOUTITIP OF SOUIH AMERICA 
1 	 20,300 2 4. TANK.SHIPS 
5. TANK SHIPS ..... ............ 	 86..6 0--..... 11 --------­
7. BULK CARRIERS .	 "-..... 1 25,100 22
 
2 	 75,oo 19
 
-.8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 5 207,000 54 -

ATLANTIC AMERICAAERCA--	 ------------------------------------------------------------­.... ATLNTCSOUTHO H 	 -----------------
1 	 4,500 2
2GEcNE RALCARGb SHIPS
" . ..

1 	 8,500 3
 4. TANK SHIPS 

2 	 22,800 10 S. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 
35 	 .. 15 .. 	 ........---------------.  .. ...----------------------
CASUALTY:LOCATION 'TOTALS .. -7 
. . ..GULF AND CARRIB1CAN 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 8 100,100 28
 
. . . . .6.... . . . .. . . . .290,900 .. . . . . . . . . .75. . . .
 
... . . TANK SHIPS . . . .. . . .. .. . .. 	
-,0 .4. . .. . .	 
---------­2. TANKRA CARGO- SHP------------------- -_ ------------------
5 62,600 407. BULK CARRIERS 
10,100 	 8 I0. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 	 2 28,000 415. 	REFRIGERATED CARGC SHIPS 
------ TO---------- -----..-.-------------­----- 70 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 22 491,700 . --- 155-. 
-------- UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIAT ION,._INC.--..............................................
 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
. . . ......... . .. . BY .ALLEGEDCAUSE, CASUALTY LOCATION, AND VESSEL TYPE
. .... 
JANUARt 1971 TO OECEPBER 1974 
--------------------------------. -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- ,--------------------------­
----- --. VESSEL TY.E -- ------------------------------- NUMER---- TOTAL-ACTUAL__ RFPAIR.TIPr 
CF CASUALTIES ---- REPRC6TS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT, 
.... SOUTH.. ATLANTIC US TI P-- ...................................................................................................
 
_-_.-G NRALCARGO.5t .fR. 3 IA8., 0 29. 
2- GE; RAL CARGO SHIPS s 208,900 77 
TANK SHIPS 13.I 3,600 3 
4. TANK SHIPS 27 1,084,700 351 
7. BULK CARRIERS 18 896,300 140 
8. BULK CARRIERS - OPE/IL 4, 87,200 30
 
9. BULK CARRIERS - ..SELF-UNLOADERS 3 145,800 26 
10. BULK CNIUICAL CAARRIERS 1 47,300 10 
.. 12. CO TA INE R/CARG O..SHI ,P S ------------------ 1 ---------------- 180.,900 -------------------- 25 -----------­
13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUS[VELY) 9 301,700 36 
16. PASSFIGE R SFIP.S --------- -------- ----------------------- ----- 1 ------. 7.5,4.00 .... ...- .. 
19. BARGE CARRIERS 2 61,100 14
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 79 3,241,000 755
 
SOUT.. TA.. C.U .... _ ...............................................................................
 
SOUTH ATLANTIC US
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 6 196,000 31
 
3. TANK SHIPS 1 48,000 6
 
4. TANK SHIPS 13 846,100 98
 
28,5,00 .7. BULK CARR IER S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 . . . . . .

.BUKCRI ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------ ------­
8. BULK CARRIERS_ ORC/OIL 1 23,100 13
 
9. BULK CARRIERS SELF-UNLOADERS 1 301,800 4-------------------
8b-- ­
10. BULK CHEICAL CARRIERS 1 10,000 3
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS- 25 1,453,500 208 
US NORTH ATLANTIC 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 4,200 2
 
-. 4. TANK SHIPS -.-... . .. . . . .2 91,500 13
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 3 95,700 15
 
CANAQA PACIFIC
 
2. GENERAL-CRGO--I----P------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------2.1GENERAL CARGO-SHIPS 1 9,100 
 5
 
............... .. ............... ............. .......- ---­
UNI,TEU STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATIONtINC -----

CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
............... . ... BYALLtLGCLCAUE, CASUALTY LOCATION, fNO3ySL TYPE
 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
... ---

OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENT
 
VESSEL_.YPE 	 . -----------. .. OA L.ACTUAL --------------- I _­
4. TANK SHIPS -... 	 . 3 60, 9O ..
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 - 810c0 6
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 5 	 77,800 33
 
ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 1 1,0 . 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 1 	 10,600 4 
GREAT LAKES--------------------------------------------------------------­
4. TANK SHIPS 	 1 45,000 1 
7. JBULK 	 5 21
CARRIERS 89,500 
9 BULK cARRI1S-7S,0F-UNL0A0ERS ;Y70 4 
-- CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 7 	 201,900 26 
ATLANTIC EAST
 
I. GENERAL CARGOQ SHIPS 	 3 155.400 19
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 16 298;900 136 
3. TANK SPIPS 	 1 20,000 7 
4. TANK SHKI S 	 27 ------------------ I 426,300 ------------ 278 ----------­
6. TANK SHIPS 	 1 314,900 25 
.	 . .77-BUL-CARRleRS 33 2,150,900 361 
. BULK CARRIfRS - ORE/OIL B-427,600 94 
10. BULK CHFMICAL CARRIERS 	 4-------------------- 150,900 23 
11. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 	 10 361,200 74 
4 	 105,600 20 1. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS lot 	 ............-­5,411,700-	 7.­
.NLAN 	 ....... .... ... ................----------------.
 
A. TANK SHIPS 	 3 555,100 48
 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL. 	 2 63.600 19 
9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOAOERS 	 1 40,600 8 
1 	 4,500 -- 2---­12. CONTAINeR/CARGO SHIPS 

- - - - - - -
-- - -- - - --- - - - --------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
UNITEDSTATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATION, INC. 
OAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
BYALLKEEL-C USE, CASUALTY _ LOCA IC'N, _AND VESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
..... ......... VESSEL.TYPE-------------------------------- NUMBER TOAL.ACTUAL R----------IE .
EPAIR 

CF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
.. .... 13-.QONTAINER. SHIPS_(EXCLUSIVELfl . ..... .. . .. .. . .!.. .. . . .. ... 56,8006
 
CAS ALT.LO . ... . .. . . .. .I Q,600 .. . . . .. S. . . . . . . .AT ON.OTAS. 

------------------------- 1------------------------
NORTH SEA
 
... TANK 151,000 
C--------------------- - -- ---------------- -8 --------- -- 73 0 0. 1-. 
. 4-''  SHIPS 4 --------- 15 
12. CONTAINER/CARGO'SNIPS 1
 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 1 194,600 7
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 7 418,700 33
 
BALTIC ..........................................-------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------­
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 364,000 85 
-.TANK SH IPS , 2 40,700 .7. BULK CARRIERS ......................- 2 ----- --....... ------

CA.SUALTFY LOCATION TOTALS -- - - 5 -- - - - - - - - - - 66,000 - - - - - - - - --108 - - - - ­
.WESTCOAST OF EUROPE
 
L. TANK SHIPS ....... 6 285,800 40
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 2 
 21,400 7
 
. .- S. JLKCARRIERS - ORE/OIL 1 11,800 12 
. . 9
CASUALTY LOCATION-TOTALS 319,000 -59
 
EUROPE, MEOIEfR. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GLNERAL CARGO SHIPS 5 105,00 
4. TANK SHIPS 11 430,200 112 
7. BULK CARRIERS 2 36,200 14 
q. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 2 126,500 35 
12. CON AINER/CARCO SHIPS ..................-1 Y77,400 ---------------------- ---- -­
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 1 4,200 A 
1"67UA ER7OTLS A TASL .NG 1 ... ... 2 
--- -CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 23 968,90025 
--- --------------------------------------- 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------- 
--- ----------- 
------
--
-- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - --- -- - -- ----
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ST - - AS- - - -UN TE SA-C - m-
_----.................. 
.- - - -
- -
...................... 
- - - -E -A-ON - -.
 
--. 	 UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSCCIATION,_INC-

CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS

,.A
Y.ALGE _ A-SE,. CASUALTT. O T -- -y._ 5- L _ E_ 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
..................................................................................... 
RE P AI R _T.I E . . . 
... ............
.N UMBER -. . TO T A L -ACT U AL -
VE S SE L _ T Y PE ........... .. .... 
 COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMbNTS
REPAIR
OF CASUALTIES 

AFRICA,-MEDI.IER. .- ­
4 149,700 31
4..TANK_.SHIPS.
 
SCASUALTY tOCATION 	TOTALS 4 149,0 .......... 31} .....
 
.....................--------------------------------------------

WEST AFRICA
 
1. 	GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 47,800 5
 
1----------------------- -- 27,3.00 --------­
- 2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
4. TANK SHIPS 4TAKSIS7 - - - - - - -- 1 .875,800 --------
16 
- 1.. 58,100------------------------------- -O06. 	TANK SHIPS 

33
7. BULK CAR'tIERS 	 1 

17, I00
B. 	BULKCARRIERS- ORE/OIL -2 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
 13 	 1,188,700 212 ------

TIP OF AFRICA 
...... }. "ENERAL RG-SIPI2,03 
....

--	 00-..------------------------------­2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
if----------------- i1119,30013GETNERALHCARGO---- ------------------------------------	 . . . 6.. . . . . .1 	 4 5 ,9 00 . . . . .4 . TAN v, Sd IP SS. TAN( 4. ~l SIP - 0 	 22 -----SrjI S .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 3;.. . .. . .. .. . .. 4,90----------------- --- ------
201,800 	 20
6. TANK SHIPS 
2 	 56,500 20 _ _7. BULK CARRIERS 
 73
 
8T -BULK-'CARRI.ERS----ORE/OIL 
 5 	
209,100 

CASUALTY 'LOCATION TOTALS----------------------	 i---4- 00. 
EAST OF AFRICA
 
42,500 .........- 14
12. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
3. TANK SHIPS 	 9 6,400 6
 
13 	 996,900 131 ­4. TANK SHIPS 

5 	 371,800 .. 46
 7. BULK CARRIERS 
 217,800

8. 	BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL------------..... .. . 3 
34 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 23 - 1,635,400 -__--.......231. 
. . GUL.PeRSIAN GULF - .-
------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------ 
-------------------------------------------------- 
----------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ASSOCIATION, NC ------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVASL 
.	 DAMAGE SURV(:Y ANALYSIS
 
BY ALLEGEC CAUSE,- ASrL LOCATiQN AND VESSEL TYPE-­
- - - ----	 JANUARY 1971 T(; DECEMBER 1974 
REPAIR TIVE--­
............£ L.LT. = ... ..... ... ... ... .. OF NUMBER------------------CASUALTIES TOTAL ACTUAL 
VESSEL 

--- e ---- --------- ---- CAUALE S REPAIR COSTS-- FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
7- BULK-	 -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - 42 2,900 6- - - - ­1, ° . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------.
. .. .. .. . 4 -TANiKS I PS ' " 
--- ------------------------------
1! 
7. BULK CARRIERS --------------	 107,00091 

8. 	BULK CARRIERS -- ORE/O L 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
 9 	 544,700 9?
 
... SEA.
OF-BENG-L-.........................................................................................................
 
I. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 1 14,700 2966 80 
1 

7. BULK CARRIERS 
 C 2---,	 -ATYLCTIN-TOTALs
---------..... 

INDONESLA i 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 3 57,206 22..........
10
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 4 
3. TANK S-IPS ... 'K SHIPS-------- ----­ ..................... -­1---- -------- ---­ 40-,-00---9-9 --..........OOO - - - - -­
4. TANK SHIPS 7 0 612 
5. TANK SHIPS _ _00__ _ _ 8__3-__ 18 
-7. 'UL -CARRIERS12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS - - 21 59,000 
8 
------­
----------------------.-----
- -
- -ATYLCTINTTASCASUALTY LOCATION -------TOTALS 9
19 
--------------
1 2------847,400 -----.... 12 --­62..... 
... AUST/NZ	 -. -------­
1. ENRAC G SIP ----------- ------------------	 - -GENERAL CARGO'SHIPS 	 1. 1,500 2
 
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 ------------- ------ 40­
4. 	 TANK SHIPS . .17,400 18 29 
4-10,500 4 
-. 7. BULK CARRIERS 

"0500 
15.-REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 
... . .. . .. .570;900 
................ .. ........ 
... CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS .. .... --.  

- - - -. -.. ..
....... ... .
 
-..NOR TH PAC IF IC- - - ­
 4581.5003 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 ------------ ---------------- 77,200 -4 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS
 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------ -------------------
----------------------------------- -- -- ------ -- -- ------ -- -- ------ --
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------- ----- ---------------- 
....................-

DAMAGE SURVE? ANALYSIS
 
BY ALLEGEC CAUSE, CASUALTY__CATIONANDESSEL TYPE 

JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION,-INCN.N... C......  	 .  
-CUA-------------- AJEVSE LS E---------------------------. -YVESSEL.-TYeE................................ lUMBER---------------TTAL ACTUAL ........ RE2IR.TJ?
 
REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
OF .ASUALTIES 

7000 12
 
13 1,490,,200 303

3. TANK SIIIPS ------- -------------------------------	 1.----------------------- 2 ------- 03-----------
4. TANK SHIPS 	 . .0.
16 --------------- - 88 , 0 . . 
8.BLKCRRES- ~/d --------------------------------------------------- ------------ 170----­
7 . BULK CARR IERS 

i 	 209,,800B. BULK CARRIERS - O4/IL 

1 _ CO 	 49. 	BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 

1 120,800 38
11.LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 

2 	 90,100 15
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 

13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY) ...... .2 	 76,300 7
 
1 3,700- - -..... 
14,1 10 
15. REFRIGERATED CARLO SHIPS 

18. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS -1 

19. BARGE CARRI.ERS 	 2 34,800 10
 
62 	 2,964,500 616
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

570 	 27,078,900 - 5,020ALLEGED CAUSE TOTALS 

.... ... .... .. .... .. ... .. .. .... .. . ........ .. ... .... .... .... .... .... 
.... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
 
...........................................................-------------------------------------­
.... .... .. ... ....... .... ... .... ... ... ... . ... 
.... .... .... .... ... ... 
...
. ... .... 	 .... ... 
... ... ... .... 
.... .... .... .... ...
.... . . .... .........  .... . .. .. ... ..... ... . .... ... . .... 
... .... .... .... .... .... ... 

-- - - - - -- -- ---- -- ---- . ------------------­
--------- 
UNLTED $TATES SALVALE ASSOCIATIONt INC .....-

CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
TYPE
BY ALLEGECCAUSE, CASUALTY _LOCAT[ON, ND PSS L 

JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1S74
 
_----- -	
- ­
.VESScL._TY -------------------------------- NUMBER----------- QTALACJA-	 RER TIP. 

FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS 

AJEgIALF.AILURE, VESSELSTRUlTQREANhLED UI-.L NT
 
... .. ... .. ... ... .. 
... ... .. ... ..--------------------------------­
. -CANADA PACIFIC -_.--------------------------------------------.. ... 

.... .	 
----- 29................------ ------­4. TANK SIUPS ..... 	 ---- 4 .. 
1 	 8,000
7. BULK CARRIERS ------------------------------------

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 3 	 48,900 21
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7------­
.... USPACIFIC _... ......... ..... .... .... ..... .... .... ..... .... ..... .... .... ..... .... ....-----------------­.. .. .... ..... .... ..... 
2 	 26,-000 1O I. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

23 	 447,000 171
2. GENERAL CARG-SH-IPS 

6 	 255,300 54
3. TANK SHIPS 

2 	 "68,.00 15
4. TANK SHIPS 

2 	 44,400 . 14
7. BULK CARRIERS 

183,80 0 	 3 7
 
... .... ... ... ... ... 6 -----------------.
1 2 . CO N T A I N E R / C A R G O S H I P S... ... ..... 

5 656,600 38
 
1 20,000 5

13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

i7. RAILROAD CAR FERRIES 
 1,2.
18. 	AUIOOBILF, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 1 . 
 
3 745,200 41
19. BARGE CARRIERS 

---.. 386
bo - . . . . .
LOCATION TOTALS
C..ASUALT . .Y 	 51 

CARGO SHIPS .. . - . - .. . - .- - ­... ... ,.RAIL 	 .- .- .- . - -. ..- .- .- - - - - . . ... 2.... ... ..E 	 - . - . - .- - - -... . .. . . .
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 1 3 
4 	 209,800 32
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 

2 	 178,800 14
16PASSENGER SHIPS 

46,600 	 40
18. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 	 1 

--- ---- ----.---- --------------------------------------------------------

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 9 445,100 --------

PACIFIC CAL. TO PANAA 
" 2 	 44,300 22 .
I. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

17 ..........----------- 98,400 --------- 151 
3 216,100 .24 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS--

4. 	TANK SlIIPS 

3 185,200 14
7. BULK CARRIERS 

5 	 277,800 63
1i2.CONITAINER/CARCO-SHIPS 

308,400 	 36
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 	 6 

2 	 27,700
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

----------------------------------
------ 
-- --------- ------- --  
----- -------------------------- 
------------------- 
--------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------- 
-------  
------------------
------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------
-..-... --....... ...... 
DAMAGE SURVIY ANALYSIS 
-

.... UNITEC, STATES SALVAC: ASSOCIAT ION _IN - - .. .. ...... ... . ..... 
eBYALLpECrAUSE, CASUALTY--
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
TOTAL ACTUAL-------------	 EP I _ E-----TYPE .... ....... ..........---. NUMBER----------.---.---
VESSEL FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
REPAIR COSTS
SOF CASUALTIES 

2- --- -- --
16. PASSENGER SHIPS -------------------	 90
61,400
2
19. 	BARGE CARRIERS 

CASUALTY-LOCATION TOTALS 42 2,690,800 427
 
SOUTH AMERICA -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PACIFIC 
 105,600 	 10 
.	 222- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 .... 
2 	 90500
7. BULK CARRIERS 

3 	 199,100 32
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 	
------- --­
~~~------ -- -- - -- - -
SOUTH TIP OF SOUTH AMERICA.---.- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
79
5 	 160,300
4. TANK SHIPS 
 54,200
1 
. BULK CARRIERS 
6 164,500 83 
................-	
CASUALTV-bcAfiON-TbTAS 

-------.------------------------------------------------­
__ ATLAIHIC_ SOUTH_AMERICA ________ 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 1 619,00.. 3 ------­
4. 	lANK SHIPS 3 _B, OO 15 
.- .... . 3 
-7. BULK CARRIERS 	 ------....................--------- --------------------

8. BULK CARRIERS -ORE/OIL 118,40 1
 
_5 1 
 6_,__0
19. BARGE CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 11 	 334,200 159 -------

GULF AND CARRIBBEAN
 
5 136,600 
 2
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS -------. 
169560,000262. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 9710 	 312,8003. ANK SHIPS 215
24 	 1.061,3004. TANK SHIPS 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 11 ............ 20,500 03
 
- 0,600 	 39
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 

9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 	 1 'goo 12 
10. BULK CHEMI.CAL CARRIERS 	 2 31,900 1­
3 	 214,300 16
 13- CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

------ -------- - --------------- ----- ------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. . . .UN 	 IJ ED S TATES SALVAC E A SSO C IA TION, .INC . .............. .....................................
 
CAMAGE SURVe" ANALYSIS
 
... .. ... .. .. ..... . .. ... .4LLEGEC CAUSE,_ ASQALT .-OCATION LAND.VESSEL TYPE
 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
........ VESSEL TYPE------------------------------------- NUMBER-............... TOTAL ACTUAL 	 REPAIR TIE.
------------

OF CASUALTIES 	 REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
5... .REFRIGERA TED CARLGO SHIPS 2 	 43,000 14
18. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRI.ERS 

___ 19. 	 I ----------- 49,200 IBARGE.CARRIERS
 
- -- - 3 - - --49 :2 0 0 	 10 
_CASUAL 
T LOCATION TOTALS 93 	 3,208,600 
 725
 
SOUTH ATLANTIC US "TIP . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 RAL CARGO 	 .120000 22- - ­
3. TANK SHIPS 
 3 	 151,200 28
4. TANK SHIPS 7 264,500 86 
.. TANK SHIPS 1 -----------------71,0O- 7 
7. BULK CARRIERS ..	 131,200 22 
. -...8...BULK CARRrE-RS - ORE/OIL 1.......... 
__ ,90 18
 
12 COJAIE/CRSG-OR/
SHIPS---------------------------12. CONTAINER/CAR1O HI.PS 	 1----------------------- 3190----------------------.__ is8------01 	 402,400 8L3S.CO'JTAINER.SHIPS EXCLUSIVELY) 5 	 361,400 35
15. 	 REFRIGERATED CARGO"Sill1S 1 50,000 6 
CASUALTY... -- .-...................... - --- 7.-.......... 
SOUTIi 
ATLANTIC 
US
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
 7 	 434,400 52
 
3. TA N K SH IPS ..... ......-3 --.. ---7 ,9 0 0
 
. 4. TANK SHIPS 
 7 	 196,600 66 
2--	 .. . 6 6.. 
7. BULK C A R R I E R S - --- - -. 	 - -0 ... ................- . . . ... .. ..
1 9 6 ,6--0 ... . 2 

10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 2 28,100 6
 
.- 13- CObNTA"INER S1P ECUIE 
 28,600-	 6

.i. AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS-­ 3 	 335,800
 
CASUALTY LOCAT ION TOTALS 26 	 1,329,200 241
 
-.---------------
US NORTH ATLANTIC
 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	
- - 2.............1.. . 500. .... ... .. .....
 
2. 2.241-1,500 	 55-GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
 I 	 67,50 9 
3. TANK SHIPS 	 2 .................. 42,900 -------------------- 25 . .........
4. TANK SHIPS 	 11 337,100 80
 
5. TANK SfIPS 
 246,200 	 35
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 
 4 	 116,200. 12
 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 	 2 26,100 15 
L 
--------------- ----------------------------- 
----- ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- --------------------------------------------- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - --------------
UNITED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATION, INC ...... . ..-------------------------
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
.........  .. ........ . . .BYALLEGECC CAUSE,_CASUALTY LOCATION,. AND VESSEL TYPE ...... ___ 
JANUARY 1971 TC DECEMPER 1974 
--------------- -
--------------- ~------.--------------------­
---. . NIJMBER ........--..... TOTAL ACTUAL..-----.---- --- REPAIR IMpE..
VESSEL TYPE---------------.. 
REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
OF CASUALTIES 

2--------­10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS ------------------------------------- ---------------------- 75,800--------------------
1 	 10,000 311 . LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 
13. 	CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) _ ------------------------- 35
 
1 57,700 15
15. REFRIGERATED CARGC SHIPS 

8...AUTOMOB ... RLLNRLLOFF CARRIERS 2 	 36,300 5
 
33 	 2,283,700 298 .........
 
-- CASUALTY LOCATION TCTALS 
CANADA PACIFIC
 
4. TANK SHIPS 	 3 15,100 8 6000
12. CONTAINER/CARGO SIl PS -	 I §! --------------- 5 
4 	 21,100 13---------------
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

ST. LAaRENCE SEAWAY
 
2 	 65,800
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

7. BULK CARRIERS 1 5,700 4
 
9.BUK ARIRS 1981 00 10
EL-ULODRS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
10SELF-UNLOADERS
9. BULK CARRIERS 	 --------------- 1 

269,900 	 28
 
. . . CASUALTY LOCATON TOTALS
.
 
.... .
GREAT L A KE S 	 --.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--.-.--- - --.-----.---.- -.--.--.---.--- ----- ----.-.. .. ..... . ... ... .. 
4 	 93,000 32
4. TANK SHIPS 

113.600 	 48
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 6 

9 	 256,000 Z5
 q. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS .19-...... ......... . 462,600 	 -55
 
ATLANIIC EAST-'
 
229,200
4 

2. GENRAL CARGO SHIPS 
3. TANK SillPS 	 3 76,800 20
 
4. TANK SHIPS 	 16 ......----------851,800 192 
5 	 524,400 51
7. BULK CARRIERS 

8. BULK CARRIERS - 'ORE/OIL-.... 	 i 1.36,0b0 10 
9. BULK CARRI.ERS - SELF-UNLOADERS 1-18,200 	 3-­
2 1,171,800 	 29
13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY) 

47 
-- -- 
UN ITED S TATES SALVACE ASSOCI AT O N., INC. - ....................................--- ......
 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
____ 
QY_ALL.GECCAUSE,SCASUALTY. LOCAT-ION,_AND--SL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
...........-.-- --
 --- -- -- -. -- - -- --
-- --------------------------­
--	
UMBER ------ TOTAL, AC rUAL REPAIBTIE-S...... . ..VESSELTYP_._ FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS 

,800 	 .....

-- S1. RCFRIGERATEDSCARGC SHIPS 	 2 ...... 0.... 7.. .. .. 

1 S.R[FER---------t 	 --------- a----------------------- ,80---- i-----------I 	 Eq-------------------------
1 	 19,700 2
 19. BARGE CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 35 	 3,038,700 361
 
- -EGLAND------­
2. GENERAL CARGO SI IPS 3 59,800 33
 
7 380,700 87
4. TANK SHIPS 
 334,400 	 23
 
.. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 	 2 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 12 	 774,900 143
 
NORTH-SE-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NORTH SEA 
1 	 2 ,FO 122- GENRA "CARG SHIPS 
1 	 1 1-4-00 3---------------­4. TANK SHI PS 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 2 	 33,400 15 
BALTIC SEA 
-............

-2 ... .. ... ... .. 156,200 	 1... ......
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS ....................................... ... 

2. GENERAL CARG.SPS --	 39,200 -5 
A. TANK SHIPS 	 22,00 l 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 1 28,200 2 
2 , 26' 	 28. BULK CARR IER 	 -- OR E7/OIL 1 
13- CONTAINER SHIPS EXCLUSIVELY)-	 7900 5 
2 	 51,700 11
15. 	REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

------- CASUALTY-LOCATION TOTALS- . 0------------- .... 327,900 

-52
 
WEST COAST Or EUROPE 	 ...... 
413.00 90 
. . . .1. 10,800 I . . 
2. GENfRAL CARGO SHIPS 	 5 
3. TANK SHIPS 
21 	 1,230.800 1624. TANK SHIPS 
I 	 22,500 65. 'TANK SHIPS 
6. TANK SHIPS 	 2 168,200 17
 
7 . B U LK C A R R IE R S 	 ----- -- ----- -- -------- ------ 68 *3 00.............. ..... .. ?
 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . .. . .. . . . . . . 
. . . .. .. . . . .. . 
-----------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------ ------  --- ----------- - ------- 
------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
------------
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC....--

CAMAGE SURVE? ANALYSIS
 
... ..	 .. OC AT ION, -AN0C5ES _TYPEB.LL.EGEC__CAUSE. CASU AL TY 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
------------- :TOTAL ACTUAL -------------... REPAI_ E-V[SS-LTYPE 
REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
OF :ASUALTIES 
23----­p 
-	
148,500 .........................
 B. BULK CARRI.ERS, -. ORE / OI L ... .... .................. ...- 3 
 33,300 	 1113. CONTAI.NER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 	 1 ­
.... 5---------­15. REFRIGERATED CAR CSHIP. .-------------- ----------------------- . . . 1.. -,.. ..... ..... 
37 2,10 9 O 	 337CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
EUROPE, MEDITER.
 
6 	 132,700 78
 2. GENERAL CARGO SH[PS 

23 	 794,.200 238
 4. TANK SHIPS 

3 	 80,700 15
 7. 	BULK CARRIERS 

269,700 ..........35 ----------­8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 	 4 

L5. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 	 69,5
 
--------- 1 -------­
2 1,060,400 18
16. PASSENGER SHI PS----------------------------------------------------------------------------
[9. BARGE CARRIERS 

2,777,000 	 453
CASUALT -LOCTION-TOTALS Z5 

AFRICA, MEDITER----------------------................................-------------------------------------------

A. TANK SHIPS 	 2 120,500 15
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 2 	 120,500 15
 
WEST AFRICA
 
3 	 55,100 122. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	
.. .. 
- - 4.TAK- HIS---------------------------------------------------------- ,S .. .. .. 	
­- - - 71
4- T N8H P 	 141,500 - -- - ­
00 	 8. BULK C ARR IE RS - ORE/OIL 2 ... .......... .... .......8 ,000 13 
1 59,300 ------------­15- REFRIGERATED CARGC SHIPS 

OH 	 .-. CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 14..... 264,500 _ __ 
TIP OF AFRICA
 
CC42001. GENCRAL CARGO SHIPS 

1 	 18,700 10
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

......... 

"-	 --
TANK SHIPS-----

--
10 1
 
CASU AL TY LOCAT ION TOTAL S 13 	
4..
04,400

.....---------

--------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION,.INC.. - ------------------------------- --
CAMACE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
.A GECCAUSE_ CASUALT -ANO-VESSEL TYEOCATINP  
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
--
--------------------- - - - - - TOTALA R.E Iv-SSL_.E .............------ -- - BE. AL 

FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS 

- EAST.OF AFRICA -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
4 114,900 27 2. _GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 

10 978,900 174
 S. TANK SHIPS TAN SH PS1 3 500 -- ---- - - - 3 -
TANK SHI-l-PS ------------- 1-------.--------- . . .
 33
4 147.500 

. BULK CARRIERS 
 1 19,100 58- BULK CARRLERS - ORE/OIL 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 20 [,278,900 242
 
"''PERSIAN'GULF 
PERSA -- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
-
4 62. GENEAL CARGO SHIPS 1 2,900 83. TANK SHIPS 
 13 4,248,200 245 
-3 230,900 42 
4. TANK"SHIMS 

- TANK SHIPS 
------------------------------------------------------- ----------------.-----------------­
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL
 
C...................... ............ 4,583,900 ..........
 309......
ASUALTY-LOCATION-TOTALS 22 

...SEA-OF, -
BENGAL-

426,800----------------------.I. GENERAL CARGO SKbPS 2 
---------------------
60,800
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS ­
4 36,900 18 4- TANK SHIPS 

2 1-8,800 24
7. BULK CARRIERS 

13 673,300 . 88
CASUALTY LOCAT ION TOTLS 

INCONES A
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 8 508,300 82
 
2 84,300 12 ' -"
 TANK SHIIPS
3. 
8 335,500 143
 
,. TANK SHIPS 

3 24,700 . ­7. BULK CARRIERS 

2 110,500 Ir
 8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 
1 57,800 6
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVSLY) 

2 69,600 64
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS --------------.-------------------------------------­
------.------. ------- --------------------------------------

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 26 1,190,700 328
 
-- - ------ --- 
-- -
-------- 
- ------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------------
------------ ---------- -- 
- - -
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
L. 	 UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC. 
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
----- -B ALLEGEC CAUSE, CASUALTY LOCATION, AND VESSEL _YPE 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
.. ... . . . VESSEL TYPE NUMAERQ TOTAL ACTUAL ....... B EP IRT IrE 
OF CASUALlIES" REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
-
.__AUST/NZ 
.. . .. . 
--
- ­
4. TANK SH IP 
 2 0S_ 	 2
 
7. BULK CARRI.ERS 
 8 	 148,900 64
 
*CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
 9 	 151.400 66
 
I-------------------------------------
NORTH PACWFIC
 
-.. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS---
 516,900 	 174
3 . T AN K S H I P S - - - - - - - - - - --- 1 -	 ............
 -	 ---4. TANK SHIPS 
... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .604,300 6 ,000 	 1444
 
7. BULK CARR!.ERS ... ... -- - - --.. 	 8 -----..... 	 79,700 .
 
..8 .ULK - ORE/OIL 	 1 22,400 5
B CARRIERS 
12. CON r-I.NEt/CARGO" SHIPS13. 	 7 313,06bCONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY) 72	 35 
13. RE...IERT.D.CA SHIPS 7 	 25LUS0----------------------------
15 REFRIGERATEDCARGO SHIPS 	 6 155,200 60
 
19. BARGE CARRIERS-..--.-.--.---- --.-.--- ---- ----.--.-- 5 	 573,100 68 
-

. ........
 CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 68 	 2,530,000 561
 
4. TANK SH IPS - - - - - ------ - - - - - ----------	
- -3-0..- -	 ............ 

10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS 
 3 	 121,900
11. S-KRKiERS -	 i 3'I;UG -r3i1 " i oo 
... cYX Af ! b 	 - ---.6.. ­. .... . .. %[ -Cb 'C -T? t s - .. . -- --------------------.. 2 7 b 6b ------------------ --3 - -----------­
. . . .- - .. .	 
_4IC6GtD-tAUSE 'Tbfl C 6Z . . . ... .3 "i . - . 11... . 3 2 ------------------.. . - . . - . .-.... 6------ (to---­
ctxi bUforOA-----------------------~a------------------------­
. .. ... ... .. . . . . . .. . .. 
 . . . .. .
 . 
--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . . .
 
-- -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. . . .. .... . .UNITEDSTATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION,_ INC .---------------------------------------

CAMAGE SURV4Y ANALYSIS
 
....... ALlGCSAUSE,CASUALTY LOCATION, -ANOY. SSEL_jyE. 
JAMUARY 1971 ro DECCI.PER 1974 
--- . . -- -- - ---.-- N ... OTALACTUAL EAII!E- . 
oF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
- ALASKA .-------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.-GENERAL CARGQ LPS . . .. . .. .-----...... . --------- ­.-----------------. . 17,300 - - - -- 13 ---- - ­
3. TANK SHIPS 2 41,700 5
 
5$!
4. -TANK. ~ PS3t623, PO 137 
1
7. OULK CARRI.ERS I 14,400 

CASUALTY LOCATION tOTALS 7 t,697.200 156
 
CAtNA0A PACIFIC
 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 6 888,900 28
 
. TAN SHIPS 2 90,900 23
 7- BULK CARRIERS 2 80. 1Co 24 
7.LLILKCARRERS---------------- ------------------------------ -----------------------90102
 
'. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNlOADERS 1 30,000 6 I?- CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 2 34,400 10
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 13 1,124.300 91
 
-------- ---- ----- -------------- I---------------------------------- --------------- - - - ­
. G RAL CARGO"S-UPS 3 36,500 15
 
2. GCN RAL CARGO SHIPS 1? 573,900 66
 
3. TANK SHIPS 9 194.900 46
 
.. TAN SHIPS 9 1,966,900 82
 
7. BULK CAR I.RS .. 104,900 17
 
q. BULK CARRIERS -SLF-UNLOAERS 2 27,900 8
 
L2. CO:HAINER/CARZO SHIPS 15 700,000 133
 
13. CONTAIN3R SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 7 411,900 67
 
16. PASSCnGeR SHIPS 1 1,0 6 
1. .AUTOMOBILE, ROLL-CN/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 1 18,700 10
 
19. BARGE CARRIERS 2 62,000 14
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 69 3,915,00044
 
HAAI I
 
1. GrNCRAL CARGO SHIPS I 104,300 1O 
2. GENCRAL CARGO SHIPS 4 126,500 la 
3. TANK SHIPS 1 1,300 
1. TANIV CHIPS 1 ------------- 69 0 76 
---------------------------
------------------------------------------- -- - - --- 
--- --- 
-- ---------------
--
--------------------------------------- 
--------------------- -------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------
UNITED STATES SALVASE ASSMCCATION,.INC .. 

'q... . .. ..-. DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
EBYA" EGECCAUSE,-CASUALTY- LOCATI.N, ANOYSL 
JANUARY 1971 I0 DECEMBER 1974
 
TOTAL-ACTUAL-------------- REPAIRflyE -------
S -- TYPE_ - ------------- NUER----------------VESSEL - REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
. ... . . .. . . . .
. OF. . CASUALTIES. . . .. . . -­
- - - - -- -- - -
-. 
12. CONTAINE/CARGO SHIPS__ -----------------------..............................---- ----I ------------- ----­
13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY)22-------­
5 0 --..-.-.-....--.............-

---- -. 
­16. PA SSENGE R SIII S 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 0 105
1014.00 

TO PANAYA
PACIFIC CAL. 

........... .............. .............. 2----------------------29,90 12
 
12

.. GNERAL CARGO SHIPS 229,900 

2. CaNERAL CARGO SHIPS 8 129,aP0 6132
3. TANK SHIPS . . 232,100 37
 
-------- -------------------
....
 
7 471,200 

4. TANK SHIPS ---------------------------------
53 
7. SULK CARRIERS 
- 30
R. BULK CARUIERS - OREIOIL - 2. .7,300 

1 40,70 
 9
 !0. BULK rCK'ICAL CARRIERS 
 12
75.700
2
12. CONTAINEWCARGO SHIPS 2 49,600 14
 13. CONIMINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY-) 
 2.. 00:;.. .. .. 9
. . . . .. .. .. .. q
15- REFRICERATED CARZO SHIPS ....
 
. .18i00------------------------------­19. SAGCAIERS----------------~-------------------------------1 

3,381,100 14CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 34 
PACIFIC SOUTH AMERICA 
-- - - - - -- -- - - 533,300 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 2 403,300 56 &277004. TAN SHIPS 2',70 6
 
.7. BULK CARRIERS . .. 30..

...
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 
,190 3074------­l13.~~~~~~~~ CflNESIS(XCUIEY--------- - - ...----------------­ 6 1i.90
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 

CASUALTY LOCAT'IbN-TOTACS 19----- . . 5 54, 90 259. 
SOUTH TIP OF SOUTH AMERICA
 
52
44 ,-----------
2
SHIPS -------------------­
3- 48,500 . 2 . 
2- GENERALL CAG 
4. TANK SHIPS 
1 _ 20,1007. BULK CARRIERS 

20,000 
. .. .3. . . . . .
9. BULK CAkRISRS SELF-ONLOAOERS" . . . . .. . . . . . . 00 .. . . . .. . .16, PASSENGER SHIPS . .. 

-------- PASSETGER SHTAPS­
536,800CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 8 92 
................ . . . . ...------------ . . UNIO _STATEIS, SALVACE ASSOCIATI N, -I.NC . 
CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
.Q_ ALLEGECCAUSE,. CASUALLY LOCAT ION, ,NQJLESSEL TYPE 
JANUARY 1971 T OECEMBER 1974
 
---------- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - IU -- -- TOTAL--ACTUAL-- REPAIR-T11 E- - - -
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
ATLANTICSOUT AMERICA. 
__IGENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 1 6.)00 4 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 11 248,300 74
 
-------- 4. TANK SHIPS -...-- -- -............. 4 99,000 64
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 4 152,600 19
 
8- BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 3 38.5,800 37 
9. BULX CARRIERS- SELF-UN, LABDRS 2 862,600 63 
15. RaFRIG RlAEG CARGO SHIPS 3 41,800 8 
1;-. "PAS7SENGER SiIPS - 2 7,400 1 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 30 1,804,400 	 270 
--- GULF -AND- CARR I .BE AN--.-. 
1. GECERAL CAGO SHIPS 	 12 609,300 84
 
2. GENIERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 68 2,152,800 243 
3. TANK SHIPS 	 5 204,500 16 
4.. VA',4 SH IPS 	 72 3,884,500 810 
6. TANK SHIPS 	 1 185,000 10 
7.--BULK"C.ASR S 	 45 4,263; e00 69
 
8. BULK CARRIERS 	- ORr/OIL 6 142,800 26
 
9. BULK CARRIERS 	 - SELF-UNLOAOERS 5 -070,400 -------------------- 293 ----------­
1C. BULK CHE9,CAL CARRIERS 	 9 252.400 86 
12. CONTAINFR/CARGO ShITS 	 129 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (IXCLUSIVELY) 	 7 526,400 29 
15. REFR!tERATED CARGO SHIPS 7 1A4;500 20 
. 16. DASSE'!GR SIfPS 2 21,200 15 
19. 	BARGE CARRIERS 3 107,800 20 
--------- CASUALTY LOCATION TOT . 2 4 ZSALS - 6 ---------------- 5,6 b10bO 	 2-34
 
SOUTH ATLANTIC US TIP 	 - ­
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 1 95,500 14 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS----------------------------------------- 7---------------------- 6,00 --------- - ---- ­
4. TANK SliIPS 	 16 1,872,700 218 
7. BULK CARRIERS 	 it 632,600 106 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 	 3 147,600 27 
.	 I4;obO----------------------------------­9. BULK CARRIERS - SELF-UNLO0OERS.---------------------------------------------------	 i 
UNITED STATES SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC ........ " 
CAMAGE SURV Y ANALYSIS 
.. ._YEEC.CAUSE CASUALTY LOCATION,_AND VE-SEk TYPE ---..- _ 
JANUARY 1971 To DECEMBER 1974 
..VESSELTYP-------------------------------------------..... 	 TO-L ACTUA ......- IB T .
 
CF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
....... I-. BULK CHEtITCAL CARRIERS 2 	 - -51,200_
6 
11. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 	 I 12,000 10 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY) 	 7,O0 50.
 
I. AUTOMO IL2, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 1 300,900 	 6
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 48 4,733,800 	 540
 
_-. SOUTH ATLANTIC US------------.---------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------­
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 8 512,200 59 
2. GENERAL CAkGO SriIPS 	 9 2,861l2O0 57 
3. TA'!K SHIPS 	 2 265,700 15
 
.4..... SHI S 	 .. --------------... 3------------------ ,638,700 ------------------- 6 2 ----------
TANK 

7. BULK CARRIERS 	 a . . . . 130,000 35 
. BULK CARIfIORS - SELF-UNLOADERS----83, 00 8
 
.... 10. 8ULK CHZ'ICAL CARRIERS 2 130,100 27
 
13. CONTA!fR SHIPS IEXCLUSIVE-LY) 	 3 3,'69,800 10
 
15. REFRIGERATED CAOC SHIPS 	 2 181,200 8
 
18. AUTONOEILF, ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF CARRIERS 1 	 22,000 3
 
19. BAGE CARRIERS 	 2 19,900 10
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 51 9,415,30 	 394
 
ATLANTIC
US NORTh 

5 ----- 4-7-100 -	 53I . GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 
2. GEMERAL. CARGO SNIPS 	 I4 1,376,700 87 
3. T1A K SHIPS 	 3 61,500 14. 	 TANK SHIPS 4 6,202,300 364 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 60,0------- -------------------- ---------­
7. BULK CAR I RS 	 15 20,200 123
 
8. BULK CARRICRS - ORE/OIL 	 4 375,800 12 
9. BULK CARIUkS - SELF-UNLOAOERS 3 7d,200 20 
1C. AULK ClIHEYICAL CAARIERS 227,400 18 
1l. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS . 6,000 10 
12. CONfTAINeR/CARGO SHI.PS 400,100 6 
t3. C0IITAINCR SHIPS (&XCLUSIVELY) 9 3,319.100 .....---.- - . 83 --- -­
t5. REFRIGERAIED CARGO SHIPS 1 20,600 , 
16. PASSeNGER SHIIP'S 	 .145,90 10 ---
A. AUTOMOBILE., ROLU-CN/ROLL-CFF CARRIERS 	 06.2008 
g19.'BARGE CARRIERS .... .. .	 5..	 725-00 
 7
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 113 .13,642,800 	 ---...... ......... 794 ....
 
- -- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----
--
- .. 	 UN TED STATES SALVACE ASSOC [A ITON, IPIC_.--
DAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
B U CASUALTY LOCATION, AND VESSEL TYPE ___
JANUARY 1971 TO CCENEER 1974 
V-SSEL. -----. .NUM 	 ER ... TOTAL ACTUAL --- E------E---Y E .... ......... 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS 
... CNAONAAICIFI _ 	 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------.­
5 	 351,000 63
 
_2__2EIERAL CARGO SHtPS 
3. 	TANK SHIPS 1 1,200
 
1. 	 TANK SHIPS 6 901,100 95 
7. 	 BULK CARRIERS 16 1,659.2C0 175 
8. 	 BULK CARRiERS- ORE/CIL 2 469,500 25- ­9. 	 BULK'CR S4--UL-1ER 2 21 -0500 12 
20
15. REFRIGERATeD CARGO SHIPS 	 2 1,171,400 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 34 	 A,593,900 390
 
ST. LAWREK'CE SEAW'AY 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 7 227,400 36 
. t TANK SHIPS 1 3,400 
4. 	 TANK SHIPS ----------------------------------. 9 980,300 100 
7. 	 BULK CARRIERS Ii 464,800 72 
BLLK CARRRS- ORE/OIL 1 600 
q. 	 BULK CARRIYRS - SELF-'-UNLOAO.RS 3 123,600 25 
CASUALTY LOCATION TCTALS 32 	 1,800,100 234
 
GREAT LAKES 
2. 	 GENCRAL CARGO SHIPS 1 20,600 5 4.	 TAN SHIPS 2 19,00 
CARRIERS 	 ---------------------------- -------------------ZI---------SULK 	 2,602,SC07. TANLK S RIRS 	 47 7 CO 261 
9. BULK CARRIERS SeLF-UNLOADE1S 	 1! 1,805,200 333
 
599
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 63 	 4,448,100 

ATLANTIC EAST 
.-------------
I. 	 GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 - 171,000 .. 10 
GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 5s447,900 1t5 
A 	 IANK 'SillPS - 15 -1.0",90O 29a 
6. 	 TANK SHIPS 1 182,200 2 
.... ....
7. 	 BULK CARRIERS 11 1,758,000 ----.... 216 -------­
-------------------------------- ------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- ---------- ----- -- ------- ------- ----- --------
---- ----
-- - - - - - - -
------------------------------------------------- 
 -----------------------------------------------------------------
---------- --- -------
UNITEC STATES SALVAGE ASSOC IAT ION,. INC. 	 ---------------------------------
CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
. . . .-. 
Y y.LLEGEC CA SE, .- CASU AL.T Y -AN$ L.L P 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974 
-B .ACTUAL -------------- REPAIR-TIME..--------VESSEL TYPE--------------------------------	 M R....-.-JOTAL 
OF CASUALTIES 	 REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
----	 961,400 ------------------- - --..........
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL ................... 

9. BULK CARRIERS - SZLF-UNLOADERS 	 2 163,300 26
 
92---000 --------------- , -0--- ------10. BULK CHEMICAL CARRIERS --------------­
1 	 43,500 19 13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELY) 

3 	 136,300 27
15. R:PRlGERATED CARGO SHIPS 
 15
1 ,104,900
19. BARGE CARRIERS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 4. 5,865,40 	 905.
 
... ENGLAND
 
8 .00 .............. 44 ----------­2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 	 ---- 5--_---6------------------------------------

5. TAlK SHIPS 1 6500 14 
5.TANK SH IPS 
7. BULK CARRIERS 
8. BULK CARRIERS -_ORE/OIL 
0.'-'BULK'CHE ICAL CARIR5 
--- -- ---
--- I -----------­
6 
3 
1 
26,800--
22Z,500 
160,500 
2,100 
.-----­
51 
39 
3 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) ------
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 1 
...--...............------------------- ----- ---- ----------­
22,200 
-----------------------------
---------------- - ------------------------------------­
33137 	 1,558,400
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 

NOR TH SE A 

- - - - - - - - - - - 2--

2, 	 161,200 354. TANK SHIPS 

7. 	BULK CARRIERS 388.700 5.
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 
 6 	 549,900 80
 
BAL TIC SEA 

1 16,000 2
1. GENSRAL CARGO SHIPS 
7 	 646,500 22
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS .
 
10 	 690,600 159
4. TANK SHIPS 

7 	 387,000----------------- . 68 .7. BULK CARRIERS 

2 	 7,800 16 01 11. LIOUIO GAS CARRIERS 	 12
3 	 475,500 ... 
13. 	CONAINcR SHIPS (EXCLUSIVELY) 

4 110,800 12
15. 	REFRIGERAIED CARGO SHIPS 

CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 34 2,334,200 291
 
tEST CCAST OF EUROPE 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------- -
---------------------------- ---------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNT STATES------ I EC SALVACE ASSOCIATION, INC. 
DAMACE SURVEY ANALYSIS
 
BY_6LLiUCcAUS- ,CASUALTY.LOCATION, AND V EL TYPE 
JANUARY 1-271 TO OECEMC-ER 1974
 
VESSELA.TY2E - -U-- --
_ TOAL ACTUAL EAIR ILNLOF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEENTS 
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 15 634,200 102 
.... -... 3. TANK SHIPS .. .0 2... 
4- TANK SHIPS--------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ­
22 7,557,8oo 6] ---------­403---- -------

7.__TANLK CARIPS~ 1____________ 31___3____,_____ 107. BULK CARRIERS 32 . 1,284,200 '184 
9. BULKS CARRtISA S - OEP------------------------------------------------------ ------ 44,1600----4 
. .1.ULK CARRIERS11 - 4-- -4 

10. BULK CHEMLCAL CARRIERS ,0 
--
.- 4
13. CONTAIN R S I -LY) ------------------------- ---------.777,600 54 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGC SHIPS 63,00 53 
A-8.U10N0IL , ROLL-CN/ROLL-OFF CARRO--RS 1 30,030 tO
 
... . 19. BARGE CA RLERS O0 t o,26
 
- - C-SUATY TOTALS -OCAT-ION 87 -10,863,300 841
 
EUROPE, MEDIlIER.
 
2- GENERAL CA G -Sit IP..S...--------------------------------------. ..........---- ------­. . . . 3-66 ---............ . 17 Z 
-. TANK SHIPS 
A. TM !K SHIPS 
. . - --- . ... --
..- ---- ,29 1 , 7 0 0 1 , 0 3 4 .
 
-- 7. RULK CARRIERS 

6 . '. ..... .... .... . -..- . ...-.---. --- ..-.. . - " . . .~ ' . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
1 141,400 7
 
8. BULK CARnIERS -~~~T.1 433,000 3 
12.-CONTAINl/CAAGO SHIPS 3 
... ..... ---
33 ,400 

. .
 
15. REFR IG ERA TiO CA R G d SH jI, -S---..... . .... . to 
16. PASSENGER SHIPS
...G.C.IP.S 
 5 37,300 1519- BARGE CA R E S ------------- --------------------- 3 --- --------------------5 -----------
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 6 21,746,400 , 
.AFRICA, MEDIJIER. 
AF IAi-Et1R.-----------------------------------------
----------------
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 3 27.900 
124. TANK SHIPS 91,500 
8. BULK CARRIERS - ORB/OIL.00
 
Cb/HL2-
 99,700.11 N 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 8 219,100 23
 
WEST AFRICA 
1. GENERAL CARGO'SHIPS ---------------------------------------------------------------- -----------­1 39-2-
 4
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------- --------------------- --------
UNLTED STATES SALVAGE ASSOCIATION,_J NC . ............................................... 
CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
_______BY ALL $UIJS E, CASUALTY_.OCAT ION,. AND .E.S.JL.YPE 
JANUARY 1971'TO DECEMBER 1974
 
VCSSEL .TYPE ... ............................... NUMBER ... . T OTAL. ACTUAL ----- - I .. ......­
oF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
13.......
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS ---------------------- 3 4,400 _ - -. 
9 1,047,800 1714. TANK SHIPS 
8 --- 2 -­6. TANK SNIPS -- 3 -- ,-i ­
5 62,eOo 18
7. BULK CARRIERS 

8. BULK CARRIERS - OREJOIL 3 1839 24 
I 21.700 415. REFRIGERATED-CARO SHIPS 

16. PASSENGER SHI.PS- 2,600 _ ----------
CASUALTY LOCATICIN TOTALS 2? 13.123,000 380
 
--------.......... ONTOAL ------------------ 27------ 132,00--------------~.------ 29----------

TIP OF AFRICA 
1- GENERAL CARGO SNIPS 2 
1....
2. GENERAL CARGC SHIPS 14 564,000 4 ---------­
10 6,8;2,800 263
4. TANK SrIIPS 
6. lAN SNIPS 1 27.300 10 
*. BULK CARRIERS 4 117,200 1? 8. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 3 1'1,244,600 139 
11. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 1 141,000 20
 
15. REFAIGERAT&D CARGC SHIPS 1 3,000 1
 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS ,35 19,011,500 596
 
...............................................-------------------
-----------------------

EAST OF AFRICA 
2. GEtERAL CARGO SHIPS . . . . . . . . . . .7 i;2 80 .. 62 
4. TANK SHIPS 20 1,831,200 321 
5. ANSHI.S7. BULK CARRIERS8....................................................... 
2 
......................... 
11'3-9001100tg8O ........... ........ 
251 
......... 
a8.61ULK CARRS -OREOI 2 109,800---------- 18 ----­
15. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS I 14,000 - --
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 33 2,242,100 435 
PERSIAN GULF 09 
3 
.. .. .. ... 
9,000... -,0002 

2. GENERAL CARGO SHI.PS 

4. TANK SHIPS 12 3,C76.4CO 270 
5. TANK SHIPS 2 "'E,50o 32 
6. TANK SHIPS 3 1,096,200 . ................... 136
 
7. BULK CARRIERS'---------------------------.. I ..--------------------83,700 15 
---- ....... ............ ....... ...... ...... ......UNITED 1tATES SALVAGE ASSOC IATION, . -NC.-..... 
CAMAGE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
8YALEGEDAUSE, CSATY-LOCAJ ION, AND VESSEiL TYP.E ______- _________ 
JANUARY 1971 TO DECEMBER 1974
 
*-------------------.V-SS ---
M.E..-----------------------------...........-U--TALACTUAL .A-T
 
OF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
8. _BULK qARRIERS - 0R /OIL - - - - - - -- 3 -0 -O 
C... . LOCATION TOTALS 23 466
LT 5,577,100 

SEA CF BENGAL
 
I. GENERAL CARG SHIPS 1------------- 34,700 - 252. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 5 195,200 23
 
.. IANK SHIPS 12 1,777.200 101
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 3 35,900 7 
CI ----------------------- 1 2,369.,300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 23 4505,100 168
 
INDONESIA
 
r...RAL CARGO"SHIPS 7 420,500 51 
2. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 39 2,200,400 323 
3. TANK SHIPS 2 2,c00 6 
4._TANK SHIPS 24 3,715.300 358 
5.TANK SHIPS 4 3280 76 
7. BULK CARRIERS 3 15,400 6 
8. BULK CARRIERS -RE/b- - .------------------------------------------- 45;---------------------45800 9 
S12. CONTAIN3R/CARGO SHIPS 4 130,300 2515. REFRIGERATED CARGO SHIPS 97;7o6 26 
19. BARGE CAVUE RS __________ 3 4,66,600 23 ___ 
CASUALTY LOCATION TOTALS 93 7,328,600 903
 
AUSTINZ
 
I.-GENERAL"CARGO 'SHPS 1 54,600 1a
 
2. G5NCRAL CARGO SHIPS.- 2 36,500 9
 
4. TANK SHIPS 2 91,600 20
 
7. BULK CARRICRS 4 19,000 7
 
11. LIQUID GAS CARRIERS 1 96,000 .8 .
 
12.- CONTAINER/CARGO SHIPS 3 136,000 18
 
15. REFRIGERATED CARGC SHIPS 4 121.500 31-

CASUALTY LOCArION'TOTALS- ..... 17---------------------- -553;200 111
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------- ----------------------
-------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
- ---------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------- 
--------
- -- ----- ----------------------------------
- ----- ---------------------------------------- 
--
I -.... . .- . UNITED STATES SALVAC E ASSOCIATION, INC. .. . ........................................... 
_S--.. 
CAMAGE SURV(:Y ANALYSIS 
_C 5 UAT t.J.OC ALT ICN,._SNp.VE_ YPE 
JANUARY 1971 TCG DECEMEER 1974 
VESSEL TYeE ------------------------------ NUME- - -R TOJA _ACTUAL ------------ BEE 41S U L--.-
CF CASUALTIES REPAIR COSTS FOR AFFECTED ELEMENTS
 
. ..NORTH PAC IF IC - . -. ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---. .-.---.--.--.---. .--------. . . ---. .-------. . . .-.
 NOT 	 -------- ---------------------AIFC------------------------------------------------------------------------	 -----
__ 	 1.-__GENERAL CARGOStflPS 9 
2- GENE6,AL CARGO SHIPS 61 2,482,500 256 
4. 	TANK SHIPS 24 2,412,200------------------ 224 .-­
5. 	 TANK SIPS 3 1,009,400 173 
6. 	 TANK SHIPS 1 155,600 -------------------- 21 ---------­
7. 	BULK CARRIERS 37 2,579,5C0 265
 
e. BULK CARRIERS - ORE/OIL 6 232,900 64 
-12. CO'0AINER/CARGO SILPS 9 137,500 36 
13. CONTAINER SHIPS IEXCLUSIVELV) 	 5 -- 465,800 3
 
15. REFRIGERATE0 CARGO SHIPS 	 4 54,100 25
 
1 	 35:700 3
16. PASSENGER SiIPS 

9. 	BARGE CARRIERS 2 25,100 26
 
CASUALTY LOCAT ION TOTALS 162 	 10,096,900 1.179
 
1. GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 1 44,900 5
 
2- GENERAL CARGO SHIPS 3 13,400 6
 
4. 	TANK SHIPS 2 46,400 4
 
7. BULK CARRIERS 1 21.900 6
 
1O. BULK CHEMICAL CAIRIERS 3 21,900 6
 
19. BARGE CARRIERS 	 1 105,600 6
 
CAUALTcr7 LOSACATIOI ALs II1 	 2t , oo 33 
ALLEGED CAUSE TOTALS 1 1,518 	 170,562,8 0 ..... .... .....-- 15,2i7
 
OVERALL TOTALS 	 5,1.52 - It9,, 02,400 --- 45,065­
APPENDIX G
 
3cean Crossing Times - Routed and Unrouted Vessels
 
*:rSr C.AST UNITED 
Waes-bDund­
.'acJ5KcNorth­
west to Japan 
.orthwetnt 
STATES TRMDE 
Ves'e! 
Tonker 
rrcxghter 
contaxner 

Dry Bulk 

Tanker 
Take 

Freighter 

Containor 

Dry Bulk 

ROUTmS 
FALL 

unroucod Routed 
I ItSUFFICIE IT DATA 
4855/276 4220/238 

4720/229 4200/203 

4800/366 4233/321 

INSUFFICTIEbIT jNUFII T DAAI 
4320/230 4295/228 

4235/194 4280/196 

4395/307 4325/302 

WINTER 

Unrouted Routed 
INSUPFICIENT DATA 
4850/277 4225/233 

4785/233 4230/200 

4880/375 4240/312 

DATA 
4300/232 4330/232 

4325/199 4305/198 

4420/310 4320/304 

SPRING
 
Unroutcd Routed Unroutci ou.4o6 
INSUPPICI IT DATA IIfSC:MiC- :1T DATA 
4635/252 4220/228 4525/242 4215/225 
4520/211 4225/197 4500/207 4220/194 
4725/340 4225/302 463s/326 4220/258 
TNSUFFICIL T DATA INSUFICi NT DATA 
L4205/221 4150/217 4125/217 41C0/216
 
4,85/189 4090/185 4090/186 4075/125
 
4300/295 4245/291 4235/292 4195/2E9
 
Sample Count: 
Routed Vessls 2520 
Unroutte Vesselc 1152 
'...'2 COAST UNITD STATES TRADE ROUTES 
PALL 
Vessel Unrouted 
soT n/n/ 
;;estbound -
I 
Freihter 21/16.68 

Contaxncr 5/9.97 

Dry Bulk 102/19.91 

Easrbocnd 
-
to JprtoPcfcPaoxfic aIcrIMII SUICINT 
Freighter 27/15.90 

Container S/9.40 

Dry Bulk 109/14.53 

n = sample size 
s = standard deviation 
Routed 

s/s 
it 
45/4.62 

39/6.69 

218/13.74 

ITT DATA 
59/35.62 

49/9.46 

214/15.36 

WINTER 
Unrouted fouted 
n/s n/s 
39/18.3s 55/3.89 

4/10.69 40/10.14 

70/19.57 270/19.14 

INSUFFIC ENT DATA 
30/13.S6 73/13.22 
4/7.46 54/9.14 

96/16.06 236/15.11 

SPRING SU:-n 
Unrouted Routed Unroutod Rc~tod 
nl/s /s r/s r. r 
V 
39/17.14 39/S.33 0/14.& 42/4.45
 
6/9.77 39/0.11 6/9.so 36/7.)2
 
99/18.69 228/17.81 ;103/15.60 139/14.72
 
INSUFFICIENT DATA WINSUFFICENT DMA 
29/17.71 62/14.41 1143/15.22 40/14.14
 
6/9.53 49/8.46 1,/7.86 47/7.60
~El
 
109/16.86 218/16.50 .31/16.8 179/16.38
 
Saple Count:
 
Routed vCKS 2520
 
:.=,5100c~ Vr.7c "52-=el 

!;S:Z COAST UNITED STATES TADE ROUTES 
FALL WINTCR SPRING U.. 
R___c . SZj Vez"e! U.toutcd(t,It/nimi Routed Unroutedj s/in RoutedMs , Unrouted Dirt/Time) Routed Diot/Te) Unrouted /T ;outed-
::egtbound­
to Japan Tonker 4920/349 4200/338 5230/374 5020/346 4915/331 4C20/328 :775/323 472/323 
rroihter 
Container 
4775/262 
4620/221 
4750/251 
4710/222 
4993/279 
4920/241 
4900/271 
4850/237 
1305/236 
4735/216 
4730/252 h j5/95/243 
4695/214 i 4605/208 
4620/24S 
4540/2)5 
Dry Bulk 4850/354 4790/350 5760/379 4985/367 .50 1 0/3 50  4905/345 4735/327 4695/224 
Eastbound-
Japan to 
California Tanker 4815/330 4700/324 5025/335 4900/327 4635/311 4620/308 4635/307 4610/305 
Freighter 4715/249 4680/240 4635/245 4655/243 4530/237 4535/27 520/235 4535/236 
Conta.ner 4585/207 4550/206 460()/211 4650/210 4525/204 4515/202 1510/203 4530/2)2 
Dry 3ulk 4725/321 4640/320 4795/331 4730/326 4645/318 4575/316 :620/312 4595/3!0 
Saple Count: 
Routed Vessels 1224 
Unrouted Vessels 4 2 
:;S? COAST ;.:11zD SPATf3 TIULDS ROUTfS 
rALL 
Vessel Unrouted 
Po:t.oe Tvne n/s 
;;Cc tbound-
CalAforn-.a I 
to Japan Tanker 14/12.91 
Preghter 19/12.76 
Contair 5/10.49 
Dry Bulk 15/24.98 
Eastb)ound-
Japan to Tanker 19/14.10 
California 
Proighter 18/17.56 
Container 4/9.50 
Dry Bulk 15/23.70 
n = sa ple size 
s = standard deviation 
Routed 
n/s 

iI 
39/13.98 

43/12.24 

29/15.56 

38/27.01 

41/12.01 

48/15.15 

31/14.18 

32/23.07 

)INTER 
Unrouted '.outod 
n/s n/s 
.12/21.03 49/15.96 

10/16.24 48/19.48 

3/8.08 32/17.93 

9/29.17 37/35.18 

14/22.67 46/19.29 

15/17.10 53/15.11 

3/5.86 33/15.58 

13/30.07 39/27.99" 

SPrIUG 
Unrouted 

II 

n/b 
16/16.00 

18/12.96 

4/9.74 

14/23.40 

28/17.20 

15/10.68 

4/9.71 

14/20.65 

Routod 

n/s 

41/13.1711d 

31/11.3{ 

39/20.6! 

42/17.351 
50/9.54 

3 1/14.30 

33/20.37 

il
 
San'ple Count: 
st:L-
Unroutedl Rvtc. 
r/s /s 
II
 
18/15.92 33/15.64
 
2,/  39/13.55
 
7/14.63 23/15.4
 
14/17.35 34/:6.6:
 
II29/13.75 36/11.39 
26/13.95 42/12.46 
16/9.67 30/16.17 
19/27.24 30/26.17 
Routed Vessels 1224
 
Urout(: Vessels 432 
nv, z Nr "'not RgurEs 
al~ 
Vozrol 
Type 
.P1AL 
Unrotited Routed 
________.-,) fs/Pn 
Unrotlicc 
fls/i')it/ir 
XWINTER 
RoutedQou SPRING Unroottod 
(Dist/P~rme) Cfl±st/?,tmo) 
Suza 
UIredVnUoutcd l,rtcd 
(Dzst/Timec) (01tr~-~ 
B3l!zoa 
apan 
to 
Tanker 7940/533 7985/51 8265/555 8515/546 800/532 7915/524 7925/525 
I 
7900/'23 
treighter 7935/420 7895/418 7925/426 7985/422 7925/417 7835/412 7800/410 7795/410 
Container 7865/359 7840/358 7865/366 7955/63 18730/35 O710/3r5 7750/354 7770/352 
Dry Bulk 8000/556 7935/551 8205/568 8110/567 7995/540 7900/541 7890/540 7805/535 
Eastbo..;d­
Ja~an to 
Ba!oa Tanker 7935/540 7785/522 8165/552 7900/527 7800/516 7730/512 7705/507 7665/504 
rrexghter 7780/409 7750/408 7900/418 7830/412 7745/410 7700/407 7590/408 7660/403 
Container 7735/350 7745/352 7775/357 7795/354 7665/345 7670/345 7655/346 7630/342 
Dry Bulk 7920/554 7775/540 8035/558 7890/544 7730/533 7735/530 7730/529 7660/521 
Sample Count: 
Routed Vessels , 
Unrouued Vessels 792 
ol 
a-, 
CANAL ZONE TRAD 
;eszbound-
3alhoa to 
ROUTLS 
Vessel 
T o 
Tanker 
Freighter 
Container 
Dry Bulk 
FALL 
Onroutod Routed 
n/. n/sd 
23/20.16 I 24/18.96 
16/13.85 15/12.55 
4/9.03 15/14.69 
67/24.41 72/2C.50 
WINTER 
Unrouted Routed 
n/s n/s 
~___ 
17/26.38 30/30.95 
19/17.97 23/14.91 
4/11.27 18/12.29 
49/23.31 77/22.76 
SPRING 
Unrouted Routed 
V/f. 
21/22.74 22/22.C8 
15/19.25 18/19,15 
5/11.19 16/14.97 
58/20.98 70/19.91 
S 
Unroutcd 
n 
24/24.25 
18/19.55 
6/14.04 
63/22.22 
Routed 
nl/S 
23/25.05 
15/15.16 
14/12.19 
6S/In.54 
E:stbound -
Balboa 
j21/25.toITanker 
Freighter 
Container 
Dry Bulk 
22 
28/19.77 
32/15.05 
5/15.74 
33/16.70 
33/21.04 
39/14.82 
22/14.72 
47/16.58 
21/25.49 
26/15.15 
4/21.55 
29/13.75 
45/26.18 
48/15.38 
24/15.97 
60/17.92 
20/21.41 
28/15.83 
4/17.61 
32/22.12 
38/21.09 
36/15.48 
22/13.13 
51/19.90 
35/17.33 
31/14.41 
5/14.55 
37/21.76 
32/17.10 
35/14.30 
20/15.26 
45/22.87 
a = 
I 
Ineize 
iouted 
standard deviation 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _II 
Satple Count: 
Vessols 
Vr.c-d 
_ _ _ 
1116 
7),2s3 
_ _ 
toO 
FALL IaNTDR SPRING ST-1-R 
Vessel Unroutcd Routed Unrouted Roouted Unroutod Routed unro.u ctd 
7:st:,ourd_-
V.S. East Coast 
iS/ 1 I 
(US:: !) *to 
::ortnernlortne Tanker 3290/224 3240/219 3310/233 3275/228 3275/221 3235/218 3M/214 /21, 
ProightQr 3245/174 3225/171 3310/181 n245/176 3245/172 3220/170 3165/167 310/.L 
Container 3225/148 3180/145 3290/154 3225/150 3210/147 3185/145 3150/144 3240/141 
Dry Bulk 3285/231 3235/226 3315/244 3270/237 3250/231 3230/227 3195/223 3165/220 
!esthound-
Northazn Europe 
to U.S. East 
Coast (USUH)* Tanker 3360/240 3315/235 3450/263 ,3400/256 3340/240 3305/236 :3245/222 3205/219 
Freighter 3325/185 3305/181 3425/198 3380/192 33 2 0/186 3300/112 3195/172 IGB/170 
Container 3315/156 3280/154 3375/166 3340/161 3300/157 3275/134 370/15 3160/144 
Dry Bulk 3375/252 3330/245 3465/274 3420/266 3365/255 3320/249 3260/229 3210/226 
iIi 
Sample Count: 
U.S. ::orth of Hatteras Routcd Vessels 1351 3 
Unrouted Vessels 297 
::v5 
-
COAST UN=ED STATES TRA.DE 
Vessel 
T 
ROUTES 
FALL 
Unroutcd 
n/s 
Routed 
n/s 
111NTEl 
Unrouted Routed 
n/s n/s 
SPRING 
Unroutod Routcd 
n/s n/s 
SU:2, E 'I 
Unroutcd flouLOd 
n/s 
;-,tzound-­
!ast Coast 
,'$:)*to
s::-hen 
E°2e 
IF' 
Tanker 
Freighter 
reContainer 
Dry Bulk 
11/17.92 
12/15.26 
3/6.81 
8/19.91 
46/11.43 
48/11.21 
30/9.67 
46/15.83 
9/13,33 
30/15.04 
4/6.60 
7/21.98 
62/11.39 
58/12.81 
31/9.99' 
49/16.91 
12/16.06 
10/10.46 
3/5.13 
10/18.87 
45/30.11 
49/9.15 
30/10.39 
43/20.48 
16/10.42 
14/12.28 
3/5.69 
14/20.79 
42/9.4= 
43/10.23 
23/10.56 
39/21., 
i 
:;cstbound -
::..thernurope
tDj.5. East 
-Cc st UNH 
I . 
Tankcr 
Freighter 
Container. 
Dry Bulk 
11/14.18 
13/12.61 
3/12.50 
7/17.80 
45/9.80 
48/10.74 
30/9.22 
44/13.71 
I 
I 
8/13.7B 
9/15.60 
4/11.17 
8116.90 
59/9.87 
56/11-78 
32/8.90 
50/16.04 
13/12.60" 
12/13.14 
4/7.97 
11/16.96 
43/9.51 
50/11.05 
29/9.36 
40/.13.64 
17/14.61 
"15/11.20 
3/9.87 
13/18.08 
40/12.66 
42/9.73 
28/11.47 
36/115.11 
III 
* U.S. North of H- Ieras 
n = 
s = 
sample size 
standard deviation 
Samrlc Count: 
Vs 
Unro:t'dVr~'r1-297 
rlAST COAST UNITED STATES Th\Df ROUTES 
FALL WINTER SPRING SUYZ4.l= 
Vessel Unrouted Routed , Unroutcd Routed Unroutcd Routed Unroutod Pouted 
.,cuts TyInc ~rL/xn) Dist/' IW') D~i/Tr) (O -, ist/V1ime) (Dt.Tm)(s/'~)()S, 
....tzou.nd-L II 
Coast ( S Il) 
tn the 
' diterranean Tanker 3365/227 3355/225 3465/242 3410/235 3395/229 3345/225 3290/221 3280/218 
-righter 3355/178 3315/174 3410/186 3355/181 3365/179 3310/174 3230/171 3260/169 
Conta-nor 3290/150 3270/148 3325/156 3295/152 3290/150 3265/148 3260/148 3245/1.17 
Dry Bulk 3360/235 3460/233 3460/253 3400/245 3380/236 3330/233 3283/228 3275/226 
,.es..nound­
to twe .S. 
zast Coast 
(US.H) Tanker 3490/249 3410/240 3590/272 3530/263 3485/251 3420/246 3330/228 3295/223 
Freighter 3415/190 3375/186 3495/201 3465/198 3425/191 3380/186 3310/177 3270/173 
Container 3305/155 3225/152 3465/169 3405/164 3395/160 3360/157 3275/150 3255/148 
Dry Bu'k 34.0/256 3405/247 3595/280 3520/270 3480/262 3435/253 3330/235 32)0/230 
Sam.9. Count: 
0Uno.utcd Vessels 220 
0 
--- 
r"Sy COAST uNIrTD STATES TtUDE P.OUT2S
 
FALL 
Vezsel Unroutod 
Tzp.'e n/-
f.l;Gtbn'i:d -
U.S' Cast. 
Czaot (tS:;m)to theUSd.L rranean-
Tanker 
Freighter 
8/19.91 
5/14.71 
Containor 3/10.02 
Dry Bulk 8/19.51 

Westbound - ;h.. 
-rraneana:cn'e 
Z0 U.S. Tanker 9/16.29 

E:5t Coast
 
(U:h)Freighter 6/16.60 

Container 4/5.38 

Dry Bulk 9/21.29 

I 
n = sample size 
s = standard dcviaticn 

Routed 

n/S 

42/15.62 
33/10.20 

20/9.81 

53/19.01 

40/12.01 

30/12.21 

19/8.66 

50/18.'71 

WINTER 
Vnroutcd Routed 
n/s n/ 
611G.13 4/13.05 
4/13.57 35/10.61 

3/5.69 20/10.94 

8/19.56 57/18.98 

7/18.95 47/14.73 

4/21.19 34/13.17 

3/4.51 19/10.71 

8/19.66 54/17.32 

SPRING SUMCLR 
Unrouted Routed Unroutcd 
n/s r/s n/s 
jf 
7/13.35 .3/15.7D 10/17.80 
6/13.06 35/11.13 8/14.70 

3/6.03 19/10.04 4/10.90
 
u0 k13/ 6 .0 1B 0l 4 10 
9/21.51 49/18.69 12/17.00 

8/19.32 41/13.21 1!10/16.85 

7/8.19 31/11.83 10/11.50 

3/9.07 18/10.97 4/9.81 

10/18.91 47/19.07 14/20.86 

Ii 
Sample Count: 
Routed Vessels 1123
 
Unroutd Vessels 220
 
Routad 
./a 
32/13.95 
28/10.82
 
1 9 / 1 2 .01
 
40/16.12
 
33/12.96
 
28/10.17
 
18/11.63
 
1/16.47 I, 
GULF OF MEXICO 
::Stnound-
U.S. Gulf to
NorthernEu op  
TRADE ROUTES 
FALL 
VRonci Unroutrd touted 
j~y~z~(U~*~t/Ltm') ~LLtrJmc 
Tanker 4655/312 4600/307 
Freighter 4590/242 4585/241 
Container 4555/207 4580/200 
Dry Bulk 4635/322 4590/317 
3INT2R 
Unrotmtd Routcd 
A 1tTren (Dirt/Tim' 
4735/319 4695/315 
4705/249 4675/246 
4640/213 4660/212 
4720/331 4715/327 
SPRING 
UnrouLcd Routed 
(D,.St/Tirjo) (1fliSt/IMe)(Dn/r) 
/308 
4600/243 4550/241 
4595/209 4505/204 
4730/324 4635/320 
SUMAER 
nroAtcd Routed 
(D 
4400/291 4320/2.4 
4325/227 4335/224 
4290/194 f 235/151 
4410/302 4310/293 
Ucstbound-
Europe toU.S. Gulf Tanker 
Freighter 
Container 
Dry Bulk 
5050/348 
4900/227
5120/363 
4990/344 
4905/267 
4870/227
4955/354 
4895/350 
4850/269 
4855/230
4910/364 
4900/345 
4875/268 
4880/230
4905/358 
4685/317 
4590/244 
4515/207
4600/322 
4670/316 
4580/243 
4500/206
4610/323 
4520/299 
4430/232 
4400/199
4505/311 
4470/298 
4415/232 
43=0/193
435/106 
Samplc Count: 
Roated Vcssela 
U:%roatcd Vcszls 
1275 
246 
OF:L0? SXCO T.110r ROUP:-S 
Vessel 
VALL 
Unroutod Routed 
WIIMIR 
Uncouted Routed 
SPRING 
Unrouted Routed 
5UyA... 
Unrouted Rzuzzd 
.Tn r. n/s " /s n/s n/s n/s 
Eastbound 
-
tU.S.Gulf to Tanker 9/25.52 45/18.32 7/18.88 58/15.23 9/21.77 4/15.97 13/17.09 32/17.' 
reFreighter 6/14.56 38/9.36 4/17.21 48/11.78 7/15.71 38/10.11 9/12.29 34/12..; 
Container 
Dry Bulk 
4/6.75 
10/21.71 
22/9.96 
54/17.19 
3/14.11 
9/22.38 
23/8.71 
56/18.*47 
4/5.38 
i0/19:S1 
21/8.99 
52/16.21 
5/8.07 
11/20.40 
19/7.39 
44/17.3-
Westbound I2I I 
:;orthern 
U.S. Glf 
Tanker 
Freighter 
9/21.63 
6/18.31 
45/17.83 
37/12.7.1 
8/17.46 
5/8.76 
57/18.27 
49/13.26 
9/19.37 
7/12.96 
48/16.28 
35/14.09 
13/15.21
9/15.01 
39/15.93
35/13.8-
Container 5/i.97 21/8.47 4/5.91 23/10.61 4/8,92 20/9.37 6/9.87 21/11.71 
Dry Bulk . 10/21.99 53/18.61 8/23.86 58/20.04. 9/19.61 54/19.28 14/17.44 42/1S.01 
a I 
s 
s.ple sizeS 
= standard deviation 
lo Count: 
Rou tedVe ssls 
. 
-27 5 
Untofre Vcscis 246 
Vessel Unrouted Routed 
.ALLIINT R 
Unro,ted Routed 
SPING 
Unrouted rcutcd 
S.. fl 
Urrouted t d 
U.S: Gr'o 
.Bdita 
the 
tane 4515/303 
~l't 
4520/303 4505/306 4495/304 4470/300 4465/29 
4523­
4460/299 4455/297 
rreghter I4475/238 4460/236 4470/238 4455/237 4,10/231 4115/231 4405123 4Z,5/231 
Container 4430/203 4405/200 4410/203 4415/202 4415/201 4405/199 .1405/202 4%0/:3 
Dry Bulk ,1560/319 4500/310 4500/317 4490/314 4520/216 4460/310 4170/309 4440/306 
Madi tcrranean 
U.S. Gul 
to 
Tanker 4520/307 4530/306 4525/300 4515/307 4405/304 4470/300 4500/298 4-05/298 
Freighter 4480/242 4465/239 4475/240 4480/240 4435/237 4420/234 4425/232 . 4 :15/22. 
Container -1435/204 4420/203 4420/202 4430/204 4440/204 4425/202 4400/199 4400/103 
Dry Bulk 14535/314 4495/309 4500/317 4505/317 4470/312 4465/310 4505/312 4480/307 
Sanmle Count: 
Routed Vescls 1402 
Unroutce Vessels 277 
,Pt~ 
WLtFOU XEXICO TRDZ ROUTES 
Vessel 
T/ype 

Eastbound 

U.S. Gulf to the Tanker 

Mediterranean Freighter 

Container 

Dry Bulk 

Westbound -
M.edterranean 
U.S. Gulf 
to Tanker 
1 
. uFreighter 
Con.ainer 
Dry Bulk 
eI -sampl sizeVZC, 
- ztardard deviation 
FALL 
Unrouted 
/r 

12/22.18 

6/15.01 

4/6.45 

11/24.01 

10/25.22 

6/11.61 
6/8.23 

1027,.32 

2otuted 

1)/i 
47/19.08 14 
43/12.91 
25/7.51 

56/19.33 

51/19.39 

48/13.98 

24/9.31 

57/20.11 

RINTER 
Unrouted ~outed 

n/s n/s 
8/26.12 62/21.33 

5/20.61 53/14.07 

4/10.28 26/8.32 

8/25.11 61/19.67 

8/16.33 62/21.41 

4/20.22 52/15.21 

4/12.95 27/10.01 

7/23.08 64/22.68. 

SPRING SU:2C 
Unrouted aouted Unrouted 7,oucd 
n/n n/, :,.n /- -
I 
10/20.84 52/20.61 16/18.96 40/19.31
 
9/14.22 44/10.81 12/14.11 37/14.01
 
5/6.20 23/6.90 6/9.31 20/S.ZS
 
13/22.48 55/18.79 17.19.99 46/20.1!
 
11/20.99 52/18.10 15/21.22 40/20.72 
, 01.2 91.1
'7/18.35 47/14.76 I0/16.22 39/15.01 
5/9.76 22/8.98 6/11.63 21/9.76 
10/24.71 59/19.88 14/21.78 46/21.2: 
10il
Count::
 
1402 
d -- 7 
110vted N/ 5etE 5 277 
276
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